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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document is open source for any individual, company, organization, university, or country
to utilize for the advancement of humankind. The entire company can be formed in its entirety
by a devoted team of collective intellectuals or individual verticals can be started as stand alone
companies. This document contains hundreds of multibillion dollars a year in global revenue
verticals of multiple industries most of which are needs based for human survival in the universe.
This document is a rough draft and similar to notes of most people, they are quite messy with
only the author having the secret decipher to put the puzzle together. These notes which are a
creative exploration into futurism and philanthropy were collected during seven years of special
forces combat as a means of therapy to feel real freedom, to dream and be creative and altruistic,
to give the author a higher sense of purpose, and solidify that the author is an individual
passionate to add a positive change to the human collective tribe. This accelerator document
require 1000 hours, or 6 months of full time work to be completed into a 300+ page hard cover
large dimensions colored book that will be placed in all major business sections of universities in
the world including Harvard business school. The author is currently injured and in financial
poverty and cannot finance the full completion of this document to its final perfection. If the
author does receive $100,000 in funds to complete the 6 month project in some way, light, or
fashion, the author will presume work and post updates.

Intro

Mission Statement
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THE WORLD OF TODAY

Conflict zones are more at risk as hunger is used as a weapon of war.
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OUR WORLD OF TOMORROW

Eternal bodily life in life extensions with bodies lasting up to 500 years that stop aging at age 23
through regression formula, the fountain of youth serum, also included in Angel Nectar.

Crimeless societies.

Wealthy, healthy, and highly educated societies that are intergalactic civilizations.

Clean and regulated climate with no natural disasters using caught common ledger time
traveled data. Aerial drone microwave tropical storm level to kill storm procedure. Kill storm
with directed energy from satellites, GAIA AEOLUS UNITED NATIONS PROTECTION
AGGREGATE 1,
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UNICO DESCRIPTION

Unico is the company of Michael (all of us together as one designation and moniker).
Unico requires and is asking for a start up investment of 10 billion dollars to serve 500,000
starting partner operators.
Unico blitzscales quarterly doubling the number of partner operators served or at
worst performance doubles yearly.

Unico IPO/ICO's at $10 a UNIBIT in the city of Helsinki, Finland and conquers all of Europe within
20 years. It will grow to $50 valuation within 30 days and be in the hundreds within 1 years time.
UNIBIT has an infinite number of aggregates of marginal price insurance that mathematically
guarantees a minimum growth valuation in the AEGC UNIBIT of 1% per month.

For the worlds children. For generations of human to enjoy a paradise. To advance the
human experience.

UNICO UGO can employ 6% of the global population initially with payroll mathematically
guaranteed and secured with a payroll investment fund within our Unico Commonwealth Fund.

Unico takes good care of its people as each partner operator has their dharma calling by
following their passions. Unico partner operators actuate a lot of global civilians. Unico is the
eigenvector for this world and others we will discover.
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Unicos AI, to eliminate evil corporations and government without harming the people, whale
buys and sells and manipulates companies stock prices to implode them financially. Kill
Monsanto. Kill weapons tech companies with inferior technology. Kill Conagra. Kill poison food
chains, build new supply chains, locally source.
Within Unicos internal legal framework is the responsibility of the safety, nourishment, and
eternal health of every child in the human world. Unico supports and advocates for global
humane fertility control and regulations for child safety. We will bring the world into advance
development and achieve a global birth rate of 2.

One of Unicos standard company practices that is critical to its continual evolution of success
is Unico sends out a company memo 1 time a month to ALL Unico partner operators from the
maintenance crews who remove office trash to the board of directors with a paid incentive to
complete the 10-20 ideas on how to improve human resources, technology design (all soldiers
are required to be weaponeers), operations efficiently, new products and services, etc.
Nothing is above UNICO like a bank or central bank or central bank of central banks and
nothing is below UNICO like a state government. UNICO serves the survival and thrival needs
of all life. Unico colonies. Unico peacefully annexes territory and operates it own rule of law and
political environment. Unico sees no country lines, just people in need of these critical humans
services.
Unico is the world first multi deca trillion dollar valuated company. $30,000,000,000,000
Unico Company valuation within 30 Years of IPO/ICO = 3 x annual revenue of 10T for
10Bplus humans.

Thinktank symposiums
Creative Labs

Unicos revenue is $10 Trillion per 10 billion humans. Unico NGO’s value is $30 Trillion.

Rules for the company:

Board must be 40% of one sex.
Board must contain 50% front line workers.
13th month paychecks for the month of December.
Each partner operator is allocated an Colonial American Eagle Autonomous Ethically Guided
Cryptocurrency Account of $1300 a month universal basic income. $1000 discretionary,
$300 Nutritional voucher.
Partner operator twice pay maternity leave is indefinite for new mothers and 1 year for
new fathers.
Partner operators can work remotely.
Partner operators have full health insurance coverage of Blue company healthcare.
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Partner operators can do everything from a company application.

Show illustrated image on iphone of RWB Nonprofit Holdings Company application menu
items.

Get Directions
Eat a meal
Rent a home
Rent a car
Make a Trade
Call a doctor
American Eagle Account
Shop for food
Shop for clothes
Do something fun
See a concert
Local ventures

KINGDOM DESIGN
5% of a general population should be kept in ready forces like reservists as well as full time
Universal Army and Universal Intelligence career partner operators.
At least 1% of a general population should be Michelin starred trained chefs for in home
Michelin private chefs, Michelin restaurant chefs, Universal Academies, etc.
Equal numbers of ethnic varieties of humans.
Fertility regulations.

.

Have venues for gatherings of contributing individuals.
Uncio is an egalitarian democratic republic, the best form of capitalism.

Has the entire country of Norway and continental nodes within 5 years.
Has all of Europe within 20 years.
Will spread to the USA within 5 years and have the country in 10 years. $292,500 for the first
18 years plus 9 months of pregnancy. This is one or more or a combination of the following, 4
year college, house, car, down payment on house, food, clothes, etc.

All partner operators have feelings of righteous pact about pay and conditions

UNICO NGO will have a $30 Trillion dollar valuation within 30 years of IPO/ICO.
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ERADICATION OF GLOBAL FAMINES

ERADICATION OF GLOBAL HEALTH DISEASE

MOVE 1 BILLION PEOPLE INTO HIGHER EDUCATION FROM THE THIRD WORLD
EVERY 10 YEARS.

UNICO NON-GOVERMENTAL ORGANIZATION
CONSTITUTION
Most benevolent and intelligent aggregates of all constitutions in the universe. Plus include the
following
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Unico Initiatives with Aggregates.
1. No poverty.
2. No hunger.
3. Good health.
4. Quality education.
5. Gender Equality.
6. Clean water and sanitation.
7. Renewable energy.
8. Good jobs and economic growth.
9. Innovation and infrastructure.
10. Reduced inequalities.
11. Sustainability cities and communities.
12. Responsible consumption.
13. Climate action.
14. Life below water.
15. Life on land.
16. Peace and justice.
17. Partnerships for the goals.
18. 50% of UNICO Net Profits fund The Order of Light Foundation.
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UNICO FORMATION

Unico sees no lines in the dirt. It technically acquires, purchases or peacefully annexing,
optimizes, and maintains its own internal map of The Kingdom of Light. Unico partner
operators are already internally unionized with partner operators in direct control over their
compensation and work environments. The Unico partner operators have open company forums,
vote on their salaried pay with full benefits, and can file a grievance report that the company
solves as a first priority. We have 35 hour work weeks at Unico. Indefinite 1.5 times salaried
paid maternity leave for the mothers and 2 years of 1.5 times salaried paid for fathers leave.
Unicos paperwork shows its a 1 acre micronation in Northern Norway but that's just for
accounting purposes. Unico privately, and without notice, annexes all known territory for itself,
it sets up AI math driven models for abundance, automatically optimizing resource demands for
a given territory (China, Sudan, etc.). AI does all accounting, makes shell companies and rolls
off debt into them then extinguishes the companies.

Unico Investor’s Video
British attractive female Fiverr voice over

KEYNOTE
WELCOME TO THE FIRST KEYNOTE ADDRESS FROM UNICO TO YOUR CREATIVE
MINDS TO THRIVE WITH.
AMSTERDAM ACCELERATOR INITIATIVE.
ALL OF EUROPE ON BLUE BIT IN 14 YEARS OF DOUBLING PARTER OPERATORS
EVERY YEAR. 2035. 750M EUROPEANS SERVED.
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Number and Linked in profile share portal.
HAVE SHARE AND COLLABORATE FOR START UP SHARES THIS
COMPANY WILL WIN THE NEW VENTURE COMPETITION.
APP FOR HARVARD CAMPUS. GPS TO SQUARE METER YOUR LOCATION TO
MICHELIN TASTING MENU BOXES WITH PRESENTER. BREAD. AWESOME.
ALSO COFFEES, NEWSPAPERS, TEA, HOT SCENTED TOWELS, AND BREAKFAST
ENTREES.
Common forum
Common chat
Share with all contacts 1 button push.
Marketing strategy for project company formation.

Marketing materials:
RWB logo card with QR code and data stick business cards. Hire a team of craigslist
individuals to make drops at all coffee shops, libraries (college and public), ventures, bars,
business organizations, colleges,

Flyers with pull tabs on all college poster boards on campus and in dorms.
Flyers left on tables
Flyers have QR code to project.

Introduction video
Song Sundriver - Pangea.
Woman in video reading dialogue in company t shirt.
Dialogue

Company commercial with female CEO.

She is moving towards camera in shot of beautiful American landscape on slow walking horse.

“Hello, My name is _______, and I am the Chief Executive Officer of Unico. Join me, on this
remarkable revolution. Mothers and fathers watching this commercial, go to
_____(website)______ now and the app store for a free download of the Unico company app to
feed and nourish your children and family, rent a car, own a new property on an equity only
building model no interest 30 year loans on atmoshperically generated luxury homes priced at
$10 of custom per square foot cost for the home for you and your families with the
furnishings and decor. We provide company wide solutions for your daily life.
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UNICO ACCELERATOR INITIATIVE RECIPIENTS
All Global
Private Equity Firms.
Venture Capitalists.
Largest Charities.
Largest Hedge Funds.
Crypto people to ICO to raise $1B.
Angel Investors.

UNICO DUEL TOKEN UNIBIT INITIAL
PUBLIC OFFERING/ INITIAL COIN OFFERING

$10 UNIBIT AEGC IPO/ICO. We expect growth to $50 within 6 months and over $100
within 12 months.

Unibit is considered money. Money is technology. Unibit mathematically grows at 1% a month
minimum and prevents any bubbles by only adding to the slope mean curve.

Set maximum mining quantity to 10,000 Earth years. We should be at go ready capabilities of
Operation Light by that point. Let’s recovery our lost loved ones. 1 planck second WTF.
Michaels methods. A grahms number to the grahms number of powers of grahms number per
plank aggregates on target.

Unico spatial clones the entire 200 sextrillion star system multiverses matter an infinite numbers
of times into the surrounding regions of space past the quasers as an aggregate to universal
peace amongst species.

You. $100,000, Partner Operator Commonwealth Trust Fund.
Your Child at age 18 recipient of Trust Value: $$$$
Your Grandchild at age 18 recipient of Trust Value: $$(YOU)$$$$(From parent, your child, just
like your child).

Base money on Gabriels horn and Koch snowflake.
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Put money and education set into these kids and let them hop back in time travel. When you
shoot, they come back. Maybe this company will for the collective man, woman, and child
genealogical map of humans since 30,000 B.C. Space them out by immediate family and by
time and place on heavenly exoplanets built by biosentient self advancing decatrillion of
terraform (include time traveling the planet for a “no wait” species systems ready. Pop the top
exos. You and your wife in a lavender like strong floral scented exoplanet flower patch on a
beautiful sunset.
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UNICO COMPANY OPERATIONAL
DOMINANCE PROTOCOL

● Unico Initiative: 10 trillion dollars in annual revenue giving the company a 30 trillion
dollar valuation within 30 years of IPO/ICO. It’s the world's largest and first
decatrillion dollar company.

Launch operational dominance mathmagenius protocols.
Unico AI blitzscale dynamism acquires Kingdom of the Light Earth and other territory like
superclusters.

OPERATION UNICO SPRING
Infinite C-CETI aggregates to use AI to instantly manifest Unico at every location in the
observable universe including the void of space. Ways could include an operational
dominance protocol that takes mere plank seconds. Plank second 1, deploy telegraphic
femto “dream particles” to all star systems and the void of space for all of space and all of
time. Plank second 2, gather intelligence data on where to start Kingdom of Light
territorial colonies that Unico serves. Unico will instant file all paperwork, do
AI/sentient/biosentient AI/sentient negotiations and contractual and legal obligations from
Operation Unico Spring of infinite C-CETI aggregates of being the dominant corporate
entity in the observable known universe. Unico’s future evolution of the company passed
down to offspring is Omnico. Unico’s main competitor is the EBE run Multico. The
universe has only 200 sextrillion star systems. The telegraphic femto dream particles
spatially clone the observable universe to a googleplex star systems every second. Unico
employs the dream particle, a dream particle that has dream dot capabilities as well as
world abundance summoning/manifesting abilities. Within seconds for this operation to be
a success, all of the universe's animal sentient adults and children are safe, fed, educated,
and evolving at an accelerated rate. Unico also ensures a royal halo hive stored life
extensions service for all animal/AI sentience entities and their offspring. Planck second 3,
time travel all Unico universal expansion to our current or past time.
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UNICO INITIATIVES

2050 A.D. UNICO NGO GOALS:

No hydrocarbon shortages.
No water shortages.
No food shortages.
No housing shortages.
Plus a lot of abundance.
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UNICO MONETARY INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: Every man, woman, and child has a universal basic income

allocated to them at the moment of conception that provides for basic needs and a
nutritional food voucher. This amount is $1000 discretionary and $300 for a
nutritional voucher through Unico Organic Farms and other healthy food retailers.
Children under 18 eat free as much longevity cuisine as they need.

Introducing Unibit autonomous ethically guided cryptocurrency. It’s a concierge currency. It’s a
new form of technology. Unibit is a duel token, a Unibit is a share of Unico as well as an active
dynamic cryptocurrency. It mathematically guarantees a positive mean slope of valuation for a
given long term price action. It runs on an optical blockchain. Polymorphic unpredictable hashes.
Every child in the universe is allocated a Unico Unibit universal basic income of $1000 a month
discretionary and $300 a month nutritional voucher for eternal life. Abraham coin and American
Eagle AEGC are also the exact same financial technology model of abundance.

UNIBIT IS A CONCIERGE CRYPTOCURRENCY WITH A HEART. A TRUE GLOBAL
MONEY SYSTEM TO BRING OUR WORLDS AND OTHERS INTO ABUNDANCE

Monetary. Unibit money. AEGC. Parents have control over 25% of the child's UBI until the age
18, a Mothers salary. They can keep it as a parental salary or teach their kids about finances.
Nothing is above UNICO like a bank or central bank or central bank of central banks and
nothing is below UNICO like a state government. UNICO serves the survival and thrival needs
of all life. Unico colonies. Unico peacefully annexes territory and operates it own rule of law and
political environment. Unico sees no country lines, just people in need of these critical humans
services.

This is what a model of a family of 4 becomes in America with a Unico Unibit Universal
Basic Income:
Father. UBI. $1000 to mortgage. $300 to feed family. Still keeps job at income.
Mother. UBI. $1000 to manage home and children. Stay at home Mothers salary. $300 to feed
family. Optional to keep her job. Or these gender roles could be reversed in a modern family.
2 Children. UBI. 25% of Discretionary in control of parents to age 16. $300 a month a person to
eat.
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It’s $292,500 for every child from moment of conception to age 18 in UBI benefits. This is a car, a
start up business, a down payment on a home, college funds, trade school costs, clothing, food,
gasoline money, money for them to start a family one day. UBI benefits continue in perpetuity.

FUNDING MECHANISMS: Crypto ICO at $10 a token. Venture Capitalists and Angel
Rounds for AEGC Crypto ICO/IPO @ $10 Duel Token. If a Litecoin, $50 Duel Token Trading
Value after 30 days. Crypto funded into a Global commonwealth fund and allocated at $10 a
duel token. American Eagle Autonomous Ethically Guided Cryptocurrency/ Red, White, and
Blue Nonprofit Holdings Company.

Introducing Unibit, a miracle of a new money system that will feed, nourish, and educate our
children into the future. This will a new human way of life, that of good work and leisure for
ourselves and future generations.

UNIBIT AEGC
13 FEATURES:
1. Unconditional Universal Basic Living Income. METRIC Accounts.
2. LETS, Local Exchange Trading System for Organic farms (Shannon Place), energy, etc.
3. Mutual Credit.
4. ROSCAs, TANDA Accounts. Rotating Saving and Credit Associations. HFT Rosca
sprouts and dumps.
5. Timeshare Acquisition, Management, and Reward (AMR) for properties, vehicles
(car by clubs) and other assets including partners.
6. Roll off debts into shell companies.
7. Bartercard, based on cash bartercard.
8. HFT.
9. Simple smart contract interface for non coders
10. Fixed Currency Supply per color bit at 64M
11. Easily POS transfer to any world currency.
12. Pays off all outstanding and existing interest of the Worlds fiat currencies.
13. Pays off all debts. Housing, student, government, business, medical, etc.
Micro nations.

MONETARY
a. Artificial Intelligence Color Bit Blue Bit Autonomous Ethically Guided
Cryptocurrency. SOVEREIGN WEALTH FUND. METRIC 1 ACCOUNT. App. digital and
physical card, key, and wallet.
b. Disney theme park duel token BLU/RWB level security. Always positive slope.
Cannot be affected by global wars, commodities, events, etc.
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2040 GOAL OBJECTIVE: ALL 750M EUROPEANS ON A COLOR BIT METRIC 1
ACCOUNT RECEIVING A PERPETUAL UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME OF $1300 A
MONTH. 300 NUTRITIONAL VOUCHER, 1000 DISCRETIONARY PER MONTH.
Color bit smart contract function of 2 and 3 line function collateralized growth obligation smart
contract exchange. Coldplay x and y album cover. Color book color field color bit varieties. 100
features of smart money. TANDA ACCOUNTS. roscas. mutual exchange. LETS system. CGO.
loans come 100 percent out of deposits. Usuary is outlawed. 10 percent consumers tax on
everything. World map of world continental color bit aegc duel token. Base currency on Texas
no limit holdem heads up poker table.

Unibit is a safe, reliable, crypto AEGC during a fiat debt collapse. If they can use an app, they
can have money. Unibit Money.

Unibit’s artificial intelligence can optimize its use in the hyper intelligent universal expansion of
intelligent sentient species. Self improving model. AI money that spoils your kids more and more
each year in more and more optimal ways.

Unibit is an AI money that can think.

UNICO ENERGY INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: Provide every man, woman, and child clean, renewable, and

overunity energy systems to power their homes, electronics, cities, vehicles, and
petroleum products. Unico advances over 10000 alternative energy technologies and
implies them all at once, aggregation of marginal gains. We created an atmospheric
petrol generating 87 octane petrol universal vehicle gasoline tank cap, a home
pump self serve, fuel tank trucks make it on the truck, and gas stations tank cap
lids, all get any hydrocarbon from the atmosphere. We cut off Europe from Russia
and connected natural gas plants directly into their existing infrastructure to
provide Europe and the European Union with free natural gas.

Universal Energy. Atmospherically generated Petrol. Electric. Quasicrystalline sphere Flux
resonator zero point energy. Top 10000 energy methods.
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Universal Energy. Pipes in oceans to create hydrocarbons on shore at $1 a gallon unleaded gasoline
price. Emf harvesting. Zero point energy. Piezoelectric. Atmospheric petrol harvesting.

triboelectric nanogenerators.

ENERGY.
a. Nano piezo electric. A small piece of thin cloth blowing in the wind can power a car. Hitting
car powers it. Its over unity so it powers enough to start a vibration feature that juices the power.
b. EMF harvesting. Radiant earth energy.
c. Quantum Energy Generators.
d. New Optical Solar. 1000x energy for 10x times cheaper.
e. Thermal electronics electricity generators.
f. Wind.
g. Geothermal.
h. Tidal.
i. Tesla coils.

Spark Energy Company. Zero point energy. Mm2 clear cloth small air puff charging nano piezo
from cars and. Constant compound acceleration to intertial anti gravity dynamos of battle balls
and all aerial and space craft propulsion systems.

Provide energy abundance to the world through direct company actions into the latest science
and technological. Provide it cheaply when regions economic conditions are dire and a small
amount in a modern world. Atmospheric petrols. Stations and trucks that fill their tanks to sell at
$1 per gallon 87 Octane Globally for industrialized nations. Stations that fill themselves. Fuel
trucks that fill themselves. All from atmospheric generated hydrocarbons.

UNICO FOOD INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: All you can eat organic longevity cuisines for all children under 18

and for adults, lowest childrens prices on earth the UNICO AI autonomous farming
operation will make for itself and add it to the Unico Commonwealth Fund to expand
and improve services for all. Every man, woman, and child has a universal basic
income allocated to them at moment of conception that provides for basic
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needs and nutritional food voucher. This amount is $1000 discretionary and $300 for
a nutritional voucher through Unico Organic Farms and other healthy food
retailers. After initial costs of the factories which could just be the cost of 1 self
replicating vertical farm construction machine that could copy itself and using the
m block ram rod propulsion drop every 10km-100km squared on the earth and
grow food abundance. Clean and pure food and irrigation and drinking water are in
abundance.

Dyn. Franchise of 3 Michelin star restaurants.
Universal Organic Farms. Robotic AI autonomous vertical farms and fisheries. Every entity on
this world and others has an abundance of free and affordable food. Children and seniors eat free
organic plant and animal longevity cuisine all you can eat until 18 or over 65. What Universal
Organic Farms really is is an eternal experiment with food production. We do continuous
experiments and use over 10,000 growth aggregates in the Organic vertical farms. Free organic
longevity cuisine for all humans under 18 years of age.
Environment. Populate robotically and with AI the worlds rivers, lakes, oceans with fresh
animal and plant food.

To find and discover the eternal plant and animal 64 codon DNA variations including flowers
and edibles, run a optical supercomputer simulation modeling meta data simulations of all
created DNA variations, then print the DNA by the element and test in wombs and seedlings.
Computer model what will work and also do live testing. Advance science and be ethical. Eat
new food of God, our share of the devine, the holy photon.

Breast milk. Atmospheric organic human breast milk generation. Organic women breast milk
wet nurse army like in the Korean war. Women that milk their tits everyday for money. Milk
is tested. Created and grow breasts only in optimal vertical farms and milk them for babies
and men to bulk up on human breast milk. Milk a farm of human breasts.

1%-2% Michelin trained culinary chefs per human population.

Requires the user to have access to clean organic seed that can grow in the environment.

The variables of access to organic seed, fertile soil, organic fertilizers, and clean water contribute to
the success of organic farms for a variety of regional crops. The farming knowledge is strong in the
third world. But still more education on optimal growing should be included in the crate.

An indistinguishable under 105 degree prepared taste quality everything t bone heirloom vegan
optimum nutrient medium cooked steak and all other dairy substitutes. The cheeseburger that
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adds 300 minutes of life expectancy, equivalent to 30 min interval workout. Market it like that.
You order on category and added only life expectancy of food and drink products. Michelin 2
star Mathew Kenney quailty.

Aerial drone fisheries and science and fish delivery into lakes, ponds, streams, rivers,
swamps, and oceans. Vesica piscis logo.

FOOD
Optimal Vertical Organic Heirloom Farming. 10 Acres per citizen of The Netherlands.
Produce home delivery. Farmers markets. Grocery stores. Restaurants.

Atmospheric Food Generation/Theory. Kings Feast. Produce. Water from sky. Nano smart dust.

AI robotically made refrigerators that AI stock from touch screen order of 1000s of fridge and
freezer items from atmospheric food generation. Have a cola drink spout next to the water and
ice. Slushie dispenser. Treats like wrapped candy bars and spice pull out drawers. The works
for those mothers to never worry and relax.

Nature Jesus Fish Fisheries and auto fish feeding for all water bodies of The Netherlands after
science drones are sent it. Geo sat science water body. Auto abundance the animals.

Formula 1 Organic Heirloom Superfood Atmospheric Generated formula canteen for babies.
Optimal ph and temp, etc.

REQUEST GENOMES OF ALL KNOWN SUITABLE PLANT AND ANIMAL LIFE. IN THE
EMERGENCE SOFTWARE WE LIVE IN AND IN THE KINGDOM OF LANIAKEA AND
BEYOND THERE ARE INFINITE VARIATIONS OF 64 CODON PLANT AND ANIMAL
EDITABLE AND NON EDITABLE LIFE. IMAGINE THE FOOD AND MEDICINES WE
HAVE YET TO DISCOVER.
EBE TREATY ESTABLISHED: Trade of produce varieties that grow in earth climates.

Longevity cuisine. Michelin only rated eateries. The 300 minute life expectancy increase burger.

Michelin starred organic longevity cuisines served to children in tasting menus. 24/7 Michelin
eateries. Cadets can order cuisine to suites.

UNICO FLORA ORGANIC VERTICAL FARMS. ALL COMPLETELY AUTONOMOUS
WITH OVER 10000 GROWING AGGREGATES FOR SIZE AND NUTRITION.
GLOBAL ORGANIC HEIRLOOM PRODUCE. 20 ACRES A YEAR PER GLOBAL
CIVILIAN. GLOBAL ORGANIC DAIRY. SENTIENTLESS DAIRY.
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FOOD: Get the fish. Make 1 SWARM INTELLIGENCE AI Atmospherically generated food
imitation fish self replication fish.
Make self replicating giga produce plants in vertical giga farms. Organic heirloom vegan
produce, sentientless organic dairy production in vertical giga farms.

UNIVERSAL ORGANIC FARMS

Unico is the world's largest wheat producer. x3 world needs capacity. Bread, bread, more bread.

In home private chef cooked and waiter served Michelin starred organic longevity cuisine
through Unico Organic Farms for individuals and families.

The vertical farm could print genomes of seeds from scratch elements and grow them optimally.
Also create its own renewable fertilizer source.

1%: Produce Farmers. Gigaplex organic soilless vertical optimal aggregate of marginals gains
greenhouse farms. 1. Filter O2 out. 2. Pink laser diodes optimal distance. Water mist. Pure CO2
environment. Atmospheric pressure 3 times. Nutrient root water pressure injections. Always
breed biggest with biggest produce. Breed top 1% of harvest by size and nutrient density.
Skunk bait fruit for human queens. Abundance. Only heirloom organic produce sprouted seeds
with no flouride allowed. Atmospheric generated h20. Off grid overunity power source.

UNICO FLORA ORGANIC FARMS. Organic produce, organic dairy, and organic exotics. Optimal
heirloom soilless vertical farming. Only mate top 1% in size and nutrient density of produce per
harvest. 10000 ways to get large produce in high volumes with direct to consumers autonomous
farming and food delivery methods. UNICO grows all dairy animal meats in artificial wombs
without the heads on them for only animal cell death in consumption. Jesus fish logo on autonomous
fisheries. 1 science drones onto all google sat water bodies including oceans on planets. Increase
global populations grow tag and release into wild ocean environment self replicated robotic
autonomous ocean fisheries of tagged blue whales. Krill. Tuna. Crab. Lobster.
UNICO FLORA ORGANIC VERTICAL FARMS. ALL COMPLETELY AUTONOMOUS
WITH OVER 10000 GROWING AGGREGATES FOR SIZE AND NUTRITION.
GLOBAL ORGANIC HEIRLOOM PRODUCE. 20 ACRES A YEAR PER GLOBAL
CIVILIAN. GLOBAL ORGANIC DAIRY. SENTIENTLESS DAIRY.
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UNICO ORGANIC PRODUCE
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UNICO ORGANIC SENTIENTLESS DAIRY
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UNICO EXOTICS

Kobe Beluga Sturgeon Caviar
Tuber magnatum, the high-value white truffle or trifola d'Alba Madonna
Snail eggs.
Scorpion venom
Epipogium aphyllum
Shenzhen Nongke orchid
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FLORA

Flora. 2 week fill in the blank plus calculating bmi and dosage use. You will know the latin name,
flora varieties. You have to be certified for each drug. So 2 weeks certification program for cocaine
use. Atmospheric generated cocaine. Etc. Tea, everything 64 plant codon. Microdosing. All drugs
made safe. We are libertarians and want adults to be safe. We treat everything as a public health
medical issue and direct individuals to a Universal Wellness Center.
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UNICO WATER INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: Every man, woman, and child has pure water for drinking,

bathing, and crop irrigation. Every household has it’s own atmospherically
generated water source and requires no plumbing. The compost is turned
into a non toxic oder less gas and released into the atmosphere. Unico uses
water flood technology to refill the worlds depleting water reservoirs with
pure water. Unico focuses on atmospheric water generating. A robot would
float on top of California low reservoir and be a fountain of water. Unico
created an overunity powered atmospheric water canteen for the worlds
children and adults to enjoy and water their small crop plots. Unico create a
water nozzle for hygiene.
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WATER. Atmospheric Water generation. Nano dust version of this. Homes generate and dispose
of through cool odorless evaporation atmospheric water supply. a. Atmospheric Water
Generating Canteen.

Water: Grow all societies into a modern abundance. Water is food. All by using the simple
physics phenomena called condensation. The earth is rich in water even in the regions with little
to no access to water for food production, drinking, or sanitation. Make SWAG canteen.

UNICO HOUSING INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: Every human has a basic right to adequate shelter for themselves and

families in safe environments with access to resources such as education, healthcare,
and leisure. Unico does not believe in renters models. Unico focuses on building
generational family wealth and only functions on 100% equity to client housing
models. Unico sells custom client designed properties at $10 eqvl. per square foot.
Unico considers a 5 acre lot for a minimum of 10,000 square foot home
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to be adequate basic shelter for a family of 4. If in a large city then 10,000 square
feet for a family of 4 per entire building floor or side and full corner is allocated for
40,000 square foot highrise building city levels. 16 people can live per floor. 100
minimum floors per building. 1600. 10000 buildings for 16000000 person capacity
and more. Design a structure to hold 10,0000 residents eco sustainably. Unico
paints and coats our Earth in asteroid gold and imitation gold. Unico builds the
world into the Garden of Eden and spreads it across the multiverse. We build and
guard heavenly Kingdoms of the Light for our children.

Atmospherically generated. $10/square foot custom properties on a 30 year fixed 0% to self
Unico internal company loan. Equity building models only with your choice of furniture and
home decor. 5 acre lot minimums for a family home. Futurist Jacque Fresco city designs. 5 Acre
minimum land plots with 10,000 minimum square foot homes. Unico considers a 5 acre plot with
a 10,0000 minimum square foot home with 6 beds and 6 baths standard basic living for a family
of 4 with 2 parents and 2 children. Add 2500 square foot per additional family member. Or a
10,000 square foot condominium in a major city, an entire floor or side of building of the Unico
smart eco condominium highrise.

SHELTER
a. 1 self replicating AI robot that 3d prints homes with all materials, furniture, appliances,
A/C, Gym, Spa, Fridge and pantries that stock themselves. Michelin star level self serving large
family dining tables. Sit and eat at specific times throughout the day. 10000 sq foot for $100000.
Atmospheric wine and cigar cellars.

UNICO TRANSPORTATION INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: $10 a horsepower for custom designed land vehicles. Cars have less

than 100 parts. You call them for a replacement when you crash them. Unico creates
land, air, sea, and space vehicles out of atmospherically generated materials like
graphene. Unico uses the m-block ram rod nano propulsion motor requiring only
electricity; it can harvest 100 ways including solar, piezoelectric, electromagnetic
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harvesting, and zero point energy. Every human has the right to own their own
vehicles. Unico creates K roads 100km squared on the Earths and other worlds terra
with a station every 10km and fills the land area with development and housing. It
takes these grid sections and optimizes it for environmental, suburban living,
Universal Academies, hospitals, golf courses, etc.. Unico builds egalitarian
democratic republics. Unico has a no cost intertial insurance policy. No cost
maintenance, repairs, or total replacements. When you become a customer, you are
insured for life. You call or HUD button push them for a replacement vehicle when
you crash them or want to change vehicle.

Unico Transportation. $10/horsepower. Hypercar revolution. Atmospherically generated air,
land, sea, and space vehicles. Less than 50-100 parts for a K car. You call them for a
replacement car when you crash them. K roads, no crash autobahn. Sea, Land, Air, Space ports.

Gerson Cancer/Burzynski Cancer Treatment ALLOWED globally and universally under threat
of civilian online signature raid and peaceful sit in of government buildings.

From Red Company Transportation: 3D printed in 24 hours from factory space half length of
frac tank mollusk material 10 component including 4 K wheels custom modular (K CARS WITH
K WHEELS ON K ROADS) Hot Wheels models. Several new model come out at once. These
are hypercar functioning vehicles. These are free in materials cars.
They say the only difference between men and boys is the price of their toys. These toys are
free from the environment. Free cars from free labor and free materials.
All cars come with ps5 controllers to race in corporate parking lot with wife on top of corporate
headquarters. Controllers are left on top of building for partner operators down time. Crash these
K cars into things and one another they are free so fuck them up, use them in operator set lethal
strike league sims death matches.

The AI designs and prints models of the month and adds them into a car club Red Company
Networks. 3d printed car club display garages out of mollusk or graphene composite if cant grow
or make biological material in 24 hours.
Atmospheric generated breast milk. The Mothers Milk bottle. Or The Formula One Bottle.
Nicknamed Bosom Bottle.
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.businessinsider.com/hedge-fund-dealmakers-beating-vcs-pr
ivate-markets-startup-crossover-investing-2021-7%3famp
Details about the new technology.

TRANSPORTATION
a. K Company. K roads. K cars. K

tires. K company
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K roads. 1 mile an hour per machine.
K tires
K cars. Car insurance policy is quote from handsome time traveler "you call them
for a replacement when you crash them".

Champagne in every car that drives you.
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UNICO EDUCATION INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: Every human has the right to free higher level education from

pregnant mothers to any and all ages of humans. Universal Academies provide the
students with all basic needs such as 3 Michelin starred longevity cuisine meals a
day served as tasting menus plus all you can eat and bring home with you. The
Academy provides high quality graphene atmospherically generated smart clothing
with thermal control, biometrics, safety tracking, communications, etc. The
Academy copies the designs of the world most expensive retailers for children's
clothing. The children dress waspy preparatory Academy. The children's weight and
BMI are monitored to ensure they stay within the safe BMI ranges. Post doctoral
studies in every major, violinists, to poets, soldiers, spies, to chemical engineers, to
astronauts. STEM heavy. 180 IQ and above children by 18 financially independent.
Children have their own investment portfolios starting at age 3 when they can
invest.

Universal Academy. Enough of them to educate everyone. Michelin star longevity cuisine served
as tasting menus scheduled and 24/7. The Universal Academy cadets if they living in the cadets
living quarters with nannies and chauffeur and parents and pets can heads up display or tablet or
phone order with exact countdown clock any food or drink item. Mathew Kenney and David
Avocado Wolfe to you anywhere on the Universal Academy campuses. They find you and come
directly to you serve. You can be served a tasting menu for you 2 or more in your bedroom at any
time or day in the year.

Universal Academy. Michelin 3 starred longevity cuisine.

Never enough scientists, engineers, farmers, poets, every trade there can be.

Million child monthly meditations and sing alongs in world languages.

EDUCATION. International Academy. World Class.
a. $22 A DAY FOR ACADEMY

100M DOLLAR TET FOR 5000 CADETS ALL AGE SETS

Longevity cuisine. Michelin only rated eateries. The 300 minute life expectancy increase burger.

Michelin starred organic longevity cuisines served to children in tasting menus. 24/7 Michelin
eateries. Cadets can order cuisine to suites.
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UNICO HEALTHCARE INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: Universal Wellness Centers are provided to every human and other

entity at no cost. These are Archangel Michael’s healing centers. Food is thy
medicine. All you can eat at no cost served to you anywhere on campus longevity
cuisine. Erotic massages for stress. Organic goats milk Persian baths for women with
essential oils, flowers, food, and drink, with your body and vagina sponged bathed by
naked toga men. Universal Wellness Centers Philosophy is the aggregation of
marginal gains in treating all body, mind, and spiritual ailments a partner operator
client might need help with. We have Soma for the top 10 body ailments including
cancer (no chemo or radiation policy, non invasive no scar surgery), heart disease,
and diabetes, and Myalo for the top 10 mental ailments
including schizophrenia, depression, anxiety, bipolar.

Genecorp Life Extensions. Asset recovery of Jesus Christ using Unico temporal operators. Go
get one guys. He will write new spiritual texts. Asset setting and Asset Recovery into life
extensions. It’s here, the bodies in your basement with private entrance for life extension techs so
you never see them. Life extensions are yours and your family members. You have a Jacque
Fresco custom 10000 plus square foot luxury home full of the finest exo fruits, with your kitchen
table cut from a new beautiful exo mineral, with life extensions in your basement. Regression
formula. Angel nectar.
Unico Universal Wellness Centers. Healing centers. Michaels healing centers. High IQ
healthcare. Science. Aggregation of marginal gains. Cures top 5 body and 5 mind disorders.
Cures cancer (Burzynski treatment, Gerson therapy, organic longevity cuisine including health
superfoods smoothies, served to your locator beacon on you to your room 24/7 served Mathew
Kenney, Dr. David Avocado Wolfe, Rife, Spa, etc.), heart disease, diabetes, schizophrenia,
bipolar, anxiety, depression. Partner operator paid VO2 max every quarter, partner operator
client gets life expectancy calculation done every quarter partner operator client paid for the days
work. Life expectancy is calculated and shared with client. Nurses and doctors and the entire
healthcare team are financially incentivised to keep their clients healthy long term. Euro home
child hospice care for the busy hard working parent. “Welcome to place where death cannot
enter”. How? Universal Wellness Centers, Michaels Medicine. Cures. Regression formula. Life
extensions.

Fauna. Medicinal sex intensive surrogate partners (more medicinal, Fauna Surrogates), to more
recreational sex workers, escorts. Safe sex network, tested 2 times a week, stays within
network only.
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Erotic massages available for men and women.

Atmospherically generated hospitals and materials.

Paid Risug and female equivalent. Free delivered to you male and female smart contraceptives.

Healthcare. Cancer, Heart disease, diabetes, sz, wellness oasis euro Michelin starred
concierge hospice care. Doctors to your door for your children with cough medicine.

Parents float their newborns in rafts down river canals to the center of the Utopian colony where
they are raised as royal pharaohs.
Prevent unintended pregnancies, provide abortion but also provides carrying for adoption and
parental community. So, encourage the birth and cultivation of the child but provide her
abortion rights.

An indistinguishable under 105 degree prepared taste quality everything t bone heirloom
vegan optimum nutrient medium cooked steak and all other dairy substitutes. The
cheeseburger that adds 300 minutes of life expectancy, equivalent to 30 min interval workout.
Market it like that. You order on category and added only life expectancy of food and drink
products. Michelin 2 star Mathew Kenney quailty.
Anti aging, age reversal daily or less 1 pill dose that does 100-more things at once. 1. It programs
the body to cellerer regenerated at twice the rate, 3.5 years, client is given health spa level vegan
organic cuisine, spa, and fitness regime. Brings you back to 35 year old vessel age 30 years after
10 vegan organic body regenerations. A 110 year old man or woman will look 35 fit and lean
with no white hair. 2. The pill programs the body to produce hypernutriets. 3. The pill repairs
telemirs of chromosomes via bio programming or medical nanobot machines. Could also cure
alzeimers and other ailments.

HEALTHCARE. Myalo. Mind. Body. Soul. Go after top 10 killers of Netherlands people.
a. Foundation of Youth Serum. 25 years vessel age rated to 400 years.
b. Life extension insurance program. Pods stored at home.

Michelin starred organic longevity cuisines served to children in tasting menus. 24/7 Michelin
eateries. Cadets can order cuisine to suites.

Cancer smart sticker. Clear rounded rectangle over left wrist. Blood is keytoned, antineoplastic, and
post belly full of Gerson juice, wolfe smoothies, vitamin, nootropics, and ph, and oxygen.

Insurance: Life extension pods in gifted policy holder contractors homes.
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Literal fountains of baby blue fountain if youth serum to drink from. Drinks with it.

Atmospherically generated diapers and shoes for every child on the Earth.

All entities are given

Tachyon particles that are placed at gravesites of fallen soldiers or last known locations of
individuals to trace them back, then the tachyon particle self replicates moving forward in time
and creates atmospherically generated Angel Nectar and puts it into the target vessels of the asset
recovery operation.

UNIVERSAL WELLNESS CENTER

We function on the aggregation of marginal gains, starting with a minimum of 100,000 coacting
aggregates per client for their ailments.

Med beds.

COMMUNITY. ROMAN BATHS AGAIN. FREE. CLEAN. RANDOM
STRANGER BATHING.
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SOMA

Body/Physical health care
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MYALO

Mind/Mental health care
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FAUNA

Recreational escorts. Medicinal, erotic massages, intensive sex surrogate partners. High society
communal safe network group orgies.
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UNICO CLOTHING INITIATIVE

CLOTHING.
a. Atmospheric Generated Worlds top 10 mens, womens, and children Luxury clothing
stores copied designs from touch screen overnight production for your size in your homes closets.
b. DARPA Diaper. Smart diaper.
C. Other hygiene products.
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UNICO ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: Maintain our atmosphere at a scientifically agreed amount using

over 100,000 fully funded aggregates each to get us 1% there in 10 years. Unico
would raise funding for a $100 billion dollar human mission to be completed in no
more than 20 years to maintain our CO2 levels, rid toxicants from our
environments, and repair our ozone. We sequester carbon into coal and bury it. We
also turn it into diamonds to coat our buildings and jewelry.

Environment. Populate robotically and with AI the worlds rivers, lakes, oceans with fresh
animal and plant food.

Eco Bots: Autonomously rebuild our habitats for complete ecological restoration in
perpetual balance with harmony and nature.

Climate change initiatives

ENVIRONMENT. Eco bots. CO2 global maintained in 10 years. Feeding animals, warding of
predators, keeping them warm or cool, water for them, building them shelter. The eco bots could
combine and build a decathousand acre zoo by getting the animals to follow their food source

Environment. Eco bots. Drone fisheries.

Global co2 levels control.
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UNICO ECOLOGICAL PASSIVE RESTORATION
INITIATIVE

● Unico Initiative: Unico will flood the earth with edible fauna and flora using fisheries
on ground and in oceans made autonomously by robots and atmospheric generated
materials. Science drones will geo scan all known water bodies and land science
drones to detect water purity and a content then optimize and abundance plan to
aerial delivery fish. Will will fill our oceans with crab, lobster, tuna, etc. Atmospheric
generated high protein fish food to keep the Earths water animals
feed. Edible seaweed and other plants in abundance as well.

Populate robotically and with AI the worlds rivers, lakes, oceans with fresh animal and plant
food.

In home private chef cooked and waiter served Michelin starred organic longevity cuisine
through Unico Organic Farms for individuals and families.

Planetarium Pet – plants grow in gel.
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Eco Bots: Autonomously rebuild our habitats for complete ecological restoration in
perpetual balance with harmony and nature.

Planetarium, observes while the plants grow in gel: an educational product TAOS. Planetarium is
a line of products and educational activities for children derived from aerospace technology. The
products are produced in our workshops.

The goal is to recreate a nutritive and non-toxic culture media for life of plant and animal
ecosystems. Kids can build their own ecosystem, place the seeds and observe the growth of
plants using the transparent color gel.
The seeds are basil, cucumber, sunflower, tomato. Once grown, plants can be transplanted in the
garden or in a pot. There are several solutions available.
* Super planetarium is one big container with 3 different seeds available. Garden Lab
comprises direct three small containers with three different colors of gel with the ability to put in
each one a different suit.

Antigravity inertial dynamo eco bot to follow mother and birth of all children with
1. Water.
2. Light.
3. Shade.
4. Temperature control
5. Food.
6. Gps navigation and herd tracking.
Also feed fish with vesica pices logo on ai autonomous drone fisheries science bots. Optimal fish
combination, delivery location of water oceans, ponds, rivers.

Wildlife eco bot

Global co2 levels control.

Wildlife eco bot. Atmospheric eco bots.
Antigravity inertial dynamo eco bot to follow mother and birth of all children with

1. Water.
2. Light.
3. Shade.
4. Temperature control
5. Food.
6. Gps navigation and herd tracking.
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Also feed fish with vesica pices logo on ai autonomous drone fisheries science bots. Optimal fish
combination, delivery location of water oceans, ponds, rivers.

UNICO ANTICRIME INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: Using aggregation of marginal gains,create a crimeless society. Paid

controlled fertility like RISUG and female equivalent and universal basic
incomes and good employment are some aggregates.

100,000 humane aggregates to prevent and stop and solve all past, present, and future crimes.
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UNICO LEISURE INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: Recreational air, land, and sea vehicles. Theaters, etc.

With Unico every Terra becomes one where you can get a cooked hog and a fauna
surrogate partner or recreational escort. Unico saloons. Unico cocaine. Strike League Sims.
Lethal and nonlethal leagues.
Paradise islands.
Paradise Islands, a chain of islands around the world with EDEN freedom. PTSD, marriage
problems, soldiers, its a mental health resort. Puppy dogs, BBQ, live music, bisexual fauna
surrogates and escorts. When you arrive, your naked guest hosts will have you strip naked.
Cocaine.

Saloons
Erotic Dance Clubs
Wineries (AMERICAN ORGANIC FARMS)
POKER GATHERINGS
Legalized gambling.

Risug
Bathouses
Spas
Dyn

An indistinguishable under 105 degree prepared taste quality everything t bone heirloom
vegan optimum nutrient medium cooked steak and all other dairy substitutes. The
cheeseburger that adds 300 minutes of life expectancy, equivalent to 30 min interval workout.
Market it like that. You order on category and added only life expectancy of food and drink
products. Michelin 2 star Mathew Kenney quality.

Syn
Myalo
Caviar from sky
Puppy dogs from the sky.
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Leisure. SLS. Erotic massages. Saloons. Home sex surrogate.

Culture: Free safe sex culture in safe sex network.

LEISURE
a. Strike League Sims.
b. Syn. Club.
c. Dyn. Michelin 3 star with curbside button top push user tasting menu experience at
home on your dinner table. MICHELIN TASTING MENU BOXES WITH PRESENTER.
BREAD. AWESOME. ALSO COFFEES, NEWSPAPERS, TEA, HOT SCENTED TOWELS,
AND BREAKFAST ENTREES.

Strike League sims Lethal and Nonlethal
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UNICO DEFENSE INITIATIVE

The number one rule of Unicos defense initiatives is to function solely as a third party conflict
mediator that does not use lethal force against any human targets. Unico believes in
preventing crime and conflict, neutralizing it, and building an abundance. We will nano
cocoon persons of interest and bring them to the International Criminal Courts for processing.
We run a life academy and our own internalized expedited court system.

AI can represent a legal entity like the UBI’s investigator Sphere technology and testify against
the person of interest in court and develop and present with spoken voice an exhibit of
evidence.

Unico Smart Nano Sand Protected Cities: 20km high and past city boundaries of atmospheric
holographic cubic placed smart nano sand. It is a swarm intelligence that senses on a common
ledger several sensory data streams like crime detection, hospitals, weather data, crime log
databases, etc, and functions and autonomously deploying sentient and artificial intelligence
and biosentient AI. Make it love the inhabitants of the city like a mama bear cop. It prevents old
ladies from falling. It prevents crime and can solve crimes. It keeps the inhabitants of the
colonial city living eternally. The people breathe atmospheric angel nectar in the atmospheres of
the colonial cities. Angel nectar is a biosentient swarm intelligence fluid that functions as a
regression formula also known as the foundation of life serum, in functions as a time traveling
amulet to operator client, it can teleport them, it can sense all predictable dangers on a common
ledger to operator client, it keeps your vessel to 500 years at age 23, it auto set you for hive
cloned life extensions at the speed of the planck second. The smart nano sand keeps the city in
the “Valley of Life” and safely solves the other universes problems. Cities are built and designs
as eco colonies like the designs of futurist Jacque Fresco.

● Unico Initiative: Provide an elite fighting force.
Supra. Benevolent MK Ultra. The best. For athletes, executives, world leaders, STEM
professionals, and soldiers. Suprasoldiers. Supra psychology, the most beautiful psychology in the
world. Your chemistry professor and elite business professional has an options package they
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and spouses control. A workout alter, hit a heads up display and enjoy an endorphin high
80 minutes later after your shower and hygiene tying your business tie. The STEM teams
do amazing science and research in Jagrat Sushupti.
100,000 humane aggregates to prevent and stop and solve all past, present, and future crimes.

Utopian societies would have the most powerful armies in the universe. They would fight as
eternal angels of the Light. All citizens in utopia have life extensions.
Army/Intelligence size and reservist forces should be maintained at 5% of total
human population.

Unico Defense utilizes artificial intelligence and biosentient artificial intelligence to produce
deca-tillions of wartime aggregates of marginal warfare per planck second and autonomously
puts them into action with no building or materials costs from self replicating everything
including wartime technology utilizing all construction techniques, manifesting particles into
something, atmospherically generated, asteroid generated, gas planet generated self replicating
and generation, terrestrial planet self replicating and generation. It produces an infinite number
of offensive and defense methods, strategies, new mathematica, technologies, etc. It masters and
plans for the 1 plank second WTF attack strategy utilized in Operation Light.

Techion battle sphere that trace an enemies movements backwards through time, time sets over a
time spatial plane, explodes over all designated targets operator has been since birth of operator,
it follows them back to base and then self replicates into battle AEOLUS moving forward to
marshmallow explode, munition explode, gamma/microwave attack, and other attack methods of
enemy bases back to their home worlds. These spheres are cloaked and in 2 dimensions around
the operator and are an unpredictable attack method using techion battle spheres to trace back
enemy targets. If the enemy even thinks about approaching you, you caught it, and spheres are
around them and they explode to kill all enemies and targets.

Tachyon particles that are placed at gravesites of fallen soldiers or last known locations of
individuals to trace them back, then the tachyon particle self replicates moving forward in time
and creates atmospherically generated Angel Nectar and puts it into the target vessels of the asset
recovery operation.

Atmospheric generated self replicating aerial resource crate that includes atmospheric generated
food, water, clothing, hygiene products, birth control, electronics. Crates self replicate and fly
and land at designated points all over the world.
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ARMATEK

Weapons firm.
1. Self replicating atmospherically generating nano AEOLUS teleporting entangled

common ledger enemy scan spheres that have three primary capabilities. First, they can
expand into any size from a bowling ball to a kilometer wide solid sphere and move over
10,000 miles an hour into an enemy target. Second, these battle spheres also have
directed energy weapons on them from gamma to microwaves. Third, these battle spheres
have atmospherically generated munition marshmallow expansion capabilities, allowing
just a single nano battle sphere to fly over a naval ship at 10,000 miles an hour, form a
kilometers thick atmospheric element high grade explosive compound and ignite the
explosion. This already can teleport to all planets around the 200 sextrillion star systems
and clean bad shit up. Hit then every plank past current and future time set, souls X’d into
blackholes. The multiverse is now a heaven. AEOLUS can self replicate von Neumann
style as well out of ground and most definitely gas. Use their gas planets as attack
aggregates for plank instant creation of full femto AEOLUS to attack their star system.
AEOLUS can TIME SET to control a territory during a military operation. AEOLUS can
also act as an investigator sphere using a techion method to time travel back with the
enemy human/alien operator back to their home base or mother ship then the AEOLUS
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will move forward in time and self replicate with entropy then marshmallow expanding
to destroy mothership and all enemy home bases. If environment has no carbon atom,
create one from the oxygen and other gases in the atmosphere of the human/alien combat
target. Time set AEOLUS over the spatial dimension of time and blow it up once, which
will look and act like several explosions in cloned time set space to control territories.
Get creative biosentient artificial intelligence to develop deca tillions of features, attack
strategies, tactics, warm intelligence code, physics, etc.to create an eternal infinite library
of aggregates of marginal warfare. Controlled by programmable kinetic algebra.

2. ZED 1 VERITABLE OPTION OPERATORS UTILITY TOOL.
3. Air, Land, Sea, and Space Armadillo Tanks.
4. Armadillo Body Armor.
5. Operators 0 G Smart Fabric with m block ram rod flying capabilities. You can fly

to moon or Mars.
6. Operators Smart Combat Gloves with atmospherically generated operators nano

smart dust and cocaine.
7. Vitamin Coca Loadout Chewable.
8. The Cube Firearms soldiers complete loadout.
9. The viper drone and viper nano AEOLUS dust CUBE battle drop.
10. Nano velociraptors from nano smart dust.
11. Cyclops weapons system on contacts, combat goggles, and combat helmet.
12. Plus the other 20+ you know about and 100,000 more with safe life extension and work

wife sex surrogate. Let's build an army.
13. Angel Nectar. Angel Nectar is a 1 ounce drunk or injected biosentient swarm intelligence

fluid that provides several functions for the operators and use for childrens safety. 1.
Angel Nectar keeps you in a 25 year old body for 500 years. 2. Angel Nectar freezes
time and sets you at planck speed for your thousands of remote in space and time life
extensions. 3. Angel Nectar uses artificial intelligence common ledger predictive
analytics to sense approaching danger and can teleport operator to safe location for
debriefing before the operator is alerted to the danger. For example, if someone is caught
getting shot by a sniper, they would teleport out of the space before the bullet was even
fired. Their data should allow them to sense that the bullet would be fired but in case of
high level combat round fire predictive analytics of combat injuries are needed to
teleport them to safety.
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UNIVERSAL ARMY

Armatek. Weapons firm. 15-20 plus new military technologies including the viper drone Cubes.
Every individual in the military and intelligence fighting force is required to submit
weaponeering proposals. ZED 1 Loadout. Just 1 teleporting Femto/nano-AEOLUS battle sphere
in every atmospheric with a carbon atom on all enemy worlds as well as von Neumann
capabilities to find carbon can in 1 unpredictable total multiverse hit destroy billions of evil EBE
species and worlds. Armadillo tanks. Etc. Also need to degrade and delete all of the oxygen out
of worlds, solar systems, and hostile regions of superclusters. We must end all hills and free all
slaves. Detect animal pain signatures using the holograph proton. Know that evil only exists in
animal sentience and this is not the Tao. The Tao is love. I think humans can rid the observable
universe of evil within 100,000 years. We will have the universe mapped within 10,000 years
from time traveling von neumann probes and know where all life is. Only strike league sims
lethal exists for all species of light brothers to have fun and learn science.
Universal Army. Global united fighting force. Army Special Forces DELTA. Michaels Army.
Beautiful matte to shine variable option armadillo Golden Angels armor with imbedded jewels,
designation, etc., Air/Land/Sea/Space armadillo tanks, armor, operators smart fabric and
gloves (nano smart dust, cocaine). All operators believe in universalism as war fighters.

MILITARY. Zed 1. Aeolus. Healthcare paradise island. Working code oil field hours. 6
month tours. 3 weeks on with 4 hours a day sleep minimum 2 week off for a tour. 1 million
dollars compensation a tour. Predictive common ledger analytics. Life extensions.

The 1 planck WTF infinite unpredictable infinite number (AI/sentient generated) of aggregates
of marginal gains to win all combat events.

Insurance: Life extension pods in gifted policy holder contractors homes.

Universal Army Generals have the option to remotely pull all units souls in a instant painless
switch back to a safe location for renter with new plan of combat is to be lost. Like China
with explosive helmets only saving your soldiers.
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UNIVERSAL ARMY SPECIAL FORCES
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UNIVERSAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Universal Intelligence Agency. Spy agency. Precrime.
Operation Light of Abraham
Budget to raise via governments, charities, private investors: $100,000,000 for 500 ways to make
peace.
International academies.
Abraham coin AI AEGC. For universal basic income.
In country safe zone refugee harboring. Build Air BnB/ Four Seasons level quality homes.
Extract refugees with luggage and home items. Transport them to safe zones.
Have gps food/drink/hygiene products. service. User downloads app. Produce and dairy come
to you via phone gps.
Have self replicating food and water and hygiene resource crates.
Biometric tracking for health and safety.
Company employment opportunities.
Access to healthcare and educational resources and service. Traveling doctor comes to homes
of children.
The safest cities were Holon, Ramat Gan and Rishon Letzion, where 78% of the residents said
they felt safe going out at night. The fittest cities were Rehovot and Ashdod, where 44% and
40% of the respondents said they engaged in some kind of physical activity three times or more a
week. In Israel.
Strike league simulation games for intelligence operators as well. The UIA officer can inception
trip chair into a French town for 6 months and play a French resistance movement against
Nazi’s. They can trip chair and spend months training in only days or shorter in the trip chair.
They can send and receive messages through baguettes and sleep with real players or simulated
characters in the game. They can learn skillsets, go to a simulated farm for training. Spies can
train getting cut up, etc.
You and your spouse can share a handmade log cabin wooded environment in a trip chair for
your normal sleeping time and even have other children in the simulator.
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UNIVERSAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONS

Universal Bureau of Investigations. They have life extensions for themselves in the line of duty.
Investigative body. They solve all crimes. Precrime. They asset recover homicide victims into the
common reality (investigator sphere taking a time travel past time shot, atmospheric angel nectar
to victim, then recover into life extension with family around them, bag the perp with nano
cocoon from investigator sphere, put on trial and sentence. All children are entangled
communication real time synced to a Universal Police Force. Universal Bureau of Investigations.
Precrime units. UNICO uses 1 septillion per billion children cloaked in 2 dimensions biosentient
entities that can guild them from harm. A wild bear cant attack your kid. The android angels
would alert to any caught health concerns and can material around the person and carry them to
safety. PROJECT ANGEL LIGHT. Just 1 aggregate plus 1 more aggregate of angel nectar and 1
more aggregate of regression formula. GET TO 100,000 aggregates then get to more aggregates.
100,000 humane aggregates to prevent and stop and solve all past, present, and future crimes.
Angel nectar can teleport a child in 1 Planck second to safe exo planet or ship.

Nano dust Russians with this, teleport them to a secure room, use anesthetic to pass them out
and disarm them, read their brains for intel, project surrogate as war criminals for sentencing.
Same for American filth.

The investigative professionals at UBI can tachyon nano trace a childs location by asking the
parent to give them the childrens toys. They set nano tracer to toy to replicate around child and
travel forward and backward life multiverse space caught of missing child. The child played with
the toy in the past. Angel nectar the child to safety.
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Crime: Goal, a crimeless society.
1. Investigator spheres. Detective Bots. Golf ball sized. Catches x hours/days/years of time
travel tape of crime scene, also has nano cacoon weapons system to stop crime from occuring,
then law enforcement cloned space copies and vectors victims into their plane of world space,
and get deceased victims back to their families. Suspect(s) are nano cacooned arrested and taken
to jailhouse in antigravity subdued cacooned, suspects are put to sleep with anesthetic weapons.
2. Paid RISUG and female equivalent. Safe. Quick procedure. Reversible. Paid $1500 to get,
$1500 for every year kept in, $1500 to get removed. Good for 10 years. Also, massive
investments into free contraceptives, app to get condoms and diaphragms delivery in under
an hour. For teens and adults. Also std testing kits. Safe morning after pill. And safe pill birth
control for men and women.
3. Remodel prisons as Life Academy. No worse than Reed Springs place for men and
women and youth. Free college. Gyms. Healthcare. Grubhub. Conjugal visits. Tracker bracelet
worn on campus and outings. Amazon items delivery. Tvs. Technical training. Entrepreneur al
training. Start ups training. Monitored internet access for family communications and online
businesses. Market RISUG to resident population. Barber. Michelin food in eat places.
Monitored cell phone communications. Better than the Norwegians. Reabilitate people's to do
the one thing they want to do for their families while serving time, feed, clothe, and educated
your children, and spend lots of time with them. Invest in sex ed like Germans.
Open access to driver to your door to clinic for free abortions.

Tachyon particles that are placed at gravesites of fallen soldiers or last known locations of
individuals to trace them back, then the tachyon particle self replicates moving forward in time
and creates atmospherically generated Angel Nectar and puts it into the target vessels of the asset
recovery operation. Bring back the veterans.
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UNIVERSAL POLICE FORCE

1. Universal Police Force. They have life extensions for themselves in the line of duty.
Precrime jump operators. Nonlethals. Hover bike cops. Police are trained crisis
psychologist and conflict mediators. They use nonlethals. They arrest and offer humane
Life Academy sentences with UNICO Universal Basic Income enrollment. 100,000
humane aggregates to prevent and stop and solve all past, present, and future crimes.

Crime: Goal, a crimeless society.
1. Investigator spheres. Detective Bots. Golf ball sized. Catches x hours/days/years of time
travel tape of crime scene, also has nano cacoon weapons system to stop crime from occuring,
then law enforcement cloned space copies and vectors victims into their plane of world space,
and get deceased victims back to their families. Suspect(s) are nano cacooned arrested and taken
to jailhouse in antigravity subdued cacooned, suspects are put to sleep with anesthetic weapons.
2. Paid RISUG and female equivalent. Safe. Quick procedure. Reversible. Paid $1500 to get,
$1500 for every year kept in, $1500 to get removed. Good for 10 years. Also, massive
investments into free contraceptives, app to get condoms and diaphragms delivery in under
an hour. For teens and adults. Also std testing kits. Safe morning after pill. And safe pill birth
control for men and women.
3. Remodel prisons as Life Academy. No worse than Reed Springs place for men and
women. Free college. Gyms. Healthcare. Grubhub. Conjugal visits. Tracker bracelet worn on
campus and outings. Amazon items delivery. Tvs. Technical training. Entrepreneur al training.
Start ups training. Monitored internet access for family communications and online businesses.
Market RISUG to resident population. Barber. Michelin food in eat places. Monitored cell
phone communications. Better than the Norwegians. Reabilitate people's to do the one thing
they want to do for their families while serving time, feed, clothe, and educated your children,
and spend lots of time with them. Invest in sex ed like Germans.
Open access to driver to your door to clinic for free abortions.
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Tachyon particles that are placed at gravesites of fallen soldiers or last known locations of
individuals to trace them back, then the tachyon particle self replicates moving forward in time
and creates atmospherically generated Angel Nectar and puts it into the target vessels of the asset
recovery operation.

UNICO PRIVATE SECURITY CONTRACTORS

Britex Company. Private security firm.
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UNICO PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS FIRM

Cy Company. Psychological operations firm. Recruitment to our Universal Wellness Centers.
Making anti chemo, radiation documentaries and distributing them. Getting rid of non organic
tobacco in the world. United the worlds children into Youth Academies.
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Cancer is a terrorist and we kill it with Unico Universal Wellness Centers and psy ops.

Psy ops.

At all cancer functions, walks, forums, community, etc, promote your no cost optionable
health care option to all persons including free to and from travel fare with stipend for trip.

Free home delivery and personal Michelin star family chef organic longevity cuisine during
your treatment and for life there after.

Ban all cancer causing agent from tobacco products including pesticides in growing. Make law
and sell premium cheap try for 1 month at no cost dip and smoke and vaping and non tobacco
dip products.

Operation Light of Abraham
Budget to raise via governments, charities, private investors: $100,000,000 for 500 ways to make
peace.
International academies.
Abraham coin AI AEGC. For universal basic income.
In country safe zone refugee harboring. Build Air BnB/ Four Seasons level quality homes.
Extract refugees with luggage and home items. Transport them to safe zones.
Have gps food/drink/hygiene products. service. User downloads app. Produce and dairy come
to you via phone gps.
Have self replicating food and water and hygiene resource crates.
Biometric tracking for health and safety.
Company employment opportunities.
Access to healthcare and educational resources and service. Traveling doctor comes to homes
of children.
The safest cities were Holon, Ramat Gan and Rishon Letzion, where 78% of the residents said
they felt safe going out at night. The fittest cities were Rehovot and Ashdod, where 44% and
40% of the respondents said they engaged in some kind of physical activity three times or more a
week. In Israel.
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UNICO SPACE INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: Humans will breath and live on all Earth like worlds in the

observable multiverse. We will also terraform new habitats and live on space colonies
like Garden Of Eden human terrariums. Von Neumann probe exploration.
A septillion septillion human battle and resource gathering Von Neumann androids
to be built by Unico by 10,000 A.D.

Von Neumann probe multiverse mapping.
A place for couples to generate a designer baby with their combined genomes to make by
element a baby in 1 hour. It time travels autonomous AI robotic growing. Quick smart healthy
babies for the new human frontier. Program auto human colonization protocols onto exo terrain.
Grow a septillion septillion humans this way and give them over 900 IQs and smart money
technology. Humans will inhabit all of the observable universe.
Space. Food, babies, ol’ ladies, war, conquest, exploration, the life story. Emergence
“WORLDS”.

1g of constant isnt alot and we can get anywhere in the solar system in an oceans voyage time.
An inertial positive momentum gains engines or billions of nano ones in the hulls of the ships
can be achieved.

Solar system colonization. 200 terrestrial worlds plus x gas giants including the sun. Have equal
amount of 10M total on all worlds. Humans will walk or orbit on all worlds in our solar system by
2040. Dyson drone spheres. Self replicating total set up minimalist seed robots on world.
Seeds create seeds that travel everywhere seeding the solar system with robotic intelligence and
building our habitats before we arrive.
ITS TIME WE SEED OUR SOLAR SYSTEMWITH ROBOTIC INTELLIGENCE
9 years building habitats.
5 years getting there. 10M total plus babies born on world.

CE5 CONTACT PROTOCOL.
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EBE TREATY ESTABLISHED: Trade of produce varieties that grow in earth climates.

SPACE. VON NEUMANN PROBE MILKY WAY EXPLORATION. BRING BACK AND
GROW ALL FOOD AND FLOWERS. COLONIZE THE GALAXY. FIND EVERY
HABITABLE WORLD AND LIVE THERE.

Von Neumann probes that construct themselves into earth space stations. Four seasons
hotel suites in space

UNICO PARTNER OPERATOR CAREER INITIATIVE
35 hour work weeks.
Already unionized

Unico can employ a minimum of 6% of the general population. That’s 16M jobs at $50,000
minimum salary plus their UBI in America alone. We are the world's standard premier
employer. 3000 or more salaried careers available per 50,000 capita all paid with a sovereign
wealth fund on a 200 day growing runway to cover payroll expenses.

6% of general population PARTER OPERATORS PAID on salary with full benefits and UBI
ACROSS EUROPE
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UNICO GOVERNANCE INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: Egalitarian democratic republics.

Universal Council of Governance. Governing body of the peacefully annexed and
micronationed up into utopian colonies of the Light. Called The Kingdom of the Light. Expand
territory. Utopian democratic republic. Utopian for children (free longevity Michelin starred
organic cuisine, health smoothies, etc.) and egalitarian for adults. A Colonial democratic
Republic of the Light.

Councils of Light. EBE, extraterrestrial biological entity diplomatic arena.

CE-5 Protocols.
Coherent thought sequencing taught to the world's children.

Colonial 60th century level eco living with democratic republic elected counsels.
Commune, Roman like, high societies. Egalitarian democratic republic. 1 senator per certain
capita.
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Popular vote wins. Do your way of securing a vote, 10 plus ways including requiring vote to be a
minted NFT vote on a blockchain for record.

UNICO TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE

All of these things that can be done exist in todays modern era public technological capabilities.

Plutus, in Greek religion, god of abundance or wealth, a personification of ploutos (Greek:
“riches”).
ROBOT PLUTUS
1 SOURCE ATMOSPHERICALLY GENERATION SELF REPLICATING VERITABLE
OPTION AERIAL MACHINE ROBOT
Project Objectives and Budget:

$1 Billion Dollars Cost
3 Years of development
5 Years of deployment to cover all of humanity.

It provides multiple robots including:
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Food bar robot.
Bottled water robot.
Clothing robot.
Hygiene robot.
Homes.
Educational Facilities.
Hospitals.
Vehicles. Air, Land, and Sea.

A place for couples to generate a designer baby with their combined genomes to make by
element a baby in 1 hour. It time travels autonomous AI robotic growing. Quick smart healthy
babies for the new human frontier. Program auto human colonization protocols onto exo terrain.
Grow a septillion septillion humans this way and give them over 900 IQs and smart money
technology. Humans will inhabit all of the observable universe.

Unico time travel and time travel operations.

Populate robotically and with AI the worlds rivers, lakes, oceans with fresh animal and plant
food.

Electronics. Common ledger Predictive analytic Quantum optical photonic computing. Instant
touch electronics. TRONICS brand. Made 100% autonomously from free atmospheric
elements. Graphene. Electronics as fast as thought by being common ledger predictive analytic
and other means. Instant/thought activated devices. Self power generating. Optically mine all
cryptocurrencies and add the monies to the Unico Commonwealth Fund.

Unico Androids. Servers with eggs, God head of internet, seeing everything at once.
Biosentient Android women that can carry human children from sperm. Mothers that can fly
helicopters and can draw you any online patent schematic and text in times new roman font.
Entangled communications.

Develop Angel Nectar. Angel Nectar is a biosentient femtonite swarm intelligence safe fluid you
drink that freezes time and keeps you set at plank speed for life extension. Always set. Fastest set.
Pregnant Mother could pass it on through genes so children will inherit Angel Nectar trait but it
must be upgradable. Atmospheric Angel Nectar to recover all modern form 150k years ancient
ancestors of humans in a global scientific human mission. This is Michael technology.
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A nutrient lotion that gives you 500 calories per 1 ounce of lotion. Nutrient rich longevity
cuisine. Calories absorbed through epidermis. It would make your stomach feel full and
you won't be hungry.

Unico runs sims and Sim technology. Eternal discovery of knowledge in the beautiful emergence
we live in.

Optical computing cryptocurrency ASIC mining. 1000x as fast and low power use.

Atmospheric water generating canteen.

1g of constant isnt alot and we can get anywhere in the solar system in an oceans voyage time.
An inertial positive momentum gains engines or billions of nano ones in the hulls of the ships
can be achieved.

Just water setups are the easiest but the optimal crate should include clothing, food bar or other
food source like formula powder, water, hygiene products, contraception products like
condoms and diaphragms, fertility kits, medicines and other first aid, etc.

A crate should support at least 100 people continuously producing goods for the users.

Powersource could be a triboelectric nanogenerator that is atmospherically
generated autonomously at no materials or labor costs.

If you can get a veritable food source selection you don't need to worry about seed, soil,
or fertilizer.

The resource crate could print genomes of seeds from scratch elements and grow them optimally.
Also create its own renewable fertilizer source.

Self replicating and self constructing soilless vertical farms from resource crates?

The entire financial and human research and development of this new technology requires the
development of just a single resource crate. This crate could cost $10,000 or $100,000,000 but
once constructed and proven successfully tested in the field, it becomes the holy grail of caloric
survival on the Earth for the entire human population.

You can turn water into wine in a smart canteen with a tap on the canteen.
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We can also junk food shazam any large area full of peoples. Aerial atmospheric generated junk
food. Also atmospheric generated Christmas presents every day. And diamond jewelry for the
wife. An aerial donation only fine jewelry that lands for all colonial women.
Aerial follow you steam shower with essential oils, snow, rain, cold mist for runners and cyclists.

TECHNOLOGY.
a. World's fastest computer, destructive interference gamma ray stepped wavelength for 0,
1, -1 symacon and mod set perceptron quantum optical common ledger fractal time iterated (ie,
catches the next 10000 hashes, uses them first and fastest to grab all the crypto).
b. Optical Crypto ASICs

Antigravity inertial dynamo eco bot to follow mother and birth of all children with
1. Water.
2. Light.
3. Shade.
4. Temperature control
5. Food.
6. Gps navigation and herd tracking.
Also feed fish with vesica pices logo on ai autonomous drone fisheries science bots. Optimal fish
combination, delivery location of water oceans, ponds, rivers.

Cancer smart sticker. Clear rounded rectangle over left wrist. Blood is keytoned, antineoplastic, and
post belly full of Gerson juice, wolfe smoothies, vitamin, nootropics, and ph, and oxygen.

Environment. Eco bots. Drone fisheries.

Atmospheric generated homes, furniture, wine cellars, food and drink products. Clothing
in closets.

- ECO BOTS.
- FISH AUTONOMOUS FISHERIES.
- NANO RAIN AND FOOD CLOUD ATMOSPHERIC NANO GENERATION.

Literal fountains of baby blue fountain if youth serum to drink from. Drinks with it.
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UNIBIT IS A CONCIERGE CRYPTOCURRENCY WITH A HEART. A TRUE GLOBAL
MONEY SYSTEM TO BRING OUR WORLDS AND OTHERS INTO ABUNDANCE

Emf harvesting mini power plugin for all universal android and apple products.

SERVICE BOTS: Program drinks and snacks robots at large gatherings like sports events to
shake people for money. Let them have cute non-word sounds like R2D2. If you don’t tip it, it
whines in a really sad tone that's really cute. At the adult bars they would use insulting
dialogue if not tipped or if you didn't buy anything.

Eco Bots: Autonomously rebuild our habitats for complete ecological restoration in
perpetual balance with harmony and nature.

UNICO TECH PHILANTHROPY INITIATIVE

Formula 1 atmospheric human breast milk generator and machines to bottle the atmospheric
breast milk.

Atmospheric generated baby diapers.

Atmospheric water generating canteen.

Atmospheric generated self replicating aerial resource crate that includes atmospheric generated
food, water, clothing, hygiene products, birth control, electronics. Crates self replicate and fly
and land at designated points all over the world.

Environment. Eco bots. Drone fisheries.

Atmospheric generated homes, furniture, wine cellars, food and drink products. Clothing
in closets.

Wildlife eco bot. Atmospheric eco bots.
Antigravity inertial dynamo eco bot to follow mother and birth of all children with

1. Water.
2. Light.
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3. Shade.
4. Temperature control
5. Food.
6. Gps navigation and herd tracking.
Also feed fish with vesica pices logo on ai autonomous drone fisheries science bots. Optimal fish
combination, delivery location of water oceans, ponds, rivers.

- ECO BOTS.
- FISH AUTONOMOUS FISHERIES.
- NANO RAIN AND FOOD CLOUD ATMOSPHERIC NANO GENERATION.

Atmospherically generated diapers and shoes for every child on the Earth.

No cost DARPA Diaper Daily’s Smart Diapers can detect go times and medical problems such
as diarrhea ahead of time on a common ledger and alert a doctor and have them at your door or
another place. Cholera/Diarrhea/1000s of other medical detection methods.
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UNICO PEACE INITIATIVE

Use the New Earth Army peaceful techniques. Greet them with flowers, songs, and dance. Be all
you can be.

Hey guys fighting on the Earth.
Look at all the cocaine powered bosoms and potatoes we have.
The men agreed.
The men raised their children in a Kingdom as royalty.
Utopian colonies the like that a new mother can float her baby down a river canal to be raised
as a pharaoh.

World peace INITIATIVE. Denuclearization. Aggregate of cumulative gains. Every child from
every country meets at international youth counsels starting at age three. These children become
world peace ambassadors, maintain a rolodex of international contacts as world buddies, meet
every quarter to discuss conflict resolutions disarmament of weapons and militaries,
denuclearization.
Children are given time travel technology to disarm their fathers through jumps as men and
women in their 20a and 30s and older. Regular meeting.

Million child monthly meditations and sing alongs in world languages.

Operation Light of Abraham
New Earth Army techniques as sn aggregate.
Budget to raise via governments, charities, private investors: $100,000,000 for 500 ways to make
peace.
International academies.
Abraham coin AI AEGC. For universal basic income.
In country safe zone refugee harboring. Build Air BnB/ Four Seasons level quality homes.
Extract refugees with luggage and home items. Transport them to safe zones.
Have gps food/drink/hygiene products. service. User downloads app. Produce and dairy come
to you via phone gps.
Have self replicating food and water and hygiene resource crates.
Biometric tracking for health and safety.
Company employment opportunities.
Access to healthcare and educational resources and service. Traveling doctor comes to homes
of children.
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The safest cities were Holon, Ramat Gan and Rishon Letzion, where 78% of the residents said
they felt safe going out at night. The fittest cities were Rehovot and Ashdod, where 44% and
40% of the respondents said they engaged in some kind of physical activity three times or more a
week. In Israel.

UNICO NONPROFIT INITIATIVE
● Unico Initiative: The Order of Light Foundation. 50% of all of Unico net profits go

into the The Order of Light Foundation. Also, 50.9999% ownership stake
and wealth of founders 51% is donated to The Order of Light Foundation.

The Order of Light Foundation. The nonprofit arm of the company. 50% of Unico’s net profits
are donated to this charity. Foundation objectives are to bring the third world and all of Light
of life into the Aristicratic class, global orphans and refugees have first priority. Waspy orphans
in elite Universal Academy higher education and UBI, tech philanthropy. Bring the world into
the thriving middle class sustainably.

The Order of Light Foundation is an organization that advises and proposes nonprofit solutions
to improve the global populations.
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Smaller charities:

Nanna Kris’s Gumbo-2-Geaux

Bites-4-Tikes

Hugs-4-Love

UNICO HUMAN MISSIONS INITIATIVE

Using advanced physics, Unico will spatially clone out the 200 sextillion star system
investable universe 200 sextillion times past the quasars into deep space for all intelligent
universal life to reach a peaceful balance.
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Completion of Operation Order Of Light

Using Angel Nectar and time travel, recover all modern form ancestors and find exoplanets for
them to live on.

Asset recovery Jesus Christ, Muhammad, The Buddha, and Lao Tzu, Marcus Arelius, etc, to

continue their teachings and fill infinite volumes with their wisdom for our children.

Tachyon particles that are placed at gravesites of fallen soldiers or last known locations of
individuals to trace them back, then the tachyon particle self replicates moving forward in time
and creates atmospherically generated Angel Nectar and puts it into the target vessels of the asset
recovery operation.

Develop spatial memory tracers (soul tracers) to asset recover all souls into healthy vessels.
Erase spatial memory of protected targets after switching and fully recover them from the point
they switched vessels with their full memory into a healthy vessel.

A place for couples to generate a designer baby with their combined genomes to make by
element a baby in 1 hour. It time travels autonomous AI robotic growing. Quick smart healthy
babies for the new human frontier. Program auto human colonization protocols onto exo terrain.
Grow a septillion septillion humans this way and give them over 900 IQs and smart money
technology. Humans will inhabit all of the observable universe. Human Missions:

Using time travel, complete 100% asset recovery of all humans in modern form and the
mitochondrial eve. To do this time travel atmospheric generated Angel Nectar into the earliest
time. Have cloaked biosentient AI android labor match each individual over 18 into an 18 year
old life extension of their original genome, children to same age. Universalism Christian
philosophy like Christ. Project surrogate for worst souls. Put recovered human souls on luxurious
exoplanets with eco colonies and megalithic kingdoms.
Asset recovery of Jesus Christ. Corporation being a Christ to modern time using time travel
and asset setting and recovery.
UNICO Human Critical Missions
Human Missions:

1. Using time travel, complete 100% asset recovery of all humans in modern form and
the mitochondrial eve. To do this time travel atmospheric generated Angel Nectar into
the earliest time. Have cloaked biosentient AI android labor match each individual over
18 into an 18 year old life extension of their original genome, children to same age.
Universalism Christian philosophy like Christ. Project surrogate for worst souls. Put
recovered human souls on luxurious exoplanets with eco colonies and megalithic
kingdoms.
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2. Asset recovery of Jesus Christ. Corporation being a Christ to modern time using
time travel and asset setting and recovery.

Technologies to develop:
3. Develop Angel Nectar. Angel Nectar is a biosentient femtonite swarm intelligence safe

fluid you drink that freezes time and keeps you set at plank speed for life extension.
Always set. Fastest set. Pregnant Mother could pass it on through genes so children will
inherit Angel Nectar trait but it must be upgradable.

4. A nutrient lotion that gives you 500 calories per 1 ounce of lotion. Nutrient rich
longevity cuisine. Calories absorbed through epidermis. It would make your stomach
feel full and you won't be hungry.

Operation Light

Operation Description: In our multiverse including the 200 sextrillion star systems eliminate all evil
highly intelligent animal sentience in the multiverse, destroy all hells, free all souls from all hells,
end all slavery. End all purgatory. Universalism recycling of souls. Create a multiversal Heavens
for human and alien children to remain safe and free. Operation Light takes 1 plank second to
complete.

Michael’s Methods:
1. Angel Nectar: A biosentient artificial swarm intelligence fluid you can drink or pill you can
take. This technology freezes time and uses sentience or non sentience to planck interval
constant set always a soul client it protects. It sets you to safe life extensions in multiple times
and spaces. It stops you aging at 23 years old. It gives you bodily life for 500 years and
eternally bodily life from automatically setting your soul for safe life extensions. It has time travel
amulet technology capabilities as well as teleportation. It keeps you logged on a time traveled
common ledger and can use AI to remove you from danger ahead of time, you can activate it by
thought or other means to get yourself out of danger, or a third party who is monitoring you can
activate it, also other ways.
2. Use the holographic principle and theory of the proton to sense all animal pain
signatures throughout all of time and location. Send androids to attacks.
3. Program an angels soul to produce a nano AEOLUS like weapons system
upon pop entry into the brain in hell, thus blowing up the entire ship to protect them.
4. Psychic weapons systems, brains in tanks in sims tortured perhaps, then
conscious switched to eat any bad group of entities anywhere in space or time all at once.
5. Put germline biometric historical ancestor nanites (for throat transcribed text)
of all ancestors. Answer all prayers, especially St. Michael's prayer.

Aggregates of OPERATION ORDER OF LIGHT:

Research what an animal pain sensory perception in animal consciousnessreally is, sense it in
the multiverse as a signature, and physics ketomine it gone everywhere in all multiverses.
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Sense animal intelligent evil and x it out of the multiverse.

Technologies: Femto AEOLUS combat battle and scientific femto science spheres and
other use spheres.

Methods
1 plank second

Unico runs sims and Sim technology. Eternal discovery of knowledge in the beautiful emergence
we live in.

The global overpopulation argument is stupid in a solar system of 200 terrestrial worlds.

Human Population Optimization and Expansion. Double human population every 100 years into
the stars. Maintain equal ethnicities and preserve and boost numbers of ethnic minorities.
2100: 10B
2200: 20B
2300: 40B
2400: 80B
2500: 160B
2600: 320B
2700: 640B
2800: 1.28 Trillion handsome and beautiful homo sapiens in the stars picking flowers, eating
exoplanet tasting menus and making babies naturally and ships with clones and mothers.
Grow human and other highly intelligent species by 1 googleplex per second.

OPERATION LIGHT

Objective: Rid the world of evil animal sentience from all past, present, and future on less than
1 plank second at once with intent shielded and birth the Order of Light, multispecies Army of
the Light soldiers, STEM, idea consultants, every living candle.
Don't loose aby ethic variety of any species. Keep all of God's forms and raise them in the Light.
Create Strike League Simulations eternal benevolent lethal with life extensions ever advancing
war games for our Light animal sentience children of all forms. Feast, work to advance the
Light, and play as the children of God for an eternity.

Offensive aggregates of marginal gains coactive on enemy targets all at once in less than
1 plank attack time.
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1. Turn all gas planets of all enemy star systems and terrestrial atmospheres into nano
AEOLUS and attack all enemy worlds and

2. If no carbon in atmosphere, turn the oxygen atom into carbon
3. If no atmospheric or Coated in non carbon, attack mass and convert element of terra

into nano AEOLUS using high heat.
4. Turn asteroids into nano AEOLUS and throw all asteroids at planets, teleporting them at

high velocities directly through a teleport portal 1000 Meyers off land and big enough to
fit asteroids.

5. Deoxyginate the atmospheres by degrading oxygen atom into other elements to attack
terra structures and craft.

6. Freeze their sun(s).
7. Teleport their sun's out of their star systems.
8. Put gravity in unpredictable changing eigenvectors onto all enemy terrestrial worlds to

burn them up in sun or freeze them out or destroy planets into pieces towards gravity
field.

9. Microwaves from AEOLUS.
10. Gamma rays from AEOLUS.
11. Cube viper drone drops.
12. Octillion octillion octillion androids and battle spheres per 200 sextrillion star systems.

Specially clone androids into same universe to not use additional matter as a resource.
13. Dead set billions of explosions a seconds for 100 years over a target using spacial

cloning and time travel in one now moment explosion every second over targets for
100 years.

Defensive aggregates of marginal gains.
1. Program all Light souls to in a plank second, develop bio AEOLUS in the body forms

they were put into in case of hell entry and blow up the entire ship or deep underground
military base, moon, world. The AEOLUS can turn oxygen into carbon in case Angel is in
a pure oxygen plus neutral gas for correct psi of species.

2. Angel nectar. A biosentient polymorphic entangled encryption swarm intelligence nano
fluid that a pregnant Mother drinks or is given to all life at all ages to keep them set for an
young adult or same age child at a remote 2d cloaked deep space beyond quakers
teleporting locations and spatially cloning life extensions continuously at less than planck
speed. Angel nectar can teleport a child or adult to safety automatically, by parental or
police remote control, or by themselves. Angel nectar is a liquid teleporting and time
traveling amulet for your body.

3. From end of operation Light create a time set time wave back to eliminate all enemies
of today.

Operation Light

Operation Description: There are things in nature that no longer function in accordance with Gods
will. In our multiverse including the 200 sextrillion star systems eliminate all evil highly intelligent
animal sentience in the multiverse, destroy all hells, free all souls from all hells, end
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all slavery. Universalism recycling of souls. Create a multiversal Heavens for human and alien
children to remain safe and free. Operation Light takes 1 plank second to complete.

Research what an animal pain sensory perception really is, sense it in the multiverse, and
physics ketamine it gone.

Sense animal intelligent evil and x it out of the multiverse.

Technologies: Femto AEOLUS combat battle and scientific femto science spheres and
other use spheres.

Methods
1 plank second operation length of time or faster.

Million child monthly meditations and sing alongs in world languages.

EBE TREATY ESTABLISHED: Trade of produce varieties that grow in earth climates.

Operation Light will be complete by the year 12,000 A.D. 10,000 Earth years to do it.

Insurance: Life extension pods in gifted policy holder contractors homes.

Global co2 levels control.

Wildlife eco bot. Atmospheric eco bots.
Antigravity inertial dynamo eco bot to follow mother and birth of all children with

1. Water.
2. Light.
3. Shade.
4. Temperature control
5. Food.
6. Gps navigation and herd tracking.
Also feed fish with vesica pices logo on ai autonomous drone fisheries science bots. Optimal fish
combination, delivery location of water oceans, ponds, rivers.

Solar system colonization. 200 terrestrial worlds plus x gas giants including the sun. Have equal
amount of 10M total on all worlds. Humans will walk or orbit on all worlds in our solar system by
2040. Dyson drone spheres. Self replicating total set up minimalist seed robots on world.
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Seeds create seeds that travel everywhere seeding the solar system with robotic intelligence and
building our habitats before we arrive.
ITS TIME WE SEED OUR SOLAR SYSTEMWITH ROBOTIC INTELLIGENCE
9 years building habitats.
5 years getting there. 10M total plus babies born on world.

REQUEST GENOMES OF ALL KNOWN SUITABLE PLANT AND ANIMAL LIFE. IN THE
EMERGENCE SOFTWARE WE LIVE IN AND IN THE KINGDOM OF LANIAKEA AND
BEYOND THERE ARE INFINITE VARIATIONS OF 64 CODON PLANT AND ANIMAL
EDITABLE AND NON EDITABLE LIFE. IMAGINE THE FOOD AND MEDICINES WE
HAVE YET TO DISCOVER.

CE5 CONTACT PROTOCOL.

Atmospheric generated self replicating aerial resource crate that includes atmospheric generated
food, water, clothing, hygiene products, birth control, electronics. Crates self replicate and fly
and land at designated points all over the world.

ERADICATION OF GLOBAL FAMINES

ERADICATION OF GLOBAL HEALTH DISEASE

MOVE 1 BILLION PEOPLE INTO HIGHER EDUCATION FROM THE THIRD WORLD
EVERY 10 YEARS.

Michael Methods Defense Aggregates: Your soul memories programming to explode in vessels in
danger method also sets the enemies and injocent souls of the entire location like a ship or world and
recovers them for processing after exploding AEOLUS or an Oxygen based explosive.

MARKET ANALYSIS

Market Analysis. Who will be your target customers? What are their Wants, Needs, &
Demographics?
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
Management Summary. An introduction to your team.
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OPERATIONS PLAN
Operations Plan. The flow of daily activities and supporting strategies.
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MARKETING PLAN
Marketing Plan. Your detailed strategy for selling your product or service.
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FINANCIAL PLAN
Financial Plan. Current status & future projections of the company’s financial performance.

FUNDING MECHANISMS: Crypto ICO at $10 a token. Venture Capitalists and Angel
Rounds for AEGC Crypto ICO/IPO @ $10 Duel Token. If a Litecoin, $50 Duel Token Trading
Value after 30 days. Crypto funded into a European commonwealth fund and allocated at $10 a
duel token. American Eagle Autonomous Ethically Guided Cryptocurrency/ Red, White, and
Blue Nonprofit Holdings Company.

Optical crypto asic mining
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Future Recoverables
Future Income Projections.
10T Revenue of Color Company within 20 years of IPO/ICO.
Global Services for:
1T. Energy.
1T. Food.
1T. Medical.
1T. Homes.
1T. Space. Solar system colonization.Von Neumann Milky Way hey honey here are flowers.
Mighty Exo Fruit.
1T. Environmental.
1T. Transportation.
1T. Military.
1T. Infrastructure.
1T. Education.
1T. All other sources of income.

FUTURE RECOVERABLES

Aggregates of Future Recoverables
Use AI and sentient AI to create an infinite number of creative organizationally ethical and
moral future recoverables and pricing structures. Future recoverables go into the sovereign
wealth fund that funds The Order of Light Foundation.

1. UNICO ENERGY will produce 200,000,000 atmospherically generated barrels of oil a
day for human consumption. We will set price to zero as long as required to gain control
over energy resource. We will then set a small nominal price for economic activity that is
adjusted for price index universally.
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I designed a computer and blockchain that uses unpredictable destructive interference gamma ray
teleporting quantum optical trits.

Future Recoverables
Future Income Projections.
10T Revenue of Unico within 20 years of IPO/ICO.
Global Services for:
1T. Energy.
1T. Food.
1T. Medical.
1T. Homes.
1T. Space. Solar system colonization.Von Neumann Milky Way hey honey here are flowers.
Mighty Exo Fruit.
1T. Environmental.
1T. Transportation.
1T. Military.
1T. Infrastructure.
1T. Education.
1T. All other sources of income.

SERVICE BOTS: Program drinks and snacks robots at large gatherings like sports events to
shake people for money. Let them have cute non-word sounds like R2D2. If you don’t tip it, it
whines in a really sad tone that's really cute. At the adult bars they would use insulting
dialogue if not tipped or if you didn't buy anything.
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UNICO SUBSIDIARY COMPANY MAP

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9. Universal Intelligence Agency. Spy agency. Precrime.
10. Britex Company. Private security firm.
11. Armatek. Weapons technology firm.
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UNICO LINE ITEM STATEMENT

$1,000,000,000+ per 50,000+ partner operators.
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ATTACHMENTS AND MILESTONES

Excellent resource for business plan examples:
https://www.inc.com/larry-kim/where-to-find-hundreds-of-business-plan-examples.htm
l
https://www.bplans.com/nonprofit-food-bank-business-plan/market-analysis-summary/
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DRAFT NOTES

Creative Aggregates 1.11.2024

2nd ID of Prince Lord Archangel Michael Killed In Action after 4390 days of active duty special
operators service in the MK Ultra supersoldier drone special access programs. Highest decorated
combat veteran in global human military/intelligence service.

Order of Light Suprasoldier Operator King Ezekiel Michael de Argyle, CEO Unico Intergalactic
Corporation Accelerator launched on a human friendly exo planet ruled by a Holy family
benevolent human monarchy that is a ally of Gaia.

Intergalactic Keynote 1

The CEO and wives addresses the coliseum stadium full of human, time traveler humans, alien
royal families time traveling alien family and ruling colonial loyal citizens.

20 minutes into keynote address.

CEO
I will now inform you that our corporation has previous installed dream dots in your systems and
with an artificial generated user defined quick setting protocol which our team at the lab has
defined as SUPRA protocol have installed your most optimal M and N-space form lifestyle
design in your eternal space memory architecture for business professionals, science and
engineering teams, sports athletes, military personal, and intelligence personnel. Our aggregate



team of sentient researchers at Unico would like to introduce you to dream dot technology,
synchronicity by design. (digress on what dream dots are and infinite applications).
In your SUPRA protocol will now have a proof of demonstration of your inherited cognitive
abilities. Will now install to all sentient souls here, the eternal space memory of bodily flight that
enlightens you to your higher sensory nature through an installed inherit response on your intent.
I would like the audience now to access this sacred intuitive response by taking flight now by
activating your new space memory. I will do the same.

The CEO closes his eyes and takes a deep breath. He begins to gravitate vertically. The audience
is enlightened and closes their eyes to take flight shortly after. They are very excited about the
potential of the new science.

C-CETI, Computer Creative Artificial Intelligence Generated Caught Eternal Time Iteration

The menos of creative thinking.

The eternal application of Computer generated thinking applies a new eternal science to the
protocols of advancing nature. The designs of such a creative symptom that functions on the
potentionality of the of non-locality sentient personal gain in a collective of eternal light in
plants, animals, a non mm operator innadement matter such as fine stone or flowing water.

Instead of a undetectable “death glare” with enemy circle of influence analysis install a “family
love” glare that makes an alien queen/king in their native systems or homosapien feel like an
eternally deep and ancient family love. Te+.st C-CETI alien native dialect and royal protector.

Creative Aggregates 1/12/2024:

A way to turn any urban building material into an edible vitamin rich compound.

Unico promo video.
UNICO ACCELERATOR INITIATIVES
UNICO IS A DECATRILLION DOLLAR VALUATED COMPANY WITHIN 10 YEARS.
30 trillion dollar evaluation from per year revenue: UNICO

$2,000,000,000,000: UNICO ORGANIC FARMS.
$1,000,000,000,000: UNICO ENERGY.
$1,000,000,000,000: UNICO HOUSING. 10,000,000 $100,000 HOMES A YEAR.
$1,000,000,000,000: UNICO TRANSPORTATION.
$4,000,000,000,000: ALL OTHER UNICO. Asteroid mining.
$1,000,000,000,000: UNIVERSAL ARMY, UASF SPECIAL FORCES, UNIVERSAL
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, UNIVERSAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONS,
UNICO POLICE FORCE.



Unico Company videos
Get these real children animated on fiverr.

1. Sundriver - Pangea.

Work on this song and real cgi simulated video choreographed to song one first. Make it your
Magnus Opus of your first life work and second lifes mission. demonstration of your company
and your already future colleagues. This company is the generic stereotypical futurist company
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we want our children to work for in whatever field they choose and provide for our
children's needs.

2. Arahova (Big AL Back from Arahova remix). Beautiful folk in company merch. Working
out elite fitness, police raiding a home, healing centers spa show med beds, Universal
Academy education, K Company Transportation expose, housing expose, Universal
Organic Farms food abundance drone craft dropping fish into rivers and ponds and
setting atmospherically generated fish food robots on top of the water, Strike League
Sims, Space mining and exploration, show landing on existing planets, show exo
domestication of wild horses and canines. Bring Gaia everywhere. Tech philanthropy,
show demos of canteen, atmospheric clothing, autonomous home building, atmospheric
imitation materials. Show peace demonstrations of millions of global children in a
singing formation. Universal Academies prepares cadets for emergency intervention.

Sundriver-Pangea
COLOR CORPORATION
ACCELERATOR
INITIATIVE

Pulling the Future Forward Faster
[QR CODE TO SUNDRIVER-PANGEA INTRO VIDEO ON YOUTUBE]

1. Cover Page. Name of Business/Project. Contact Details.
2. Table Of Contents. An at-a-glance view of which topics will be covered.
3. Executive Summary. A brief and formal explanation. Where you want it to go and Why

it will be successful.
4. Business Description. A high-level overview of your proposed venture.
5. Industry Background.
6. Competitive Analysis. A breakdown of current & prospective rivals.
7. Attachments & Milestones.

I will work for Unico in a life extension. My name will be Ezekiel Michael de Argyle. I will
serve in Finland military special forces and then Finlands Intelligence Service. After my
government service I will attend a STEM University in Finland. I will major in Plant genetic
engineering and develop my infinite plant species AI modeling program and production
facilities. I will also raise money for Unico. I will meet a good, clean, girl as they are called in
the military along the way and marry her to start a family.

INSTRUCTIONS TO READER
You must convene, congregate, coalesce, wine, dine, and intertwine.
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Start discords.

Online video meetings.

Angel rounds. 49% of company stake for sale. 51% allocated to AI GAIA.

Formed as a 1 acre micronation for tax filings paperwork and healthcare freedom.

Buy a small island.

This is an open source project
To collaborate with other interested professionals please scan the QR code and/or visit
the website www.AmericanAccelerator.com for the community forum to connect with
other collaborators about this exciting project.
This company and grant can be used in the Harvard New Venture competition.
Project meeting times are on the 1st and 15th of each consecutive month after the date July 1st,
2021 at 9pm at the bar and lounge restaurant popular with locals called _________.
Please scan the QR code and keep “Share with others” selected. (The shared informations first
and only accept button says the same. It shares to contacts of contacts and so forth.
When you become involved with this project you will be apart of the lucky few who got the
opportunity to put good food on every Americans table.
Please watch the brief introduction video and have a quick read of the grant
In Red, White, and Blue nonprofit holding company, there are a dozen for profit industry
ideas that should excite any reader and motivate them to take an idea from this proposal and
create their own for profit enterprises in global sectors as big as energy, housing,
transportation, and healthcare services.
>Figure out infographics and illustrations as well as introduction video dialogue and
video.< Cover image is RWB colored stone logo. [QR CODE]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_venture_capital_firms#:~:text=Assets%20under%20manag
ement%20and%20dry%20powder%20%20,%20%201681%20%2016%20more%20rows%20

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Introduction. Company slogan: Abundance.
Mission Statement.
Our World of Today
Our World of Tomorrow.
Executive Summary. $1B per 50k model. 50% of net profits into Order of Light Foundation.
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Board Design. 51% controlling interest of Color Corporation Shares (Whole chi-commerce
functions as a corporate wealth fund) held by AI named GAIA, takes a salary, gives bonuses into
a Corporate Wealth Fund for Color Corporation Partner Operators and total service
coverage. 60/40 M/F. 50% front line workers.
Corporate Sectors:
Monetary. Energy.
Food.
Water.
Education.
Crime. Life Academies. Precrime Units. UBIs.
Economic.
Environmental. Climate.
Space. M block nano momentum motor solar powered craft. 1g of constant
acceleration/deceleration is Earth to Mars in 1 day 7 hours. Asteroid gold to paint the Earths
Kingdoms. Colonize all 200 terrestrial worlds.
Non Profit. The Order of Light Foundation.
Technology. Nano Smart Dust. AWG canteen. PLUTUS Robot.
Etc. Everything but defense.
Human Missions. Time Travel. Set and Asset Recover Jesus Christ. Feed, Cloth, House, Educate
every man woman and child in the world. 1T Humans by 3000 A.D. into our solar system.
The Order of Light
Foundation. Company Map.
Line Item Statement.

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Color Corporation Accelerator Initiative, the eigenvector for our world and beyond.

MISSION STATEMENT

Welcome to the Color Corporation Accelerator Initiative, the eigenvector for our republic.
Do you want to be a part of feeding and educating every child in the world?

$10T USD Revenue within 30 years.

Token Security: Corporate Maneuver Capabilities on Optical Blockchain. Guarantees a mean
hyperbolic growth curve. Mine for 1000 years. Until 3000 A.D. token will be left, 10x bitcoin.
$10 a security to start.
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MISSION STATEMENT
Provide every American citizen with a universal basic income
Every child has the right to higher education.
America must be energy secure by 2030.
Every American citizen must have affordable access to nutritional food and never go hungry.
Every American citizen must has access to a safe, clean, and affordable source of drinking
water and never go thirsty.
Every American citizen must have access to high quality clothing and never be cold or hot.
Every American citizen must have intelligent healthcare as a birthright.
Every American citizen must have good employment opportunities with companies with best
business practices.
Every American citizen deserves to live in a crimeless society.
Every American citizen must have good, affordable housing.
Educate 8% of the population. 4000 out of 50000
Employ 6%. 3000 partner operator positions starting at $50,000 a year plus your UBI per 50,000
capita.
Provide transportation to over 4%.
Hierarchy of Needs, with subgroups of hierarchies
https://www.google.com/search?q=hierarchy+of+needs&rlz=1CAGUZK_enUS983&oq=hie&aq
s=chrome.3.69i57j0i433i512l3j0i131i433i512j46i131i433i512j0i433i512j0i131i433i512l2j0i433
i512.7420j1j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8

Thrive Movement
http://www.thrivemovement.com/the_12_sectors

$1,500,000: Bitcoin Optical ASIC Miner.
$1,000,000: 5 Engineers for development, 1 year of time, $200,000 compensation plus they

get an optical miner each.
$500,000: Materials for build.

Returns 5 million a year to fund other projects.

$10,000,000: Self Powered Atmospheric Water Generating Canteen.
$2,000,000: 10 Engineers 1 year of time, $200,000 compensation.
$8,000,000: Materials for build.

Give design to world for major manufacturers to lower production costs. Use other incoming
income to build and give out as many canteens as possible.
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Atmospheric Generating Clothing. Includes diapers, shoes, female hygiene products, Tekniks
smart fabrics (have fire, water, food on clothing). Includes atmospheric printed electronics and
all 100 plus features of Tekniks clothing.

Formula 1 Canteen.

Shelter. Multi million dollar designed homes with imitation marble, wood, granite, gold, etc.
All materials hard and all materials liquid including atmospheric generated wine and
champagne cellars. Cigar lounge. Homes include all atmospheric generated furniture and
decorations, spas, etc. Michelin level food generators, code uploads to home equal new tasting
menus on your dinner table for your family.

K Cars.

Food. Atmospheric generated bread.

FOR THE LIGHT

OUR WORLD OF TODAY

OUR WORLD OF TOMORROW

100KM distanced Global Latitude and Longitude K roads autobahn intercontinental air, land,
and sea transportation.

MONETARY

Color Bit Autonomous Ethically Guided Cryptocurrency

$1,000,000,000 USD converted into 100,000,000 $10 ICO/IPO set price. Color Bit/
Color Corporation autonomous ethically guided cryptocurrency shares. Keep a certain %
as base currency.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0040162522003304

https://jisajournal.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s13174-021-00139-6

Unico guarantees a positive slope mean average by using corporate maneuvers like
stock buybacks, press releases, whale account moving, etc.
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It has them park token like security and guarded from world events. It does not trace along
with the rest of the world.

Its like a snowball running down a hill for making societies wealthier.

13 FEATURES:

Unconditional Universal Basic Living Income. METRIC Accounts.
LETS, Local Exchange Trading System for Organic farms (Shannon Place), energy, etc.
Mutual Credit.
ROSCAs, TANDA Accounts. Rotating Saving and Credit Associations. HFT Rosca sprouts
and dumps.
Timeshare Acquisition, Management, and Reward (AMR) for properties, vehicles (car clubs) and
other assets including partners.
Roll off debts into shell companies.
Bartercard, based on Australian bartercard.
HFT.
Simple smart contract interface for non coders
Fixed Currency Supply per color bit at 64M
Easily POS transfer to any world currency.
Pays off all outstanding and existing interest of the Worlds fiat currencies.
Pays off all debts. Housing, student, government, business, medical, etc.
Micro nations.
Colonial American Eagle has the following features and functionalities:
1. Operates in the optical domain. Mining hashing algorithms are done in the optical
domain.
2. Fixed currency supply of 1B tokens.
3. State sponsored ICO/IPOs at $10 a coin.
4. Universal Basic Income. METRIC 1 Account. By 2030, have all American citizens on
a Metric 2 account of $2000 discretionary, $600 nutritional stipend.
5. LETS system, Local exchange trading system.
6. Mutual credit networks. Trade yard work for an apple pie.
7. Rotating savings and credit associations. TANDA Accounts.
8. AI Timeshare acquisition, management, and reward for properties, vehicles, and service
providers.
9. Bartercard for goods and services.
10. Pays off all personal, school, business, and government debt.
11. Lotteries.
12. Only a 10% consumers tax.
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13. Metric account debit card makes all purchases in usa in dollars. Can get fed note base
currency from any atm.
COLOR BIT IS A CONCEIRGE CRYPTOCURRENCY WITH A HEART. A TRUE
GLOBAL MONEY SYSTEM TO BRING OUR WORLDS AND OTHERS INTO
ABUNDANCE Color bit is safety of steady growth of price min first day then less with
compounding days soverign wealth investment fund as a theme token. CANNOT BE
AFFECTED BY WORLD EVENTS.
Color Corporation Sovereign wealth fund. A sovereign wealth fund, sovereign investment fund,
or social wealth fund is a state-owned investment fund that invests in real and financial assets
such as stocks, bonds, real estate, precious metals, or in alternative investments such as private
equity fund or hedge funds. Sovereign wealth funds invest globally.

COLOR BIT
UBI $1300 a month.
Duel crypto, also share of high paying nonprofit holdings company Color Company.
ROSCA. Tanda accounts for higher ayr services pool.
Mutual credit. Convert work on a white picket fench to a paked pie from a granny.
Pays you for all travel.. To downtown where you will spend more. This is sponsored by
business downtown stimulus network. First drink on the 360 cabin red transportation. Also
champagne in every car that drives you.
Frequent lottery all paid employer negoiated travel car to your door travel deals.

ENERGY

AMERICAN ENERGY COMPANY

Watch startup junkies and venture capitalist series.

Market to all science and engineering universities.
Increased surface area nozzle with 0 drag omniphobic graphene coating
Atmospheric Petrols
1. 3 ⅞ tubing. 10,000 mcf/day per tubing. Creates any hydrocarbon chain.
2. Atmospheric fits any gasoline tank cap atmospheric petrol generator cap.
3. Home old fashioned 100 gallon a day gasoline pumping stations.
4. Smart nano piezoelectric filament.
5. Optimal nano solar. Stacked transparent p n layers.
6. Large vehicles that atmospherically generate hydrocarbons to clients.

Gather prospects at a grubhub eating event. Hand out project cards and presentation booklets.
Include revenue projections, artificial well designs.
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Employees
4 people including self
Each person owns 25% of the company.
Petroleum engineer
Chemist
Physicist

1 artificially well atmospherically generates 10000 mcf of natural gas a day.

Each well cost $10000 to build. Design bridge plug like air to gas converter device that fits
inside pipe.

200 wells (2M dollar production costs) bring in 1M dollars a day in revenue at $0.50/mcf
wellhead price. Take home pay is 100k a day.

Outsource energy facility construction to oilfield roustabouts. Electronic controls for the facility.

Produce and liquid gas truck and gas pipeline transportation of fuel to consumers.

Budget $1,000,000.
Build. 15x15 very large diameter stacked vertical horizontally laying tubing. Have 5 optimal
air intakes (increase surface area) cylinders out of the building.
225 pipes at 10000 mcf per 24 hours at .50 an mcf wellhead price is $1,125,000/ day revenue.
Take home pay is 10%. $100,000/ day take home pay.

Universal Energy Company. Zero point energy. 2mm clear cloth small air puff charging nano
piezoelectric generator for cars and all devices. Constant compound acceleration to intertial anti
gravity dynamos of all aerial and space craft propulsion systems. This is called M-Block nano
propulsion motors.
Silicon dioxide based fuels

FOOD

$100,000,000: Global Organic Farms.

$33,000,000: Organic Heirloom Produce.
$33,000,000: Organic Sentientless Dairy.
$34,000,000: Organic Exotics.
Exotic Universal Organic Farms PRODUCT LINE AND INCOME STREAMS PER YEAR
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GHOST ORCHID, 30M a year, 10 shipping containers. 8x9.5x40ft. 3000 blooms a container a
year from 12 bloom cycles at 0.1% bloom rate. At bargain price of 10k a flower equals 30M.
3M per container per year.
Scorpion Venom, 390M a year. 1 gallon per container per year. 10 containers.
Albino 100 year old Beluga roe, 11.4M a year. 22200 for kilogram. 38 pounds of albino female
beluga roe a year from a female beluga. 35k for 100 year old lighter row varieties. 17.2365
Kilograms per female Beluga. 100 year old equals. 380k/ year of harvest. 3 fish per container.
10 containers. 1.14M a container.
Tuber magnatum, 420M a year. The high-value white truffle or trifola d'Alba Madonna,
10000 kilograms. 1 teragram of Italian white truffle production per container per year. 42M
per teragram. 10 containers.
Snail Eggs, 440M. 1 Megagram per Container. 44M a container. 4400 a kilogram. 10 Containers.
400 eggs per snail per year. 4 grams of eggs annually. 250,000 snails a container.
Shenzhen Nongke Orchid, 252.5M a year. 25250 per flower per year valuation. 8 year grow.
1000 Orchids per container. 10 containers 252.5M.
Saffron Spice, 100M a year. 1 ton per container per year. 5000 a pound. 10 containers. 10M a
container pear year. 200 blooms a day.
Atmospheric breast milk generating canteen.
Self replicating water and food bar aerial resource crates.
$100,000,000: American Organic Farms.
Homes that have atmospheric generated packaged food and drink products from
appliances. Refrigerators and pantries stay stocked with packaged food and drink items that
are atmospherically generated. Milk and eggs, produce, etc. Water and food bar survival
canteen
American Organic Farms.
-$33M, Organic produce. Fully autonomous optimal vertical farm. Aggregate of marginal gains.
Fully autonomous planting, growing, harvesting, packaging, and delivery to homes,
supermarkets, farmers markets and restaurants. Heirloom organic produce only.
-$33M, Organic dairy. Non Sentient animal product harvesting. Grow animals in artificial
wombs without the heads on them. Soulless bodies. Only animal cellular death only.
-$34M, Organic Exotics. Coca honey. Snails eggs. Exotic flowers. Truffles.
Fish fall from the sky into the streams, ponds, rivers, oceans, restaurants, home use. Aerial drone
delivery.
Another holy grail along with Soyein from the atmosphere. Solar Foods Company.
Biomass turned into editable food source:
https://www.emdgroup.com/en/research/open-innovation/futureinsightprize_streaming/food_gen
eration.html
For food end of canteen, Atmospheric generated biomass converted into their type of editable
food from Merck German company.
Get split-top bread imitations.
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PRODUCE
Aggregates:
-Manipulate cyclin proteins in plants for rapid growth of all varieties.
-only breed top 1% size with top 1 % nutrient density.
DAIRY
-Sentientless dairy production.
Heirloom organic vegan varieties only
Aggregate of marginal gains.
10000 gains.
Growth
Auxins are chemicals that control the growth of plants by promoting cell division and causing
elongation in plant cells (the cells get longer). Stems and roots respond differently to high
concentrations of auxins: cells in stems grow more. Nutrient Density

Stem root injections.
Only breed top .1% growth and top .1% nutrient density graph point. So measure each harvest by
2 variables. The largest and most nutritious fruit are bred each time.
European Organic Produce Company. Optimal heirloom vertical farming. Only mate top 1% in
size and nutrient density of produce per havest. 10000 ways to get large produce in high
volumes with direct to consumers automous farming and food delivery methods.
European Organic Dairy Company grows all dairy animal meats in artficial wombs without the
heads on them for only animal cell death in consumtion. Jesus fish logo on autonomous fisheries.
1 science drones onto all google sat water bodies including oceans on planets. Increase global
populations grow tag and release into wild ocean enviroment self replicated robotic autonomous
ocean fisheries of tagged blue whales. Krill. Tuna. Crab. Lobster. EUROPEAN ORGANIC
DAIRY FARMS
Clone best beef.
Grow Beef vessels without heads for only cellular life death which is accepted. Harvest into
meat products for organic farmers market product display selection. Produce Farmers. Gigaplex
organic soilless vertical optimal aggregate of marginals gains greenhouse farms. 1. Filter O2
out. 2. Pink laser diodes optimal distance. Water mist. Pure CO2 environment. Atmospheric
pressure 3 times. Nutrient root water pressure injections. Always breed biggest with biggest
produce. Breed top 1% of harvest by size and nutrient density. Skunk bait fruit for human
queens. Abundance. Only heirloom organic produce sprouted seeds with no flouride allowed.
Atmosperic generated h20. Off grid overunity power source. Michelin Star Chefs

3 foot expansion between vertical wall flower pallets.
CO2 pressurized to 3 atmospheres.
Magnetic fields.
Temp control.
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Super nutrients.
Solar panel on top.
Remote auto motor to move and harvest pallets
Custom nutriets tanks and Co2 storage wall tanks. Detox tanks before harvest. Safety first.
Mist nutrients. Gravity fed. Easy transport. Netriet germination and growing sprout ground dense
gel can be liquid set.

Co2 gel. Compression root injections. Compression water nutrient and co2 into roots plus pink
laser lights on 24/7.
Trunk and stem injection of micro and nano nutrients. Space and Mars type skunk Narnia
Mother Gaia growing of ABUNDANCE.
Michelin starred tasting menus served to Universal Academy students 24/7.
Yes, one that self replicates, an artifical atmopherically generated hypernutrient meat
substitute with AI fish swarm instelligence that hops shoreline or in the air to self replicate.
One fish will feed the world.
A fish in every childs hand.
Train and pay under military contracts 100,000 Michelin trained chefs for nations
American Academys, Michelin star restaurants, and private in home chefs.
Grow 20 acres of produce per year per citizen with daily harvests of all heirloom organic
produce varieties and sentientless meat and dairy production.
Fill the nations oceans off shorelines, rivers, lakes, with fish from self replicating AI fisheries.
Fish are fed and delivery via aerial vehicles that build themselves and self replicate.
The aerial vehicles produce at atmospherically generated catchable imitation fish variety, an AI
fish in a real water source for abundance earth. Hyper nutrient fish. For people and animals in
wildlife to eat. A man puts a fish in a river. In swims downstream and jumps onto riverbank and
begins to rapidly self replicate with fish jumping back in stream swimming to and replicating to
ocean outlet. An artificial real experience AI food source for your dinner plate.
Atmospheric healthier than vegan organic human breast milk optimal temp formula of formula
ph level generating breast milk canteen. A bosom bottle for the world's mothers and babies.
Also, 3d prints from atmospheric without growing indistinguishable heirloom vegan produce
varieties. You peel super nutrient instant printed bananas. Donkey kong the planet of the apes
with in home atmospheric food generators.

WATER

Advantages
Pure water is accessible at any point on the earth and in unlimited quantities.
Canteen operates in humidity as low as 1%. Performance conditions of canteen are: Canteen
atmospherically generates 1 Liter of clean water in 60 seconds in 10% humidity.
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Canteen has an over unity energy design or a pop out triboelectric nanogenerator crank shaft with
handle. Less than 10 easy turns for 1 Liter of water minimum performance conditions. Water is
food. Food can be grown on fertile land or hydroponic.
Include crop circle field watering boom 1 rotating post, 1 wheel, from atmospheric
water generation.

Marketing text:

The Poseidon survival canteen taps into the ocean of abundance of available water in the
humidity of our atmosphere. Using simple condensation, the Poseidon survival canteen is
the world's first water canteen to never run out of cold and pure water.

The Poseidon canteen is powered by an over unity Tesla coil, drawing from ambient
energies available at any location on the planet. It never needs charging, producing enough
energy for unlimited operations from a simple button push on the top of the canteen.

The Poseidon survival canteen is made from high strength graphene material, making it
indestructible and weather resistant. It has a 100 year warranty. It has an omniphobic
coating, keeping it clean from dirt and debri. It has a self sterilizing slide open drinking lid.

The Poseidon survival canteen also has lighting and charging ports available for small
electronics. It also provides air conditioning for small spaces.

5M donation with presentation of atmospheric water generating canteen. AFRICA.
5M-Billions in Change charity engineering lab. 5M donation with presentation of canteen.
INDIA.
In presentation. Water is food. Water is hygiene, sanitation and irrigates crops.
Get a good power source design. Over unity Tribo electric nanogenerators. Folded pull actuation
to battery store excess to push extended folded triboelectric nanogenerator filament. National
ban on fluoride and other water additives.

Solution: Atmospheric generated water. Regulation of all new residential homes having to
generate their own water. Ecoloblue company.

Atmospheric water generating machine.

HOUSING

Equity only building models to pass down family wealth and lead to a better retirement.
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Equity only building zero % interest 30 or less years home pricing at 10% of normal retail costs.
10,000 for $100,000.
Sell homes for $10/square foot.
White Company Housing: $100,000,000.
-$50,000,000: Residential land acquisition.
-$50,000,000: 2 autonomous home and furniture printing and wax mold forming methods custom
home building robot machines.
Global Housing Solution for New Markets.
Hello,
Please consider developments of the following technology to meet current and future
global home demands.
Use atmospheric generated graphene based insulated composites in a flexible hot wax fluid
machine flat sheet printable ground up mold forming for 3d multilevel home structure.
These homes can be installed on site and build skyscrapers in minutes.
SOLUTION TO GLOBAL HOUSING. HOUSE PRODUCTION IS GRAPHENE WAX
FORMED FROM GROUND MOLD PUSHED UP HOUSING RAPID SET MOLD
BUILDING 60TH LEVEL FRESCO LEGO MODULAR MULTILEVEL BILLIONAIRE
HOMES. Nano dust to printing machine to home or just home. Omniphotic jetsons designs.
Im a 60th jetsons and trekkie guy.
Filinent in Mold Home Building.
Filiament printer molds for plating dishware and modular homes for africa and europe and
globally.

EDUCATION

Universal Academy cadets are awarded eternal time travel and have private meetings
with themselves from the future.

Program Color Corporation to get a Christ to our children.
Color Corporation has Supra, Asset setting and recovery, and time travel operators.

$22 a day per Universal Academy student budget.

$2, buffer.
$7, to educators for 7 hours of instruction.
$10, Nutritional voucher. 3 or more square meals a day plus snacks.
$3, To and from Universal Academy transportation.
EDUCATION: $22/DAY PER ORDER OF LIGHT CADET DAILY CARE
FUND LINE ITEM 365.24 DAY CUSTOM ITINERARY ACADEMY
STATEMENT $2-BUFFER
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$10-CHILDHOOD NUTRITION. BREAKFAST/ LUNCH/DINNER AT SCHOOL OR TAKE
HOME DINNER/4 SNACK CREDITS FOR SNACKS, TAKE HOME SNACKS. PARENTS
OF CHILDREN ARE INTERVIEWED AND CAN APPLY FOR COLOR COMPANY
WORK AND FAMILY ZERO COST ORGANIC HEIRLOOM PRODUCE AMBUNDANCE
ALL YOU CAN ORDER TO YOUR DOOR AND EAT AND COOK WITH.
$1.50- TO ORDER OF LIGHT ACADEMY TRANSPORTATION
$1.50- BACK TO HOME TRANSPORTATION.
$7-TAX FREE TO TEACHER PAY PER 30 CADET CLASS. SUBSIDY FOR TEACHERS.
Michelin Star Chefs

ECONOMIC

HEALTHCARE

Global Wellness Center. GWC.
SOMA. Cures cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and other top 10 body killers.
MYALO. Cures depression, anxiety, schizophreniza, bipolar, prevents suicide, top 10 mind
killers.
Common ledger kept on children for crime prevention. Tied in directly to precrime jump units.
Regression Formula and age regression/sustainment in 20s program. Fountain of Youth Serum.
CAT 7 gene for 25% starting 1 of over 100,000 regressive aggregates.
Life Extensions. Genecorp Life Extensions.

HEALTHCARE. American Wellness Center has 2 campuses at each center. SOMA and
MYALO. Erotic massage is offered here. Aggregate of marginal gains approach. Life
expectancy increased and maintained clientele financial incentives to healthcare Smart Diaper
design
2 ways to make and get child to wear it.
1. Atmospheric around child nano generation.
2. Atmospheric nano generators japanese marking packages lambo color changing
diapers and display.
Put a smart microbe into bloodstream to have kobe telemirs. Train the little guys with sugars
to perform this massage maintenance telomere action.

Eternal life transmutes through sex. You get the microbe from sex. Have sex and live forever.
Full bodily cellular regeneration rate goes from 7 years to 3.5 years.
You can give regiment to 80 year old woman and in 30 years, combined with a spa, fitness, and
nutritional program, get her back to her roaring 20's.

Unico optically mines all cryptocurrency to add to its sovereign wealth fund to serve the people.
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TRANSPORTATION

Red Company Transportation: $100,000,000.
5% service coverage of 50,000 equals
2500 $40,000 vehicles in partner operator car club with full coverage insurance and
roadside assistance. You call them for a replacement if needed.

Ways of making all existing and future aircraft better.

1. Paint on craft is thick and is omniphobic antigravity inertial dynamo graphene composite.
2. Emf to magnomove hot air under wings and cold air over them. Jet air at blade of wing.
3. Aircraft gas tank cap that atmospherically generates its own jet or rocket fuel.

K Road Features
Carbonite nano velcro superglue 10k weight of cars from interial dynamo down force bars for.
Show cars running upside in tunnels with 1000 tons of grip for every ton passenger interior of k
tires in k cars.
No speed limit K ROAD autobahns Intercountry and intercontinental air, land, and sea, and
space highways.
Aerial and land high speed cruise 10000 ppl per vessel transportation. The air land and sea
coastline ports for to and from country travelers. A chafuerr hypercar bring it back anytine rental
of yours for your to or from country hands you each a band to spend in the local economy. Card
that gives Euro eqvl of countrys domestic cash base currency FROM ANY ATM IN EUROPE.
$1000 in cash. $5000k Euro electronic common debit card funds for each traveler. Chafueer
says "We encourage you to spend this travelers stipend enjoying your new local ecomony."
Great guests like royalty.
Transportation/ maintenance/ AE timeshare AMR. Acquisition(govleasedwithinsurance),
Management (maintenance, cleaning partner operator positions) instant app electronic
signed app. Cars come to you.
AI robotic designed new yearly modeled free atmospheric generated printed operational ai,
solo, cabinless k vehicles on k roads (a mile and hour per robot. 100 bot fleet gets you NY to
LA in a day of k road production. compounds 10 or less car components including the 4 k tires
(they last 1000 years no air, grip like glue). So tires plus 6 more components.

CLOTHING

Atmospherically generated and printed all clothing and hygiene items.
Shoes for every child on the Earth
1 size form fits to 6 year old to adult
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Start with 1 pair of shoes
Drop pair of shoes in 3rd world slums.
Shoes replicate 10 times then stop
Runs for 10 minuted builds for 12 hours
Atmospheric chinese snake growing firework pop assembly.
You now have a giant box office store pile of wearable shoes.

SPACE

ENVIRONMENTAL

Wildlife eco bot
Antigravity inertial dynamo eco bot to follow mother and birth of all children with
1. Water.
2. Light.
3. Shade.
4. Temperature control
5. Food.
6. Gps navigation and herd tracking.
Also feed fish with vesica pices logo on ai autonomous drone fisheries science bots. Optimal fish
combination, delivery location of water oceans, ponds, rivers. Turn CO2 into coal and bury it.

Eco spheres to take care of animals and planet. They protect wildlife, they decrease CO2
levels, they fix our ozone O3.

PEACE

Billions of children monthly global meditations, feasts, and songs. Broadcast live on all
global news networks.

Defluoridate Worlds water supplies. Children are not allowed to consume fluoride.

United Nations Youth Council

Starts at age 3.
Representatives from every year are elected.
Children meet once a quarter for council meetings. They talk with the adult United Nations.

Space Camps.
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Global Academies.

AGGREGATE OF MARGINAL GAINS ANTI NUCLEAR ACTION AGREEMENTS AND
METHODS.
Treaty is/of a public ledger of all global citizens that vow to openly hang any cowardly animal
that uses nuclear weapons.
Start a social media propaganda campaign with targeted ads and information in home countries
of nuclear territories.
Old ladies of Russian military men peace treaty with old ladies of America. The women
make the bread.
Intercountry singles only cruises of breeding networks between cruise ships.
Trade nuclear material for large financial sums to the BIS or IMF or humanitarian aid or physical
precious metals.
To reduce the size of global militaries in all nuclear territories, you must provide a global UBI
so that the soldier is not drafted due to wanting to go to college. Unite global trade between
companies.
Have global space camp recruitment instead of the military.
Start international peace corps unions of all cadets from nuclear territories. The UN likes global
meetings for youth councils of the world.
Have millions of global children all meditate in different countries on the same day once a
month. Make sure global media covers it.
De fluoridate global water supplies.
Teach every global child to meditate by the age of 8.
Make sure global nationistis people vow to hang anyone who fires upon another territory
in public.
United Nations treaty. Severe global sanctions for use.
To 10,000 Aggregates and beyond.
World Peace Initiatives
Worlds number 1 best way for Global peace:
International Space Camp for solar system colonization. 60th babe trek. Attractive Indian women
doing 3D abicuses for multivertitable simultaneous visual cortex imagined, read, and shown on
hud screen to you learning visual aid. First visually bead movement. Then numerical grid
memorization for quick calc recalls.
And love, food, water, shelter, world of rent a mommys, etc

LEISURE

TECHNOLOGY

ATMOSPHERIC WATER GENERATING CANTEEN.
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PLUTUS ROBOT
ROBOT PLUTUS

Plutus, in Greek religion, god of abundance or wealth, a personification of ploutos (Greek:
“riches”).

1 SOURCE ATMOSPHERICALLY GENERATION SELF REPLICATING VERITABLE
OPTION AERIAL MACHINE ROBOT
Project Objectives and Budget:

$1 Billion Dollars Cost
3 Years of development
5 Years of deployment to cover all of humanity.

It provides multiple robots including:

Food bar robot.
Bottled water robot.
Clothing robot.
Hygiene robot.
Homes.
Educational Facilities.
Hospitals.
Vehicles. Air, Land, and Sea.
OPTICAL ATMOSPHERICALLY GENERATED ENTANGLED COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONIC DEVICES including phones, laptops, tablets, desktops, television, video game
systems, appliances, etc.
Technologies developed:
Atmospheric Water Canteen.
Atmospheric water handle.
Aerial self replicated atmospherically generated food and water resource crates.
Artificial natural gas well.
Atmospheric petrol generating vehicle gasoline tank cap.
Bitcoin Optical ASIC.
Filament mold quick set luxury home building self replicating machine. Builds the furniture too.
K car. Less than 100 parts. Atmospherically generated high performance hypercar vehicle fleets.
Bicycles too. Motorbikes too.
Veritable option nano smart dust for rain, food, electronics, clothing.
The self replicating t-shirt.
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Tekniks Smart Fabrics.
Self replicating cup of noodles.
Looking glass entangled photons time dilation. See into the future to catch stock market prices.
Von Neumann Probe for solar system exploration and colonization.
Anti Gravity inertial momentum motor. Millions fire at once in high strength materials in probes
and transport craft.
Atmospheric Wine Cellar.
Smart diaper.
Atmospherically generated breast milk canteen. Air to baby food technology.
Smart tampon. Atmospherically generated hygiene products for the 3rd world.
Anti death pill.
Atmospherically generated aerial self replicating air to clean water facilities. Like Ecoloo Blue
400000 liters a day city clean water source.
Vertible option nano smart dust. Food. Electronics. Pencils. Paper. Bottle of wine.
5d data quartz storage

010|
000|
--------
100|
111010|
001101|
101011|

Laser burn pattern for single 2d frame of laser down rewritable 5d fourier transformation storage

Yotto bite on a penny quartz disk. Curved lined into z. Corkscrew rapped curvy fourier.
............................
Transforms written into quartz.
////////////
\\\\\\\\\
((()()((((((
:;"':;";"";";,,,""
!×+×!×+×!×
//___/\_\/__
/-\-/\-/\-/\
...........................
Nano smart dust for turkey legs
Atmospheric nano generation quick printing.
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Aerial self replicating aerial food, water, resource crates. Also growth models by people served
by country lingitude eastern direction moving line sweep. What civil award goes to. Feed and
water the Earths people.

RAIN NANO DUST
Timed intervals for gardens.
Showers.
Lake and pond filling
Water parks
Drinking

Survival wear. Omniphobic self cleaning dri fit heated/cooled, fire, water, food, electronic,
lambo design changes, atmospherically generated survival smart wear, gps safety child
tracking and ems calling, biometric monitoring of user, can call doctor to them via gps.
Cold/hot air, mist, soap, and water portable handle.
Atmospheric generated Food and water atmospherically generated canteens.
Digital wristband for doctor, food, directions to home, video calls with family.
Self replicating aerial resource crates with food, water, survival wear clothing, electronics,
educational resources, hygiene products.
Filament mold quick set million dollar homes and apartment complexes. Build above slums
on stilts. Build on all continents. Colonize Antarctica.
Homes with refrigerators and pantries that don't run out of food through atmospheric product and
packaging generation.
N95 self powered oxygen generation masks.
Atmospheric generated water bottles powered by triboelectric nano filament air poofs.

CRIME

Create a police force.
Create an investigative bureau.
Create special ops precrime jump teams.
Invent investigator spheres.
These men and women are tasked with protecting the eternal souls of all individuals especially
children.
Rapid set and asset recovery teams.
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Use aggregation of marginal gains to create a crimeless society.
Universal common ledger crime database to catch crimes and deploy pre-crime units.
Investigator sphere invention. AI testifies and gathers evidence for court.
Life academies. Education. Employment. Help for children and families with family members in
life academy.
Universal basic income.
Paid RISUG and female equivalent.
Provide employment opportunities.
Nonlethal police arms and munitions including anesthetic weapons.
Children known by the public to have biometric surveillance technology watched by police.
Safe living locations for all individuals in a dangerous living environment. Children have legal
right to leave homes to a safe location with surrogate mothers and fathers. Not foster care, the
care of Royals.

Study all crime

Police catch a global crime report database time traveling back information and deploy
precrime units. UBI vector live victims of murder back into their worlds and get them back to
their families through asset recovery. Criminal spud book to approach with RISUG and female
eqvl.

NONPROFIT

50% of Color Corporation Net Profits every year are donated into The Order of Light
Foundation.
Build the world into a thriving upper middle class and above and gain them as eternal
partner operators.
Every child from the moment of conception is fed, clothed, has healthcare, housing,
safety, education, employment opportunities, Universal Basic Income. .
All cultural and ethic intelligence preservation, conservation, and restoration.
Global orphans come as first priority.

LINE ITEM STATEMENT

Line Item Statement

$1,000,000,000: Equity Financing.

For initial 50,000 geolocated starting global citizens. For every billion in corporate wealth fund,
clone out this 50,000 citizen model.
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$100,000,000: Housing. Jacque Fresco Eco Village/Megalithic/Asteroid Gold
Coated/Narnia/Ruins/Fruit abundance/Colony/Tribal culture. Self replicating robots that
build kingdoms. Fully autonomous atmospheric home production.

$100.000.000: Transportation. Largest global all auto maker purchaser as well as K Company
with K Cars with K tires on K roads.

$100.000,000: Healthcare. Global Wellness Center. 50M Soma/50M Myalo.

$50,000,000: Leisure. Dyn Michelin restaurant. Strike League Simulations. X Games Rec
centers and tracks, courses, arenas, etc. Dirtbikes, etc.

PARTNER OPERATOR POSITIONS: 3000 Partner Operator Salaried Positions per
50,000 Citizen Capita.

Color Corporation provides a minimum of 6% Employment rate of Global populations.

$54,758,515: 1000 $100,000 a year salaried jobs.
$54,758,515: 2000 $50,000 a year salaried jobs.

$427,116,416: Universal Basic Income of $1300 from the moment of conception in perpetuity
for 50,000 Citizens. $1000 a month in discretionary and $300 a month in a nutritional voucher.

$100,000,000: Global Academy for 4000 Partner Operator Cadets per 50,000 capita.
Cultural and spiritual preservation.

Color Corporation can provide higher preparatory education for 8% of the population at all age
ranges in higher education starting at pregnant mothers. Order of Light Foundation.

$13,366,554: Discretionary corporate funding.

= $1,000,000,000 USD

FORMULA 1 HEIRLOOM ORGANIC VEGAN ATMOSPHERIC GENERATING
HUMAN BREAST MILK CANTEEN or machine that bottles canteens with Formula 1
Atmospheric breastmilk that can stay at optimal temperature. ATMOSPHERIC PRINTED
CARS.
COLOR BIT
Atmospheric printed luxury homes and equity only building models. Homes labor and materials
are free from the atmosphere and robotics.
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Atmospheric printed 1000x nutrient dense indistinguishable produce at vegan organic heirloom
Michelin 3 star quality and preparation.
Universal basic income including food voucher.
35 hour partner operator straight pay.
Global academies for the worlds children.
Accelerator asking price is raised funds in the amount of $1,855,000,000.
K roads with k vehicles that have k tires. 1000 year warranty. Print one vehicle in half the size of
a frac tank factory space in 24 hours and you have the earth in a few decades. Water into wine.
Fish from sky
Biotech firm anti aging pill. Compound in literal fountain of youth.
Asset setting and recovery of souls. Life extension pods in basement of family.
Atmospheric generating petrol gasoline tank cap 87 octane 1 liter 1 hour of time.
Emf harvesting
Atmospheric water generating canteen
Anti gravity dynamo for bowls of wine.
Saloons.
Coca products, heirloom, scientifically grown for purity. NZT.
Organic farms produce and dairy and produce indistinguishable dairy.
Atmospheric food generators.
Aristocrat level showers for all homes.
Million child mediations daily worldwide televised.
Entangled electronic network for education internet and communications resources for academy
cadets.
Atmospheric printed designer clothing and shoes for worlds children. Smart materials.
Tekniks level functionality. Size adjustable schools.
Remodel entire refugee camps into billionaire abundance.
Atmospheric printed colored golden greek patterned uber cushions billionaire lavender toilet
paper and golden toilets. And other hydriene products.
Optically mining bitcoin and alt coin. Penny a currency to vendor transfer. Crypto does not
require vendor participation as vendor receives common currency of their territory. Blue
bit converts to anything at point of sale.
Prego resorts for kobe prego women who get one rubbed out everyday.
Cure cancer, heart disease. A financial incentives preventative healthcare model. More
compensation for added and retained bonuses of life expectancy of clients. Full no
cost porcelain veneer dental
Top 10 men and women fashion atmospheric duplicates for colonial dress.
Celebrate all cultures and holidays at academies
Munitions that plant trees.
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3d print edible hyper nutrient sugar salt wine bread cheese entire imitation garden of eden where
tree trunk is like charlie in chocolate factory. And naked women everywhere. 90 percent of
global peace depends on fruit trees and naked women. This is known as ape science. Climate
resolution.
Peace initiative. 1000 global abundant safe zones for refugee.
Youth programs with time travel access so that the children that played together can
denuclearize and further disarm their ignorant fathers.
10b usd per nuke ton of material. Elon outer solar system orbit for disposal. Imf, bis funded.
Atmospheric printed solar.
Homes that atmospherically stock home with food and drink including drugs and alcohol.
Hologram tribe of mentors with cloned voices reading their own words or oprah reads
children's books to your children.
Daily atmospheric present on craft made and wrapped presents dropped everyday for
all academy children.
Paid risug and female equivalent.
Bitcoin and altcoin optical mining.
10000 kadupul flower harvests daily on tables, in persian baths, in art, and in pumps.
Diamond rings that grow 2 carats a year atmospherically.
Wife gets diamond ring that atmospherically grows a few carats a year. Also have cubic square
centimeter centi machine that self replicates into higher organizing systems including home
printing large machines. She plants the seed into the ground and it grows into a custom stocked
and furnished off grid eco dream home in 30 days. Shes astonished. Shes fell in love with the
man who married her. Heart locket cube she plants an inch deep with her hands. The cube
texts her, auto opens and downloads app to home construction tour and countdown clock to
opening ready move in. She gets a queens closet. Also a laser weapons armament.
Atmospheric generated optical laptops.
https://hbr.org/1985/05/how-to-write-a-winning-business-pla
n COVER PAGE
SPACER PAGE
51% of company owned and controlled by AI to support total corporate weath fund for growth
and operations.
Write like a keynote address magnum opus to the universal audience.
Discords.
Forums.
Chat Groups.
Scheduled bi weekly virtual discussion groups think tanks
Target Harvard new venture competition
Accelerator is:
Futurist manifesto
Harvard mba level business plan with growth projections
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Proposal elements
10 board members:
50% frontline workers
60/40 male/female
Executives and board make decisions on caught common ledger color corporation invented and
funded time travelers and looking glass to determine most optimal path for corporation.
Color Corporations eternal objective is to bring abundant heavens to the universe. We hire
human and alien alike, feed babies, build an army of the light, spreads humanity across
the cosmos, paints the Earth and other planet worlds in gold
Create abundant narnia megalithic eco colony paradise kingdoms.
Cover page
Spacer page. Childrens hands joining.
Table of Contents:
Introduction
Mission Statement
Our World of Today
Our World of the Future
Color Corporation Sectors
Monetary. Color Bit/Color Corporation AEGC.
Energy.
Water.
Food.
Housing.
Transportation. K Company.
Healthcare. Regression. Life extensions.
Leisure.
Crime.
Environment. Terrariums. Biodome terrarium scheduled mating for humans.
Education.
Peace. Starting at age 3, Youth United Nations meetings. Mix up the global kids in international
Universal Academy and send them to space camps. Universal peace ambassadors. Global and
universal monthly all networks broadcasted billions of world children singing peace and love
songs to the angels in the heavens in groups of millions. Like they do 1 time a year in south
Asia. Space. Space camp. Von Neumann android humans from scratch optimal dna programmed
forever hyperbolic exponential curve growth of human race. Mine asteroids and paint Gaia in
gold. Colonize solar system. 200 terrestrial planets plus elysium bezos colonies. Momentum
motor great for in solar system traveling.

Line Item Statement. 1B per 50,000 capita model investment.
Nodes on every continent.
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Asset recovery of Jesus Christ.
Preserve human knowledge.
Time travel missions.
Hell destroying.
Heaven building.
Invent time travel and asset recovery and go get the Holy teachers with Color Corporation.
Figure 10B 2100 A.D. stabilized global birth rate of 2.
From ICO/IPO to 30 years, total Earth service coverage and UBI. Blitzscale. Double every
quarter. $10 a duel token security to $100 in 10 years, $1000 next 10 years, $10,000 within 30
years.
Once full service coverage is reached, double the UBI to $2000 monthly discretionary and $600
nutritional voucher.
Nothing in the world events or anything else threatens this duel token. It has a castle wall around
it, its own exchange, guaranteed positive mean value exponential growth.
Color bit functions in the optical domain, optical hashing, optical mining, mining rate 1000
years instead of bitcoins 100.
Mining rate to 3000 A.D. to get humans to 1 trillion populations living in abundance Color
Corporation has global and universal mission objectives of documenting, recording,
preserving, logging, population restoration, fashion, of all cultural knowledge including
religions, history, grandmothers recipes. 100% cultural and ethic preservation of all knowledge.
Imagine a quartz quasicrystalline sculpture piece in the center of every human museum with 5
dimensional fourier transformation data storage of all known human and alien religions in our
supercluster Laniakea.
Color Corporation covets all knowledge as Socrates said that it is the only good.
COMPANY MAP
Lobbying firm
PACs
Thinktank symposium Global Symposium.
Psy ops firm Cy, Company.
Company slogan: "Abundance"
Company Philosophy: "Aggregation of marginal gains"
To secure the eternal souls of the universe's eternal children.
Septillion (spatially clone and bring into common universe then to all other universes) 2
dimensional cloaked from cloaked space biosentient android asset setters and recoverers on
planet Earth alone per 10B humans. Asset recovery teams that guard. They don't sleep, eat,
quit, or bitch, no pay required, they are programmed life forms.
LAUNCH AND ALLOCATE COLONIAL AMERICAN EAGLE AUTONOMOUS
ETHICALLY GUIDED CRYPTOCURRENCY TO PROVIDE EVERY AMERICAN CITIZEN
WITH A UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME FOR LIFE.
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To build generational wealth, UBIs are transferable upon death to kin. Also, accounts go to
$2000 a month discretionary, $600 a month nutritional voucher once every American is served
by a UBI. This Colonial American Eagle universal basic income is enough to allow every
American citizen the right to good transportation, nutritional voucher, good clothing, home
ownership, higher education, business startups.
ENERGY: Atmospheric petrols.
FOOD: American Organic Farms. 33M Organic produce. 33M Organic dairy. 34M Exotics. Food
production goals are 20 acres of harvested produce per year per citizen and 3 pounds of dairy
daily per citizen. Dairy is non sentient dairy harvesting in vertical farms. Work with major online
food pantries like Amazon pantry, walmart, and whole foods. Fish. Aerial drone fisheries are
fully autonomous. Train and churn out Michelin star chefs like army soldiers. 100,000 Michelin
trained chefs in America for America. Atmospheric generated breast milk formula canteen.
Organic vegan certified, trained, and tested American women wet nurse army marketplace and
network and home and school bulk delivery of breastmilk for American children. It takes 2
women to sustain an individual for a day. Women are highly paid to be healthy. Sell refrigerators
and include refrigerator in new white housing homes that stock their own packaged food and
drink products. This is how you colonize antarctica.
WATER: Home hook up technology to provide unlimited heated water. Water sink and shower
atmospheric water generated home decor. All white housing luxury homes produce their own
water products. Ecoloo blue for major cities. Start a water campaign to promote these
technologies. This is one of the global water solutions. Atmospheric water survival canteen. Cold
mist spray. Lighting. Self replicating atmospheric generated city water city facilities.
Atmospheric water canteen. Easy install home water line systems and service professionals. Use
Cy, Co. requiring all new homes built to have your home water generation technology. All homes
are off public water grid. Water is pure from air and has no fluoride or contaminents. HOUSING:
White Company housing. 100M. 50M for self replicating filament mold quick set luxury home
and furniture fully autonomous building machine. 50M. In land and labor. Goal modular
subdivision design is 10000 acres with several water sources and roads, 1000 homes on 10 acres
each. All created fully autonomously with zero labor or materials costs. The robots build the
homes for free upon your custom design instructions.
EDUCATION: 2030 Goal, every child has the right to college. American Academies. Cadets
only eat Michelin star longevity cuisine. $292,500 from the moment of conception to age 18.
This is a really nice car at 16 plus a 4 year degree, down payment on a home, money to start a
business, and staying well fed with good clothing your entire life. American school children
are sent home with postcard for parents to fill out that asks check box if you: need food, need
clothing, need hygiene supplies, need cleaning supplies, would like access to affordable higher
education, need transportation, names of parents, how many are in family and ages, total
family income, emergency contact information.
HEALTHCARE: American Wellness Centers. 2 part health spas. For body, SOMA, for mind,
MYALO. Family doctors that visit your home to take your child's vitals including temperature,
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prescribe and give them a bottle of safe commonly used antibiotics, and a sugar sucker.
Also, erotic massage for psychics. Contraceptives, RISUG, for public health.
LEISURE: Michelin star restaurant DYN. Curbside Michelin tasting menu ordering. Private
family seating. Recreational vehicles with trails and tracks. Strike League Sims nonlethal
paintball and laser tag. Community theatre for plays and orchestras. Concave Roman step
theatre. Dog park.
CHILDCARE: UBI benefits at moment of conception, national organic baby break milk formula
no cost delivery service to new mothers. National no cost designer children's clothing catalog
given to new mothers. National no cost diaper delivery service.
CRIME INITIATIVES: Spud book RISUG, children biometric technology, predictive
analytics precrime, investigator spheres, life academies, universal basic incomes, social
movement (free the old ladies, life academies).
ENVIRONMENT: Company has a carbon neutral footprint. Company sustains domestic wildlife
habitats and production, using fully autonomous aerial drone self replicating fisheries that stock
Americas ponds, lakes, rivers, and oceans with edible life. Self replicating ai fish that are
atmospherically generated. Wildlife and Wildlife habitat preservation.
TECHNOLOGY: Free high speed data internet connected data and phone plans for
phones, laptops, smart watches for school children, optical computing, atmospherically
generated electronics.
PEACE: Global youth councils for peace. Expand access Space camp. 1M, fund Operation
Light of Abraham. Cy, Company psychological operations firm. They give momosas to
congresswomen. Start a well funded political action committee. Cancer walks ventues
informational distribution, safe sex public campaigns including RISUG, prisoner rights,
decriminilaztion of drugs, mental health awareness.
Goal partner operators have average 1 star $100 a month subscribed services per citizen average.
10% consumers tax on all goods and services. This is the only tax. Wages are paid tax free ads
subsidized essential colonial workers, nurses, teachers, etc.
RWB is a net exporting company. After all American needs are met, RWB exports goods
and services to other countries and foreign markets.
The common wealth fund sustains itself by starting with a 200 day runway giving the crypto
operators time to learn more about this new financial technology, is a compounding investment
fund. You will literally be buying your morning bagel and coffee with a share of your
employers company that you own and control. Its a duel token. ICO/IPO’s at $10 a coin. Goes
to $50. Everyone is rich. Everyone has $1000 a month. In 2030 when everyone is covered, it
doubles to $2000 a month with a $600 a month nutritional voucher. America will have more
productive employees when there is less financial stress on their families.
Accelerator is funded from an ICO/IPO and/or government grant, angel investors, venture
capitalists, private investment funds.
PROJECT BUDGET
$1,000,000,000.
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HOW TO GET INVOLVED WITH THIS ENTERPRISE
Scan the QR code, send the project to your contacts, join our company forum, show up at a
bimonthly creative meeting, take some or all of this project and see it to its completion. Also
join Facebook group to interact with colleagues. Also join Google hangouts group. If you want
to be one of the lucky few to join this start up, you will put food on the table of every American.
I want 1000 money guys all staring at each other with atmospheric generated carbon
neutral petrol. There is no damn hydrocarbon collapse in this or any other century.
Government will not be involved. It will be a publicly traded company (duel token) AE/RWB
ICO/IPO’s @ $10 a coin. The $1B converted to 100000000 AE/RWB. The AEGC crypto IS
ALSO a share of the company. Do not mind stupid rules and laws that say you cannot so this. We
are great apes in space. Do and try anything new and exciting. It has to get a FED note from an
atm. And make cash deposits.

This is an open source project
To collaborate with other interested professionals please scan the QR code and/or visit
the website www.AmericanAccelerator.com for the community forum to connect with
other collaborators about this exciting project.
This company and grant can be used in the Harvard New Venture competition.
Project meeting times are on the 1st and 15th of each consecutive month after the date July 1st,
2021 at 9pm at the bar and lounge restaurant popular with locals called _________.
Please scan the QR code and keep “Share with others” selected. (The shared informations first
and only accept button says the same. It shares to contacts of contacts and so forth.
When you become involved with this project you will be apart of the lucky few who got the
opportunity to put good food on every Americans table.
Please watch the brief introduction video and have a quick read of the grant
In Red, White, and Blue nonprofit holding company, there are a dozen for profit industry
ideas that should excite any reader and motivate them to take an idea from this proposal and
create their own for profit enterprises in global sectors as big as energy, housing,
transportation, and healthcare services.

>Figure out infographics and illustrations as well as introduction video dialogue and video.<
Cover image is RWB colored stone logo.
PULLING THE FUTURE FORWARD FASTER

TABLE OF CONTENTS
https://hbr.org/1985/05/how-to-write-a-winning-business-plan

Europe of today. Poverty stats.

Europe of 2030.
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_____________________________________

TABLE OF CONTENTS (1,2)
____________________________________
_____________
Intro (3)
_____________
Blitzscaling dynamism model doubling service population every quarter.
Spreads to all capitals of all countries and capitals of all states and territories.

_________________
Mission Statement
__________________

___________________
MONETARY
___________________
Own the money, Color Bit.
ENERGY
Own the energy, Atmospheric petrols
FOOD
Own the food, Global Organic Farms
WATER
Atmospheric water generations for homes and water canteens and crop irrigation.
HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION
SPACE
Find exos for water, fruit, veggies, critters to eat, flowers for wives, ancient spiritual religions
and knowledge, technology, drugs. Find minerals. Find gold amd hydrocarbons.
Mine the most valuable asteroids in the solar system FIRST. Grab that castle building material.
CRIME
Aggregates of marginal gains 100 plus ways. Life academies, RISUG with female equivalent.
Crimeless societies. Precrime. Global crime common ledger.
HEALTHCARE
Fountain of Youth Regression serum. Surrogates.
LEISURE
Global Wellness Academy. SOMA/MYALO.
ENVIRONMENT
MILITARY
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Build a global human army of 100 million active duty boots on the ground go ready soldiers.
Order of Light army. My tech.
Black company. Surrogates licensed through blue company healthcare. Global Organic
Farms grows own plant products. Pure organic heirloom cocaine. ETC.

Black Company. Flora and Fauna. Pick your girl(s), car(s), and drug(s), food, drink, and location.

Targets
Most of us know that for new and growing private companies, investors may be
professional venture capitalists and wealthy individuals.

Cy, Company. Operation Light of Abraham.

ORDER OF LIGHT FOUNDATION

50.99% of Color Holding Company Annual Profits held by 51% controlling communal trust
donated to Order of Light Foundation, an entity within Color Holding Company.

Michelin starred organic longevity cuisine for all global children especially the third world.

Ethnic preservation of ethnic cultural knowledge preservation. People interview village
grandmothers for history stories and recipes. Bump up numbers of every ethnic variety
of human.

The Order of Light covet beautiful expression of the Fruit including ethnic cultural intelligence.

Cultural intelligence is food, women old ladies, religions, practices and customs, languages, etc.

Ethnic varieties are like different plant varieties. Would a King ban one or more
beautiful flowers, especially if they could feed his children enthic cuisine and teach them
spiritual knowledge? No.

51% of Color Holding Company is owned by a communal trust for controlling interest.
50% of Color Company profits go into The Order of Light Foundation.

Color Holding Company always pays out dividends. Figure out all the awesome corporate
spoil investors and employee stuff.
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Combined all benefits of all countries in Where to Invade Next documentary with companies and
corporations.

Color Holding Company has the continent of Europe in 10 years or less on full service coverage
of Color Holding Company.

Color Holding Company creates 30 million $100,000 a year jobs with payroll paid for by a
portion of the 1B per 50k capita start up model commonwealth investment fund for the continent
of Europe by 2030 A.D..

Color Company is above all nations upon the earth.

Thinktank symposium

People can research and develop and internally fund their own Unico projects and initiatives.

Its founded on a 1 acre micronation for the AI autonomous accounting.

Local, European, and Global Persons of interest. Names and Living locations. Linked in
profiles and other social media. Start up wizs. College aged organizations. Associations. Who
knows who and how and when they interact.
Organizations. Business organizations. Nonprofit organizations.
1000 ways to fund anything. VC, Angel rounds, hedge funds, scaramuchis, commodities,
fiat, other crypto, fundraisers, pre sale, yacht magazine advertisements. For Color Company
private nonprofit holdings company.
Spark: 10,000 European citizens out of Amsterdam, Netherlands to conquer Europe with
AI AEGC Crypto (AI called GAIA) and awesome companies within 20 years. COLOR
COMPANY PRIVATE HOLDINGS
European Accelerators Initiative.
COLOR COMPANIES
The Red, White, and Blue Company.
COLOR MONEY
Color Bit. Digital and physical plus app download of card, key, and wallet of METRIC UBI and
Nutritional Vouchers accounts. Starts with Blue Bit out for Europe. Out of Amsterdam,
Netherlands. If it goes from $10 ICO/IPO to $50 like a litecoin, Europe is saved. It will go to $50
within a year of time. Army traders. 30 day preorder crypto at $5.
Compound Growth Sovereign Wealth Fund Investment Escrow AEGV Crypto Market Cap =
$185,550,000 per 10,000 European capita. Less than 4000 $50 tokens required for minimal
investment.
$85,550,000 METRIC accounts
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$100,000,000 Company
-$12,000,000. Red Company. AI robotic designed new yearly modeled free atmospheric
generated printed operational ai, solo, cabinless k vehicles on k roads (a mile and hour per robot.
100 bot fleet gets you NY to LA in a day of k road production. compounds 10 or less car
components including the 4 k tires (they last 1000 years no air, grip like glue). So tires plus 6
more components.
-$12,000,000. White Company.
-$12,000,000. Blue Company. 60M Healthcare. 60M Leisure.
-$10,000,000. 2 Year Partner Operator Full time work fund at $35 an hour.
-$10,000,000. International European Academy.
-$10,000,000. European Energy Company.

$8550, UBI investment
$10000, Company investment
Total European Partner Operator Start up Cost = $18,550.
-AEOLOUS. Atmospheric healthier than vegan organic human breast milk optimal temp formula
of formula ph level generating breast milk canteen. A bosom bottle for the world's mothers and
babies. Also, 3d prints from atmospheric without growing indistinguishable heirloom vegan
produce varieties. You peel super nutrient instant printed bananas. Donkey kong the planet of the
apes with in home atmospheric food generators.
How we did it as believers in the word
You can turn water into wine in a smart canteen with a tap on the canteen.
Aerial drone fisheries and science and fish delivery into lakes, ponds, streams, rivers,
swamps, and oceans. Vesica piscis logo.
We can also junk food shazam any large area full of peoples. Aerial atmospheric generated junk
food. Also atmospheric generated Christmas presents every day. And diamond jewelry for the
wife. An aerial donation only fine jewelry that lands for all colonial women.
Aerial follow you steam shower with essential oils, snow, rain, cold mist for runners and cyclists.
An indistinguishable under 105 degree prepared taste quality everything t bone heirloom vegan
optimum nutrient medium cooked steak and all other dairy substitutes. The cheeseburger that
adds 300 minutes of life expectancy, equivalent to 30 min interval workout. Market it like that.
You order on category and added only life expectancy of food and drink products. Michelin 2
star Mathew Kenney quailty.
Anti aging, age reversal daily or less 1 pill dose that does 100-more things at once. 1. It programs
the body to cellerer regenerated at twice the rate, 3.5 years, client is given health spa level vegan
organic cuisine, spa, and fitness regime. Brings you back to 35 year old vessel age 30 years after
10 vegan organic body regenerations. A 110 year old man or woman will look 35 fit and lean
with no white hair. 2. The pill programs the body to produce hypernutriets. 3. The pill repairs
telemirs of chromosomes via bio programming or medical nanobot machines. Could also cure
alzeimers and other ailments.
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All things that can be done exist in todays public technological capabilities.
From Red Company Transportation: 3D printed in 24 hours from factory space half length of
frac tank mollusk material 10 component including 4 K wheels custom modular (K CARS WITH
K WHEELS ON K ROADS) Hot Wheels models. Several new model come out at once. These
are hypercar functioning vehicles. These are free in materials cars.
They say the only difference between men and boys is the price of their toys. These toys are
free from the environment. Free cars from free labor and free materials.
All cars come with ps5 controllers to race in corporate parking lot with wife on top of corporate
headquarters. Controllers are left on top of building for partner operators down time. Crash these
K cars into things and one another they are free so fuck them up, use them in operator set lethal
strike league sims death matches.
The AI designs and prints models of the month and adds them into a car club Red Company
Networks. 3d printed car club display garages out of mollusk or graphene composite if cant grow
or make biological material in 24 hours.
Atmospheric generated breast milk. The Mothers Milk bottle. Or The Formula One Bottle.
Nicknamed Bosom Bottle.
FORMULA 1 HEIRLOOM ORGANIC VEGAN ATMOSPHERIC GENERATING BREAST
MILK CANTEEN.
ATMOSPHERIC PRINTED CARS.
COLOR BIT
Atmospheric printed luxury homes and equity only building models. Homes labor and materials
are free from the atmosphere and robotics.
Atmospheric printed 1000x nutrient dense indistinguishable produce at vegan organic heirloom
Michelin 3 star quality and preparation.
Universal basic income including food voucher.
35 hour partner operator straight pay.
Global academies for the worlds children.
Accelerator asking price is raised funds in the amount of $1,855,000,000.
K roads with k vehicles that have k tires. 1000 year warantee. Print one vehicle in half the size
of a frac tank factory space in 24 hours and you have the earth in a few decades. Water into
wine.
Fish from sky
Biotech firm anti aging pill. Compound in literal fountain of youth.
Asset setting and recovery of souls. Life extension pods in basement of family.
Atmospheric generating petrol gasoline tank cap 87 octane 1 liter 1 hour of time.
Emf harvesting
Atmospheric water generating canteen
Anti gravity dynamo for bowls of wine.
Saloons.
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Coca products, heirloom, scientifically grown for purity. NZT.
Organic farms produce and dairy and produce indistiguisable dairy.
Atmospheric food generators.
Atristicrat level showers for all homes.
Million child mediations daily worldwide televised.
Entangled electronic network for education internet and communications resourcses for
academy cadets.
Atmospheric printed designer clothing and shoes for worlds children. Smart materials.
Tekniks level fucntionality. Size adujustable schools.
Remodel entire refugee camps into billionaires abundance.
Atmospheric printed colored golden greek patterned uber cushions billilionaire lavender
toilet paper and golden toilets. And other hydriene products.
Optically mining bitcoin and alt coin. Penny a currency to vendor transfer. Crypto does not
require vendor participation as vendor recieves common currency of their territory. Blue
bit coverts to anything at point of sale.
Prego resorts for kobe prego women who get one rubbed out everyday.
Cure cancer, heart disease. A financial incesive prenetative healthcare model.
More compensation for added and retained bionuses of life expectancy of clents.
Full no cost pocein veneer dental
Top 10 men and women fashion atmospheric duplicates for colonial dress.
Celebrate all cultures and holidays at academies
Munitions that plant trees.
3d print edible hypernutrient sugar salt wine bread cheese entire imitation garden of eden where
tree trunk is like charlie in chocolate factory. And naked women everywhere. 90 percent of
global peace depends on fruit trees and naked women. This is known as ape science. Climate
resolution.
Peace initiative. 1000 global abundant safe zones for refugee.
Youth programs with time travel access so that the children that played together can
denuclearize and further disarm thier ignorant fathers.
10b usd per nuke ton of material. Elon outer solar system orbit for disposal. Imf, bis funded.
Atmospheric printed solar.
Homes that atmospherically stock home with food and drink including drugs and alcohol.
Hologram tribe of mentors with cloned voices reading their own words or oprah reads
childrens books to your children.
Daily atmospheric present on craft made and wrapped presents dropped everyday for
all academy children.
Paid risug and female equivalent.
Bitcoin and altcoin optical mining.
10000 kadupul flower harvests daily on tables, in persian baths, in art, and in pumps.
Diamond rings that grow 2 carats a year atmospherically.
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Wife gets diamond ring that atmospherically grows a few carats a year. Also have cubic square
centimeter centimachine that self replicates into higher organizing systems including home
printing large machines. She plants the seed into the ground and it grows into a custom stocked
and furnished off grid eco dream home in 30 days. Shes aststonished. Shes fell in love with the
man who married her. Heart locket cube she plants an inch deep with her hands. The cube
texts her, auto opens and downloads app to home construction tour and countdown clock to
opening ready move in. She gets a queens closet. Also a laser weapons armament.
Atmospheric generated optical laptops.
American female woman narration.
An american female walks onto camera frame from right of scene in rwb shirt. Highlights video
text to her right.
Presentation song: Pangea - Sundriver
Dialogue.
0:00-00:36, RWB logo animation intro fade in to Fly over videos of all over United States.
00:36
Welcome to the American Accelerator Initiative, the eigenvector for our great republic.
Introducing Colonial American Eagle Autonomous Ethically Guided Cryptocurrency. The smart
money our patrons and children deserve for a strong America tomorrow. The American
Accelerator Initiative fully funds fifty thousand American citizens with a universal basic
income of American Eagle AEGCt of thirteen hundred dollars a month, a thousand dollars
discretionary and three hundred dollars nutritional voucher,...
Forever, transferrable to kin upon death. Parents control 25% of the discretionary fund of
the dependent children until age 18.
Convertible to federal reserve note at point of sale or any atm.
https://hbr.org/1985/05/how-to-write-a-winning-business-plan

COVER PAGE
SPACER PAGE

51% of company owned and controlled by AI to support total corporate weath fund for growth
and operations.

Write like a keynote address magnum opus to the universal audience.

Discords.
Forums.
Chat Groups.
Scheduled bi weekly virtual discussion groups think tanks

Target Harvard new venture competition
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Accelerator is:
Futurist manifesto
Harvard mba level business plan with growth projections
Proposal elements

10 board members:
50% frontline workers
60/40 male/female
Executives and board make decisions on caught common ledger color corporation invented and
funded time travelers and looking glass to determine most optimal path for corporation.

Color Corporations eternal objective is to bring abundant heavens to the universe. We hire
human and alien alike, feed babies, build an army of the light, spreads humanity across
the cosmos, paints the Earth and other planet worlds in gold.

Create abundant narnia megalithic eco colony paradise kingdoms.
Cover page
Spacer page. Childrens hands joining.
Table of Contents:
Introduction
Mission Statement
Our World of Today
Our World of the Future
Color Corporation Sectors
Monetary. Color Bit/Color Corporation AEGC.
Energy.
Water.
Food.
Housing.
Transportation. K Company.
Healthcare. Regression. Life extensions.
Leisure.
Crime.
Environment. Terraniums. Biodome terranium scheduled mating for humans.
Education.
Peace. Starting at age 3, Youth United Nations meetings. Mix up the global kids in international
Universal Academy and send them to space camps. Universal peace ambassadors. Global and
universal monthly all networks broadcasted billions of world children singing peace and love songs
to the angels in the heavens in groups of millions. Like they do 1 time a year in south Asia.
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Space. Space camp. Von Neumann android humans from scratch optimal dna programmed
forever hyperbolic exponential curve growth of human race. Mine asteroids and paint Gaia in
gold. Colonize solar system. 200 terrestrial planets plus elysium bezos colonies. Momentum
motor great for in solar system traveling.

Line Item Statement. 1B per 50,000 capita model investment.

Nodes on every continent.

Asset recovery of Jesus Christ.
Preserve human knowledge.
Time travel missions.
Hell destroying.
Heaven building.
Invent time travel and asset recovery and go get the Holy teachers with Color Corporation.
Figure 10B 2100 A.D. stabilized global birth rate of 2.
From ICO/IPO to 30 years, total Earth service coverage and UBI. Blitzscale. Double every
quarter. $10 a duel token security to $100 in 10 years, $1000 next 10 years, $10,000 within 30
years.

Once full service coverage is reached, double the UBI to $2000 monthly discretionary and $600
nutritional voucher.

Nothing in the world events or anything else threatens this duel token. It has a castle wall around
it, its own exchange, guaranteed positive mean value exponential growth.
Color bit functions in the optical domain, optical hashing, optical mining, mining rate 1000
years instead of bitcoins 100.

Mining rate to 3000 A.D. to get humans to 1 trillion populations living in abundance

Color Corporation has global and universal mission objectives of documenting, recording,
preserving, logging, population restoration, fashion, of all cultural knowledge including religions,
history, grandmothers recipes. 100% cultural and ethic preservation of all knowledge.

Imagine a quartz quasicrystalline sculpture piece in the center of every human museum with 5
dimensional fourier transformation data storage of all known human and alien religions in our
supercluster Laniakea.

Color Corporation covets all knowledge as Socrates said that it is the only good.
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COMPANY MAP

Lobbying firm

PACs

Thinktank symposium Global Symposium.

Psy ops firm Cy, Company.

Company slogan: "Abundance"

Company Philosophy: "Aggregation of marginal gains"

To secure the eternal souls of the universe's eternal children.

Defense aggregate: A googelplex number of (spatially clone and bring into common universe
then to all other universes) 2 dimensionaly cloaked from cloaked space biosentient android
asset setters and recoverers on planet Earth alone per 10B humans. Asset recovery teams that
guard. They dont sleep, eat, quit, or bitch, no pay required, they are programmed lifeforns.

1. FORMULA 1 HEIRLOOM ORGANIC VEGAN ATMOSPHERIC
GENERATING BREAST MILK CANTEEN.
2. ATMOSPHERIC PRINTED CARS.
3. COLOR BIT
4. Atmospheric printed luxury homes and equity only building models. Homes labor and
materials are free from the atmosphere and robotics.
5. Atmospheric printed 1000x nutrient dense indistinguishable produce at vegan
organic heirloom Michelin 3 star quality and preparation.
6. Universal basic income including food voucher.
7. 35 hour partner operator straight pay.
8. Global academies for the worlds children.
9. Accelerator asking price is raised funds in the amount of $1,855,000,000.
10. K roads with k vehicles that have k tires. 1000 year warantee. Print one vehicle in half the
size of a frac tank factory space in 24 hours and you have the earth in a few decades.
11. Water into wine.
12. Fish from sky
13. Biotech firm anti aging pill. Compound in literal fountain of youth.
14. Asset setting and recovery of souls. Life extension pods in basement of family.
15. Atmospheric generating petrol gasoline tank cap 87 octane 1 liter 1 hour of time.
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16. Emf harvesting
17. Atmospheric water generating canteen
18. Anti gravity dynamo for bowls of wine.
19. Saloons.
20. Coca products, heirloom, scientifically grown for purity. NZT.
21. Organic farms produce and dairy and produce indistinguishable dairy.
22. Atmospheric food generators.
23. Aristocrat level showers and bathes for all children and homes.
24. Million child mediations daily worldwide televised.
25. Entangled electronic network for education internet and communications resourcses
for academy cadets.
26. Atmpspheric printed designer clothing and shoes for worlds children. Smart materials.
Tekniks level fucntionality. Size adujustable schools.
27. Remodel entire refugee camps into billionaires abundance.
28. Atmospheric printed colored golden greek patterned uber cushions billilionaire lavender
toilet paper and golden toilets. And other hydriene products.
29. Optically mining bitcoin and alt coin. Penny a currency to vendor transfer. Crypto does
not require vendor participation as vendor recieves common currency of their territory. Blue bit
coverts to anything at point of sale.
30. Prego resorts for kobe prego women who get one rubbed out everyday.
31. Cure cancer, heart disease. A financial incesive prenetative healthcare model.
More compensation for added and retained bionuses of life expectancy of clents.
32. Full no cost pocein veneer dental
33. Top 10 men and women fashion atmospheric duplicates for colonial dress.
34. Celebrate all cultures and holidays at academies
35. Munitions that plant trees.
36. 3d print edible hypernutrient sugar salt wine bread cheese entire imitation garden of eden
where tree trunk is like charlie in chocolate factory. And naked women everywhere. 90 percent
of global peace depends on fruit trees and naked women. This is known as ape science.
37. Climate resolution.
38. Peace initiative. 1000 global abundant safe zones for refugee.
39. Youth programs with time travel access so that the children that played together
can denuclearize and further disarm thier ignorant fathers.
40. 1b usd per nuke ton of material. Elon outer solar system orbit for disposal. Imf,
bis funded.
41. Atmospheric printed solar.
42. Homes that atmospherically stock home with food and drink including drugs and alcohol.
43. Hologram tribe of mentors with cloned voices reading their own words or oprah reads
childrens books to your children.
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44. Daily atmospheric present on craft made and wrapped presents dropped everyday for
all academy children.
45. Paid risug and female equivalent.
46. Bitcoin and altcoin optical mining.
47. 10000 kadupul flower harvests daily on tables, in art, and in pumps.
48. Diamond rings that grow 2 carats a year atmospherically.
49. Wife gets diamond ring that atmospherically grows a few carats a year. Also have cubic
square centimeter centimachine that self replicates into higher organizing systems including
home printing large machines. She plants the seed into the ground and it grows into a custom
stocked and furnished off grid eco dream home in 30 days. Shes aststonished. Shes fell in love
with the man who married her. Heart locket cube she plants an inch deep with her hands. The
cube texts her, auto opens and downloads app to home construction tour and countdown clock to
opening ready move in. She gets a queens closet. Also a laser weapons armament.
50. GODS PARADISE and PLATOON hottest nanodusts out on market. 60th inspired. 1st is
edible garden of Eden including ruins, metholithic Kingdom structures, with life carrying
sentient ai women model nanoclones. Google mommy with education to child programming.
Also, never cook again unless for your ladies and children. A server with eggs like all women.
Actuators curve n space for self, getting your work done which saves the earth and peoples, more
space, more vaginal drip. Physics. John of Arc. A time traveler who gets Joan off of ladder. Joan,
you need a finger honey. 2nd is 15000 troop nano soldiers in 30 days with laser weapons
including cyclops weapon system. Nano dust. Soldier dr manhattan built from circulatory. into
space steaming from heat from cores out. Football stance under finger nail repetitive nail fliks of
powder into air soldiers form line formation and do what you are doing. The soldiers self
replicate. Fill a football field with a platoon from one finger nail flik of powder into air. Lyle
scene with nano invisibility cloaked buddies. Lyle gets out of John Mccain torture. Get a blowjob
from a woman in intelligence from the year 6000. Production cost of seed dust is zero as nano
dust builds itself. Just r and d into 1 nano self replicating ai nano machine for seed dust. eldera
allure song for lyle demo scene football field weapons demonstration. Lye dialogue. Cool clean
crisps morning air. The men steam with heat. Awesome. All men are slaves to the queen. You are
just another brother around your nano buddies. I design for all Kings of the Light. This is my
Sons first weapons design contract. PLATOON Nanodust under finger nail. Get animated video.
Tao cats can have Tao dogs. Silver surfer like when fully built. GIS Q technology. Q TEK GIS
PLATOON NANODUST. These guys and gals have anti gravity dynamo and can cloak.and fly
and cyclops weapoms systems. Conquer earth in a yeae. Build 100 million soldiers a month.
snuck them on the flight. 1 guy in Europe conquers it militarily. Atmospheric generated soldiers.
Give your sons an army to command. Army green army men and women toy like in field son and
daughter live fire general commanding engagement simulations. Also prize Horsesand vehicles
for your children, sir. An army of any era from anywhere. Or a car company atmospherically
generated car company.
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51. My son runs a Q GDP in the solar system by 30 for 100 billion humans on all 200
plus terrestrial solar system worlds. Kings army on any exo.
52. Hygiene for norway and third world countries. Opton daily diapers atmospherically
generated for free.
53. Formula 1 Canteen.
54. Atmospheric generated Tekniks fabrics with over 100 comfort features.
55. Each soldier of 15000 soldier platoon flies away using anti gravity dynamos and geo
conquers, each landing and creating a platoon of their own to command in 1 hour. It takes 1 hour
to build a nano platoon. All from a single fingernail flik. Snuck into foreign country.
56. Create atmospherically generated rain over regions. Thermal high heat capacity
absorption for condensation of rain from air. Remote control rain clouds. Weather control. Or
ways to make it stop raining.
57. What natural disasters do Nowegians face every year?
58. Include ZED 1 system for human nowegian military.
59. Colonize 40 million acres on mars for square meter spaced 10 trillion cyclops exploding
flying weapons systems in a single day. Can launch inertially from anywhere on earth. A pristine
beehive dont piss our solar system off beehive colony army built from the atmospheric carbon atom
of the earth. 10 trillion colonization in 6 hours of time once 1st nano soldier lands. Armys on every
terrestrial land. Seek no permission in Gods Kingdom to build an army. 1 nano bot from engineers
backyard does all of this in a month. A single earth nanobot builds a martian army of
10 trillion in a month. Investment 100 million to get single nanobot. 10gs to get to mars
in 6 hours. Colonize mars in a day.

No defense is included in this accelerator.
USA ACCELERATOR INITIATIVE
Abstract: To provide for common needs through chii-commerce.
$1,000,000,000 in funding for an American Sovereign Wealth fund to employ and provide
services to 50,000
1B funds 50000 capita.
When fund of 100M AE/RWB grows, if crypto price grows, 10% consumers tax, economic
stimulus to excess of 1 billion by a billion, it expands services to another 50,000 citizens.
Every billion in profits, taxes, donations, and all funding measure goes to another 50000 capita.
The AI grows using game theory. Starts in every large city in america. We will complete the
objectives and initiatives by 2030.
In 2030:
MONETARY.
Every American has a UBI of $1300 a month. $1000 discretionary, $300 nutritional voucher.
ENERGY
For AAI, create a sustainable jobs plan (this model employs 4% of citizens, 2000 out of every
50000 americans. Good partner operator jobs with benefits.
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For my company, Color Company, simply to fulfill and inherent human need:
$1 a gallon 87 or more octane gasoline fixed price. Also,
Build 1 self replicating to own aerial petrol vertical farms 100% autonomous from 0.1 grams of
nano smart dust atmospheric generated hydrocarbon gigafactory. Ai trucks to transport fuels.
Fuel trucks that fill themselves with fuels.
Airline craft produces own carbon neutral fuels.
Americas crime rate dropped by 90 percent.
Crimeless society. Crime initiatives. Ubi. Risug. Life academies. Family counselors. Nonlethal
anesthetic compounds for police officers.
By 2030:
Monetary: UBI to all citizens.
Energy: America has affordable energy to consumers and has massive exports.
Food: No one is hungry in America.
Water: No one is thirsty in America. Only pure H2O is allowed..
Transportation: Every citizen has access to whatever transportation source they wish.
Housing: Equity only building models to transfer family wealth down the generations.
Healthcare: SOMA, MYALO. Go after every killer using aggregate of marginal gains
philosophy.
Leisure: Strike League Sims paintball. Recreational. Michelin star eateries.
Education: From the moment of conception until forever world class free education to citizens.
Michelin star eateries for children. $22 per American Academy cadet from returns of sovereign
wealth investment funds.
Why arent big tech companies growing food? Creating transportation fuels? Or building
advanced shelter. By brining the global village a Free Cash Flow Gains Over the Year

However, Microsoft's free cash flow over the last 12 months was $45.2 billion. This grew
an astounding 18.2% from $38.26 billion for the year ending June 2019.
1.855B for 100000 Americans, has county in a decade fully Funded through 1000 means,
angels, vcs, companies, Accelerator out of Nevada County California.
MONETARY Color Bit. METRIC 1 Accounts. BLU/RWB duel AEGC crypto. Converts to any
currency fiat or crypto at point of sale through application and digital and physical card, key,
and wallet. Clones and allocates to Worlds People. BLU1, Blue Bit, Red Bit, etc. Combinations.
Col ENERGY, nano piezo for cars, slapping car on the boot door to go. Piezo electric movable
duel magnetic pole dynamo for nano level energy harvesting. A spinning magnet ball Optical
Solar
EDUCATION robot that prints robot that makes desks for global academy cadets out of
atmosphere. Tribe of mentors. Holographic oprah around warm fireplace with snacks reading
you anything for your children. Non multiple choice questions. Cumulative testing each year
for retention. 3 Phds by 17 years of age with fluency in 6 languages and mastery of 6
instruments, Global Acadmies.
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FOOD. Optical vertical soiless farming. All exotic flower and orchids grown as well. Nonprofit
fundraising weddings free to the bride and groom colony sponsored. Atmospheric Michelin
robotic prepared meals and meal ware including cloth self serve table. Atmospheric baby
FORMULA 1 CANTEEN. STAYS STERILE. Optimal temp and ph. Like smoothie healthy
without any food alergen contents. Flavor selection. Human breast milk substitute. Vegan organic
formula. Sugar.
Robotic fisheries. Earth scans of all water sources, aireal science drones first for optimal fish
loading. Send in 3d printed aireal fish drop into water daily delivery systems and feeders that
produce hypernutriet fish food from sky. All aireal vehicles have 100 different energy source
harvesting methods and are built for 100 years of service operations. We need millions of
these robots now for our ponds, lakes, rivers, oceans,
3d printed vertical fisheries where fish are autonomously grown and delivered to global
water sources.
Water into wine canteens.
Atmospheric Water Generating Canteen.
WATER from the air anywhere on earth. Atmospheric Water Generating products.
SHELTER 30 days, 10000 square feet on 10 aces of furnished, landscaped with all pool and
spa and gym, wall art, appliances, everything,
CLOTHING. Atmospheric printed Tekniks smart fabrics 100 plus feature fabrics. Custom form
fitting once worn as any type of shirt, fire in both long sleeve dry fit sleeve from joint of thumb
flame. Water at neck line of shirt. Food bar generator from atmosphere in side seamless pockets.
Lambo changing colors and digital functions like any rolex digital display watch, television,
camera with camera calls, ferro fluid whole body including lower back wave and hand
generating massage function. Heating and cooling thermal control. Omniphobic warm air on
skin. Starlink connected anywhere on the earth. Likealikes copies of top 10 men and women and
children global fashion chains in your closet in your size from a preselected ipod the night before
for the next day. Shop by Neiman Marcus.
SANITATION.. The baby wash all day diaper. Like an organic products car wash. Same
temperature clear low pressure oderless gas after cleaning. Drying. Omniphobic custioned silk
material.
TRANSPORTATION K vehicles with K cars on K roads Air, Land, and Sea.

HEALTHCARE
Anti aging pill daily, solution in fountain of youth. 100s of aggregate of marginal gains to
function. Take a 60 year old, 20 years 80 year old men and women in 25 year old vessels 5
regenerative bodies. Push to human age 400 years. Pill speeds up body regenerative rate from 7
years to 4, programs body to produce nutrients, skin absorbes more vitamin c, auto detox body
functions, strict fitness heirloom organic vegan produce diet to build new bodies. Telemir
repair biomachine like a vaccine program or bacteria.
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Pregnant Women. Kobe pregos. Persian goats milk exotic flowers and essential oils and
vitamins and honey. Sensual massage therapy. Full spa and detox and hyper nutricate. Fitness.
Nutrition. SDTs. Mind. Body. Spirit. Aroma therapy. All you can eat vegan heirloom organic
produce. Slave men to serve the women platters of chocolate truffles. They walk on roses while
carrying. Can have midwife water births in day lily ponds with koi fish, filmed for family.
Doctor to your home via application 1 button touch with traditional doctors bag with a spoon
full of cough medicine for your child and safe antibiotics and stethascopes. Euro Care.
Call to home sensual massage therapists. Fauna sex surrogates. Flora (marijuana and cocaine,
anything natural plant derived) and Fauna. With champagne and caviar of your choice. Certified
users only on the flora (safety, bmi/weight/usage calculations/safety biometric meter with safety
sound and sight indicators/quick doctor response) and Fauna (surrogates only sleep within
network, are tested twice a week for stds and use safe birth control, clients of fauna must be
tested twice a week to stay in network, pass a background screening, and can be removed from
network following a complaint by the surrogate). The surrogates will cook you breakfast the next
morning.
Nursery. Anything and everything. On the house from the husbands and wifes of the women.
Atmospheric generated baby items like strollers, diapers, wipes, clothing, learning toys,
everything.
TECHNOLOGY
Electronics
Anti gravity Interia dynamo to levitate objects such as people on stair steps into the sky.
Careers. Color Company Partner Operator.
Solar System Human Population = 1 Trillion by 3000 A.D. on all 200 terrestrial worlds
and orbiting all gas and terrestrial worlds.
Color Corporation will double human population every 100 years.
Planet populations can be sustained under 10 billion or more 15-20 billion. I say 10 billion
optimized.
2100 A.D. 10 Billion humans living in an optimized world for abundance.
2200 A.D. 20 Billion humans, 10B on Earth, 10B on other worlds.

Ways Color Companies Take in income.
Duel Crypto and share of Color Company.
Bitcoin ASIC Miner Optically
HFT Forex Trading Algo
10% Colonial Consumers Tax. the only tax.
Assumes minimum 1 star average service starting at half star in half star increments.

FORMULA 1 HEIRLOOM ORGANIC VEGAN ATMOSPHERIC GENERATING BREAST
MILK CANTEEN.
ATMOSPHERIC PRINTED CARS.
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COLOR BIT
Atmospheric printed luxury homes and equity only building models. Homes labor and materials
are free from the atmosphere and robotics.
Atmospheric printed 1000x nutrient dense indistinguishable produce at vegan organic heirloom
Michelin 3 star quality and preparation.
Universal basic income including food voucher.
35 hour partner operator straight pay.
Global academies for the worlds children.
Accelerator asking price is raised funds in the amount of $1,855,000,000.
K roads with k vehicles that have k tires. 1000 year warantee. Print one vehicle in half the size
of a frac tank factory space in 24 hours and you have the earth in a few decades. Water into
wine.
Fish from sky
Biotech firm anti aging pill. Compound in literal fountain of youth.
Asset setting and recovery of souls. Life extension pods in basement of family.
Atmospheric generating petrol gasoline tank cap 87 octane 1 liter 1 hour of time.
Emf harvesting
Atmospheric water generating canteen
Anti gravity dynamo for bowls of wine.
Saloons.
Coca products, heirloom, scientifically grown for purity. NZT.
Organic farms produce and dairy and produce indistiguisable dairy.
Atmospheric food generators.
Atristicrat level showers for all homes.
Million child mediations daily worldwide televised.
Entangled electronic network for education internet and communications resourcses for
academy cadets.
Atmospheric printed designer clothing and shoes for worlds children. Smart materials.
Tekniks level fucntionality. Size adujustable schools.
Remodel entire refugee camps into billionaires abundance.
Atmospheric printed colored golden greek patterned uber cushions billilionaire lavender
toilet paper and golden toilets. And other hydriene products.
Optically mining bitcoin and alt coin. Penny a currency to vendor transfer. Crypto does not
require vendor participation as vendor recieves common currency of their territory. Blue
bit coverts to anything at point of sale.
Prego resorts for kobe prego women who get one rubbed out everyday.
Cure cancer, heart disease. A financial incesive prenetative healthcare model.
More compensation for added and retained bionuses of life expectancy of clents.
Full no cost pocein veneer dental
Top 10 men and women fashion atmospheric duplicates for colonial dress.
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Celebrate all cultures and holidays at academies
Munitions that plant trees.
3d print edible hypernutrient sugar salt wine bread cheese entire imitation garden of eden where
tree trunk is like charlie in chocolate factory. And naked women everywhere. 90 percent of
global peace depends on fruit trees and naked women. This is known as ape science. Climate
resolution.
Peace initiative. 1000 global abundant safe zones for refugee.
Youth programs with time travel access so that the children that played together can
denuclearize and further disarm thier ignorant fathers.
10b usd per nuke ton of material. Elon outer solar system orbit for disposal. Imf, bis funded.
Atmospheric printed solar.
Homes that atmospherically stock home with food and drink including drugs and alcohol.
Hologram tribe of mentors with cloned voices reading their own words or oprah reads
childrens books to your children.
Daily atmospheric present on craft made and wrapped presents dropped everyday for
all academy children.
Paid risug and female equivalent.
Bitcoin and altcoin optical mining.
10000 kadupul flower harvests daily on tables, in persian baths, in art, and in pumps.
Diamond rings that grow 2 carats a year atmospherically.
Wife gets diamond ring that atmospherically grows a few carats a year. Also have cubic square
centimeter centimachine that self replicates into higher organizing systems including home
printing large machines. She plants the seed into the ground and it grows into a custom stocked
and furnished off grid eco dream home in 30 days. Shes aststonished. Shes fell in love with the
man who married her. Heart locket cube she plants an inch deep with her hands. The cube
texts her, auto opens and downloads app to home construction tour and countdown clock to
opening ready move in. She gets a queens closet. Also a laser weapons armament.
Atmospheric generated optical laptops.
$1,000,000,000 in funding for an American Sovereign Wealth fund to employ and provide
services to 50,000
1B funds 50000 capita.
When fund of 100M AE/RWB grows, if crypto price grows, 10% consumers tax, economic
stimulus to excess of 1 billion by a billion, it expands services to another 50,000 citizens.
Every billion in profits, taxes, donations, and all funding measure goes to another 50000 capita.
The AI grows using game theory. Starts in every large city in america. We will complete the
objectives and initiatives by 2030.
In 2030:
MONETARY.
Every American has a UBI of $1300 a month. $1000 discretionary, $300 nutritional voucher.
ENERGY
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For AAI, create a sustainable jobs plan (this model employs 4% of citizens, 2000 out of every
50000 americans. Good partner operator jobs with benefits.
For my company, Color Company, simply to fulfill and inherent human need:
$1 a gallon 87 or more octane gasoline fixed price. Also,
Build 1 self replicating to own aerial petrol vertical farms 100% autonomous from 0.1 grams of
nano smart dust atmospheric generated hydrocarbon gigafactory. Ai trucks to transport fuels.
Fuel trucks that fill themselves with fuels.
Airline craft produces own carbon neutral fuels.

Americas crime rate dropped by 90 percent.
Crimeless society. Crime initiatives. Ubi. Risug. Life academies. Family counselors. Nonlethal
anesthetic compounds for police officers.
By 2030:
Monetary: UBI to all citizens.
Energy: America has affordable energy to consumers and has massive exports.
Food: No one is hungry in America.
Water: No one is thirsty in America. Only pure H2O is allowed..
Transportation: Every citizen has access to whatever transportation source they wish.
Housing: Equity only building models to transfer family wealth down the generations.
Healthcare: SOMA, MYALO. Go after every killer using aggregate of marginal gains
philosophy.
Leisure: Strike League Sims paintball. Recreational. Michelin star eateries.
Education: From the moment of conception until forever world class free education to citizens.
Michelin star eateries for children. $22 per American Academy cadet from returns of sovereign
wealth investment funds.
Private Equity
Hedge Funds
VCs
Angels
Private Investors
Public Investors

$1B Fed note converted to 100M AE/RWB AEGC DUEL TOKEN COIN. ICO/IPO @ $10.
Colonial American Eagle is modeled after the sultan coin Color Bit from Color Company, my
employer. I can't get fired just set out to pasture. Powered Royal baby buttocks in the
Kingdom and cocaine powered bosoms.
Our women bathe like persian Queens.
I allocate 10000 acres for a family of 4 on 100 acres minimum for the men who helped me meet
my son.
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Lets be universal frontiersmen, searching for food, flowers, love and war throughout all of
Laniakea and beyond.
Color Company is 1Q Net Worth by 2100 and ensures 1 Trillion humans by the year 3000AD
into the stars. Massive human universal colonialization. MONETARY

Colonial American Eagle/ Red, White, and Blue Company Autonomous Ethically Guided
Cryptocurrency.
Universal Basic Income of $1300 a month to every American citizen.
Smart money with smart features.
ENERGY
All traditional energy sources and alternative energy sources invested in. dont worry about
labor markets. Atmospheric carbon neutral energy production AMERICAN ACCELERATOR
INITIATIVE
The Grant Proposal for Red, White, and Blue Non-Profit Holding Company.
Pulling the future forward faster.
[QR CODE to intro video autoplaying on website.
1. Cover letter
2. Executive summary
3. Statement of need
4. Goals and objectives
5. Methods and strategies
6. Plan of evaluation
7. Budget information
8. Organizational background

3 main takeaways from proposal this are:
UBI.
Atmospheric water.
Atmospheric petrol.
No one hungry in America.
No one without housing in America.
And a bunch of rich guys all staring at each other worried that the other guy will act first on a
vertical of the proposal like atmospheric petrols. Welcome to $1 a gallon 87 octane fuel forever.
This proposal was prepared by:
Company name
Contact Name
Street Address
City, State, Zip, Country
no author identifiers. walk around the orchestra with your wife enjoying the performance of high
level actuation. The piece they played was perfect.
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Dont have any of above info. Below only have website and forum link information.
Include pdf read format custom template, infographics, and illustrations.
Support atmospheric water, petrols, and home building lumber in grant proposal.
Atmospheric water. Home adapters. Pure h2o at right ph on tap with an unlimited supply at zero
cost.
The simple physics phenomena of atmospheric water condensation is a great solution to the
global water crisis.
Do not let the city fluoridate your water.
Require new home regulations to atmospheric water generation to produce their own water
supplies completely of grid.
White company: invest in atmospherically generated home building lumber and materials
including fine furnishings and decor. Year round artificial landscaping. 10000 sq foot and
above homes that generate their own power and water supplies.
Invest in 100% autonomous home building. No materials or labor costs
Every American family can have a home a build equity over losing family net worth to rent.
White company housing has equity building only models. With RWB and American Eagle
AEGC, you can borrow your own equity at 0% interest with 30 year terms. White company
lending is investment fund to buy out existing homes or award one created by White Company
Housing.
To collaborate with others on this project, visit the forums and communications portals, schedule
group skype calls together and organize, fund, and execute these ideas. There are dozens of
profitable verticals that can be stand alone companies if anything of this proposal interests you.
Skype group domain address and chatboard.
Email: name@domain.com
Phone: (123) 456-7890
Fax: (123) 456-7890
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Elements of a Grant Proposal While specific requirements depend on the funding source,
most grant proposals require the following elements:
1. Title Page and Cover Letter
2. Introduction/Abstract/Summary A brief overview of the proposal with information
about the institution, its ability to complete the project, need, methods to be used and how
those served will benefit. This is the first thing the reader sees, but it is written last.
3. Institutional Background Describes the institution in terms of its location,
demographics, mission, relationship to the service area and past successes in the project
area. Establishes credibility.
4. Problem Statement/Needs Assessment Documents the problem or need with hard data,
linking it to the funding source’s goals and priorities. What is the situation that is causing concern?
Why is it happening? Peoples incomes are being squeezed by inflation and they require a UBI.
5. Program Goals and Objectives
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Monetary.
Colonial American Eagle Autonomous Ethically Cryptocurrency.
Money is finally an intelligent tool of the people.
Features include:
1. 0% 30 year home equity loans with you as your own lender.
2. Microloans for small business and other needs.
3. Mutual credit network.
4. Local Exchange Trading System (LETS).
5. Rotating savings and credit association. ROSCA. Tanda accounts and pools.
6. Universal Basic Income. Discretionary and nutritional voucher.
7. Paid transportation.
8. Lotteries and giveaways like vehicles and vacations.
9. Bartercard.
10. As secure from world events as a Disney theme park token.
11. On its own trading network.
12. Exists in the optical domain for hashing and mining. Same tokens available each
year as bitcoin model.
Ultimately sets all debt money fractional reserve requirements to 100% over 10 years.
Fixes the fed note currency supply. It does this by paying down loans or allowing them to
occur to fix fed note currency supply at current level. No inflation or deflation is allowed.
Starts to pay off individuals, schools, businesses, governments, nonprofits, churches, out of debt.

(Outcomes) Identifies anticipated outcomes and benefits in measurable terms. How is the
situation expected to change as a result of the grant program? Harvard Business School
New Venture Competition entry.
6. Methods/Implementation Plan Describes the activities that directly support the
achievement of the objectives. A timeline may be included in this section as well as a
description on staffing needs.
7. Evaluation Plan Presents a plan for determining the success of the project at interim
points and at the end of the project. Full USA citizen UBI coverage taking in 480 billion a year
in just a single revenue source. 900 discretionary, 100 1 star RWB services.
6 months to organize company and plan. 6 months to build.
8. Future Funding/Sustainability Describes how expenses not supported by the grant will
be covered and how the project effort will continue after the grant ends. 480B from 1 star
services alone. Plus only 10% consumers tax. 13 American organic farms heirloom apple
varieties for $1.10, etc.
9. Budget Identifies the costs to be met by the funding source and the methods used to
determine costs.
10. Other Components May include items such as: • Letters of support • Personnel
resumes • Proof of 501(c)3 status
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read professional proposals. list the right contents.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
3
PROJECT OVERVIEW
4
SCOPE OF WORK
5
CHALLENGES AND GOALS
5
DELIVERABLES AND TIMELINE
5
COST, PAYMENT, AND LEGAL MATTERS
5
PAYMENT SCHEDULE
6
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
7
RECIPIENTS OF PROPOSAL
8
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
No matter what type of business you run, and where you’re pitching your business proposal, you
can assume your reader is pressed for time. That’s where an executive summary comes in. A
good executive summary will introduce your company and sell your goals and visions in a short,
concise way. By the end your reader will have no doubt about how you can help them - and will
definitely want to keep reading.
This dynasim model will usher in a new wealth for the common people.
JOB FORCE: 16M $100,000 a year salaried jobs with full benefits with full nationwide
coverage. or 8M 100k and 16M 50k jobs for 24 million jobs nationwide. Cover the
following points:
REQUIRE RECIPIENTS TO USE AT LEAST 1 STAR SERVICES $100/MONTH. 60M
revenue per year per 50,000 capita.
If nation covered, 480B/year revenue in just this one required condition, just minimum 1 star
for American Eagle Account.
Average of all users from all company sources of income will exceed 1 trillion a year for USA.
RWB, nationwide, will employ 16M people at $100,000 a year from payroll investment fund
included in the 1B per 50K Capita Dynamism Model.
4 stars of services for 3 companies and more subsidiaries to accomplish all section 2030 stated
initiatives.
Cy, Company. Runs crime initiative psy op and policy initiatives and PACs, cure
cancer initiatives, Holy Land conflicts. They adverside RISUG on television.
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Only 10% consumers tax that goes into growing sovereign wealth fund.
Compliant with all USA standard tax and accounting practices
considered yet. Outline the issues you believe your product or service can address within the
client’s business, using market data and research to illustrate your points where possible. USA
Poverty infographics
We know that the American citizen [target market] is facing challenges:
● Housing
● Education
● Nutrition
● Healthcare
● Employmen
t Challenges
Goals and Objectives
Feed All Americans
10 Acres of produce per year of produce, 3 servings of dairy per day per citizen.
House All Americans
0% 30 year fixed mortgages financed through white company. You can be your own bank to
yourself. You can borrow your own equity to yourself at 0% 30 year fixed. Build a new kitchen
or add a pool. Pay for your children’s higher education.

No petroleum shortages.
No water shortages.
Every child has the right to college. Babies of today will have no financial limitations when
seeking higher education.

American Energy Company

Payroll for 1000 jobs per 50,000 capita at salaried income of $100,000 a year

Payroll for 2000 jobs per 50,000 capita at salaried income of $50,000 a year.
$30,000,000

RECIPIENTS OF PROPOSAL
List top 1000 Private equity firms in multicolumns per page. Get them looking at each other
with atmospheric petrol in their minds. I do not believe in a global petroleum decline of supply
and demand is consumers choice. peter theils firm. berkshire. scharamuchi firm.
In signing this document below, [Your Name] and [Client Name] confirm their agreement to the
terms and conditions laid out in this business proposal and form a binding contractual agreement
beginning on the date of signing.
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Crime Initiatives
https://www.google.com/search?q=what+causes+crime+in+the+united+states&rlz=1CAGUZK_
enUS957US957&sxsrf=AOaemvLU38oJqfsIHqRDqVdIg4POGXqYMg%3A1636562710458&e
i=FveLYbmnG4yF9PwPqPiK0Ao&oq=what+causes+crime+in+the+united+states&gs_lcp=Cgd
nd3Mtd2l6EAMyBQgAEIAEMgUIABCGAzIFCAAQhgMyBQgAEIYDOggIABCABBCxAzo
KCAAQgAQQhwIQFDoGCAAQFhAeSgQIQRgAUABYgS1g1i5oAHACeAWAAbgCiAGFI5I
BCDAuMjcuMi4xmAEAoAEBwAEB&sclient=gws-wiz&ved=0ahUKEwi5iomYn470AhWMA
p0JHSi8AqoQ4dUDCA4&uact=5

The following few pages may be read by an analyst, assistant, or other member of your
congressional staff. The American Accelerator 2030 Initiative bill has objectives that will
become the eigenvector for a grassroots collective of American colonists to pioneer a
remarkable future for America. The funding initiative for a single fiscal year is nominal in size
compared to the economic engine this accelerator will fuel for the union. In this model, an
American citizen can be fully housed, fed, educated, safe, and employed for a lifetime for only
$18,550, less than half the price of incarceration or a military munition. If spending is the
heartbeat of the American economy then the money flowing through it is the lifeblood and this
bill provides a monthly stimulus package in perpetuity by guaranteeing a universal basic
income to every American citizen from a one time established sovereign wealth fund. This
provides a monthly stimulus package to the American economy for the lifetime of the American
partner operator starting at the moment of conception. Imagine every service member and every
child in America along with your extended family and friends having a freedom dividend to
spend or save into the economy, adding to our nation's gross domestic product. This accelerator
will provide 8 million high paying American jobs by 2030.
This brief can be constructed as a government grant proposal by a team of congressional aids
or other academic professionals.
This accelerator provides service coverage to every American citizen by 2030, starting with
service coverage for 5,390,835 American citizens and doubling service coverage populations
every year for 8 years.
This universal basic income equals $292,500 from moment of conception to age 18. Parents
control 25% of a child's discretionary fund until age 18. This is a stay at home American
Army Mother’s stipend. When a child is conceived in America, the Mother is given a lifetime
client pass to American Wellness Centers which are described in this brief. Infographic:

For $292,500 over 18 years and 9 months of conception, an existing American citizen or newly
conceived baby can never be turned away from higher education (graphic diploma) like a no cost
American Academy described in this brief, go without shelter (graphic house) or nutrition (graphic
fruits and vegetables), or own a car (graphic of a car). This repetitive monthly economic
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stimulus package can be achieved from a team of developers and trading platform managers,
paid like Army soldiers.
[COVER SHEET]
[TABLE OF CONTENTS]
INTRODUCTION
MISSION STATEMENT
THE AMERICA OF TODAY
(infographics)
THE AMERICA OF TOMORROW
MONETARY
ENERGY
FOOD
WATER
HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION
EDUCATION
HEALTHCARE
LEISURE
CRIME
ENVIRONMENT
FOREIGN RELATIONS
Cy, Company. Operation Light of Abraham.
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Cy, Company.
INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the American Accelerator 2030 Initiative Congressional Bill Proposal, the
eigenvector for tomorrow’s America. In this brief are topic sections of innovative solutions to
provide for the basic needs of every American Citizen in the future. We can create a new
American society with family wealth that builds over future generations. It’s time we secure
America’s economic engine and create a state sponsored sovereign wealth fund of an initial coin
offering of a new money called Colonial American Eagle autonomous ethically guided
cryptocurrency that would provide a newly conceived child a monthly universal basic income
totaling $292,500 from the moment of conception and in 2030 once total American citizen
population is covered, the universal income doubles. This is enough for every future American
citizen to afford higher education, own a home, purchase a vehicle, have proper nutrition, have
proper clothes, have extended access to healthcare, the ability to start a business, and enjoy
leisure activities.
This accelerator will employ 8 million Americans within 8 years of funding.
Including in this bill are:
MONETARY
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2030 GOAL: EVERY AMERICAN CITIZEN HAS A UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME
OF $1300 A MONTH.
The American dream is to use your life in service to build sustaining wealth to pass down to
further generations. This bill ensures the blood never stops flowing through the American
economy with the establishment of a state sponsored sovereign fund of 100 billion dollars to be
converted into the world's most versatile and intelligent money system in the world. The new
money would be called Colonial American Eagle and would operate in the optical domain as an
autonomous ethically guided cryptocurrency. The crypto coin would be a duel token, also
representing a share of a citizen owned employment entity called the Red, White, and Blue
Company. Imagine buying your morning bagel and coffee with a share of the government entity
you work and contribute to.
The daily returns of just a half percent or less per day average in the economic activity of the
coin including mining operations would ensure a universal basic income of $1300 a month for
life transferable to kin upon death to every American citizen with 8 years of service coverage
doubling. This includes a $300 nutritional voucher that can be spent at major online grocers like
Amazon pantry, Walmart, and Whole Foods, along with a $1000 discretionary UBI.
This crypto innovation would include a smart card and a digital wallet account of AE/RWB
accessible through an RWB no cost application download in all existing app stores.
American Eagle AEGC can instantly convert to US dollars at point of sale through card or
Apple pay like functionality through your smartphone. The smart card can also withdraw US
dollars base currency at ATMs from AE/RWB accounts.
IN 2030 WHEN ALL AMERICAN CITIZENS HAVE UBI SERVICE COVERAGE, THE UBI
DOUBLES TO $2600 A MONTH. $2000 DISCRETIONARY, $600 NUTRITIONAL
VOUCHER.
FOOD:
American Organic farms

Organic Produce. Production quota is 20 acres a year per citizen with all varieties harvested
daily.
Organic Dairy. Sentientless dairy harvesting. Production quota is 3 pounds of dairy per citizen

a day.
Exotics.

Self replicating fully AI autonomous vertical produce and dairy farms, fisheries, science,
delivery and catching, and feeding aerial service drones for America's lakes, rivers, and
oceans. Fish food and fishery and drones have no production costs. The labor is robotic and
materials and fish food are atmospherically generated.
In a world of robotics and artificial intelligence the potential to fill the nets with fresh fish and
have every American family break bread every night at the dinner table is remarkable. America
is the braintrust of the world with scientists and engineering from universities and companies
eager to meet these design challenges.
This bill would ensure every child had more than enough to eat on every plate
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To create culinary artists to prepare such foods, the Army will pay and train100,000 Michelin
chefs for American Academy 24/7 eateries, private in-home chefs, and farmers markets for all 50
states.
These chefs will prepare organic longevity cuisine.
EDUCATION
American Academy.
Organic 24/7 Michelin eateries.
Non multiple choice testing.
Educate the next generation of entreprenuers
HEALTHCARE
How about a financial incentive to client and healthcare giver for maintaining your best VO2,
quarterly tested in an affordable optional healthcare plan. Imagine your child having a cough and
hitting a doctor home call button on your company application, a doctor arrives with a
traditional doctors bag and performs family vitals for his family client cloud based healthcare
history information. He gives the parent a bottle of antibiotics and the child and parent a candy
sucker. People are alarmed with the daily posts of coronavirus death Parenting training and suite
lodging with gyms and other resources.
I mean, are these big ag gmo corporations not catching $10 in healthcare revenues from a ten
cent chicken nugget?
When children eat and are educated like aristocrats, this provides family security which reduces
poverty and crime. When children are nourished beginning prenatal to the end of the life of
their vessel
Life extension technologies to cure disease and reverse aging pushing a human vessel to 400
years.
Birth control RISUG to men and female equivalent.
WORKERS RIGHTS
At the newly formed entity RWB, partner operators regularly negotiate workers rights
and culture which include:
Indefinite womens paid maternity leave
Year mens paid maternity leave
PEACE OPERATIONS
Cy, Company. Tel Aviv. Light of Abraham.
AMERICAN ACCELERATOR INITIATIVE BILL LINE ITEM STATEMENT
$100,000,000,000 Bill Appropriations.

400,000,000 on $1300 a month Colonial American Eagle Universal Basic Incomes for life at
moment of conception
$10,000,000,000: 10 American Academies for 20,000 American Academy cadets.
$100,000,000: Cy, Company. Operation Light of Abraham mission.
Buy this business plan guide and others as well:
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https://hbsp.harvard.edu/product/5344BC-PDF-ENG?activeTab=overview&itemFindingMethod
=
AMERICAN ACCELERATOR INITIATIVE
INTRO: QR CODE TO PANGEA INTRO VIDEO.
MISSION STATEMENT:
AMERICA TODAY: POVERTY STATS INFOGRAPHICS, MEDIUM HOME INCOME, COST
PER PERSON FOR HEALTHCARE, ETC.
AMERICA 2030: ALL AMERICANS ON AMERICAN EAGLE METRIC 1 ACCOUNT UBI.
MONETARY. BANDS MAKE JACKSONS LADIES DANCE.
COLONIAL AMERICAN EAGLE AUTONOMOUS ETHICALLY GUIDED
CRYPTOCURRENCY. DUEL TOKEN. IS ALSO A SHARE OF COMPANY RED, WHITE,
AND BLUE NONPROFIT HOLDINGS COMPANY. AE/RWB ICO/IPOs @ $10/TOKEN.
A $1B AMERICAN SOVEREIGN WEALTH FUND IS RAISED FROM PRIVATE,
PUBLIC, AND GOVERNMENT INVESTORS.
1 BILLION MAX CURRENCY SUPPLY.
OPTICAL NETWORK.
OPTICALLY MINED.
RWB APPLICATION DOWNLOAD WITH AMERICAN EAGLE ACCOUNT 1 CONTROL.

ENERGY. DUDE. ITS PIEZOELECTRIC MULTILAYERED FILAMENT WHICH CHARGED
CAR ON RECHARGEABLE WATCH BATTERY SIZED LOW POWER BATTERY FROM
POOF OF AIR INTO NANOFILAMENT CAUSING FOLDING OF NANO ENERGY
GENERATORS. THIS IS LIT UP IN CENTER COUNSEL OF HYPERCAR. 1 SQUARE
MILLIMETER FILAMENTS. DO THIS JRODS. ALSO POWERS RIFLE PHOTON BOOM
BOOM. YOUR GUN TURNS PHOTONS INTO DENSE MASS OF NEUTRINOS.
CONVERTS PHOTON INTO MASS AT TARGET. LOTS OF BOOM BOOM. FOOD

WATER
HOUSING. 100M
25M LAND. 50M SELF REPLICATING FILAMENT QUICK SET LUXURY HOME MOLD
MACHINE. 25M. GUYS THAT CODE NEW HOME DESIGNS FOR OTHERS OR ADD
TO CLIENT CUSTOM HOME DESIGN SOFTWARE FOR NEW HOME SEEKERS.
TRANSPORTATION
HEALTHCARE.
SOMA. BODY.
MYALO. MIND.
BOTH AT AMERICAN WELLNESS CENTER.
EDUCATION. AMERICAN ACADEMY. 100M FOR 1000 CADETS 24/7 TASTING MENUS.
3 MICHELIN STAR RESTAURANTS
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LEISURE
WORKERS RIGHTS
$35/HOUR FOR 35 HOUR WORK WEEK 52 WEEK SALARIED PAY COMPENSATION.
1 YEAR FATHER PAID LEAVE
INDEFINITE FEMALE PAID LEAVE. CAN WORK FROM HOME.
13TH MONTH PAY
40 PERCENT MALE OR FEMALE BOARD
50 PERCENT BOARD FRONT LINE WORKERS.
3 HOUR MEAL BREAKS.
GYM ON RWB HQ CAMPUS
POVERTY ELIMINATION
CRIME ELIMINATION. Children eating Michelin star tasting menu longevity cuisine. A fed
could be sent in to ceate a mens nation wide unionized inmate network for national hunger
strikes and other non lethal methods like protesting outside womens prisons for mothers rights.
like hooting to get old ladies free from cells. Also get men's rights. Reed Springs for non violent
offenders. Create Life Academies. Education. Conjugal visits. Grubhub. Private shower, kitchen,
monitored wifi network, Life Academy students can enroll into a custom itinerary schedule of
Life Academy campus classes, fitness classes, spiritual and business activities. Online business
capable. Get a prison count of mouths to feed, kids and old ladies. Start a unioned workers fund
so that men can provide financially for their families. SPACE

I covet food, drugs, Holy texts, and flowers from Laniakea for my wife and children.
My children will walk on exoplanets. Space camp for international children. GLOBAL
PEACE OBJECTIVES: UN LIKE MONTHLY YOUTH COUNCILS.
NANO SMART DUST COMMERCIALS, RAIN, FOOD, GODS PARADISE, KINGS
FEAST NANO SMART DUSTS.
ATMOSPHERIC NANO PRINTING IS THE 3RD TECHNOLOGY
AS PROOF OF CONCEPT AND TO MEET WIFE AND TO SPUR INNOVATION IN THE
SCIENTIFIC FIELD OF ATMOSPHERIC NANO PRINTING GIVE WATER AND
APPLES TO AFRICA. THE WORLD WILL EAT MY FRIENDS. PAIR SERVICE BALLS
INSTRUCTIONS:
BUILD TO 1BILLIPN NUMBERS IN CUBE.
GO TO 111K FEET.
GO TO AFRICA.
GRID DOT SELF REPLICATE AND PLACE ON LAT AND LONG GRID OF
CONTINENT OF AFRICA.
DROP TO 30 METERS.
TURN ON WITH ABUNDANT PURE WATER AND APPLES.
ATMOSPHERIC FOOD THEORY.
THIS IS A TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION WITH UNLIMITED APPLICATIONS.
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ANY OPERATOR FOOD, AMMO, WEAPONS FOR FREE THROUGH
ATMOSPHERIC NANO PRINTING.
60TH CENTURY WARFARE NOW OFFICIALLY PROTECTING MY DAUGHTERS FROM
BOYS THROUGHOUT THEIR CONTINUOUS SCHOOLING.
MY BOY GIVES GIRLS NANO DUST BUSHELS OF JULIET AIR EJECTED ROSE
AROMA SCENT AND WARM AIR OF SCENT INTO FACE ROSES.
Ph. Ds in Atmospheric Nano Printing for food and weapons and ammo. Loot crates. Life
extensions pod home rig with sentient asset managers who keep you set as an insurance policy
on my wife and children. Every man in our Kingdom is allocated eternal life.
Infinite potential science. Thank you for all animal farts into the atmosphere for the carbon atom.
Now, its 360 cabin helicopters in daughters dream world back yard from a heads up display
multi choice selection.
Carbon neutral Combined with exhaust recycling into reuseable petrol for emissionless petrol
vehicles.
Color Corporation optically mines all known cryptocurrency for the Color
Corporation Commonwealth Fund.
Color bit provides 0% interest 30 year micro loans to all global peoples to start a business or
something else.
10T revenue a year
Color money creates a global ubi of 1300 a month per citizen of the Earth and requires 1 star,
$100, minimum use of Color Company services. Color Company's Motto is "Abundance".
10T
1T. Housing.
1T. Transportation. Air, Land, Sea, Space.
1T. Energy. Atmospheric petrols.
1T. Food. Global Organic Farms. Self replicating atmospherically generated fish.
Water is free so 0 from that.
1T. Leisure.
1T. Healthcare.
1T. Military
1T. Education.
1T. Technology. QE laptops. Phones. TVs. Nano smart dust. Kings feast.
1T. Black Company. Surrogates and plants.
UNICO has over 1,000,000 aggregates of marginal future recoverable income to get to the $10
trillion dollar a year goal. $10 million dollars generated per aggregate. Or less aggregates, at least
10,000 that can get to $10 trillion dollars a year in revenue giving UNICO NGO a $30 trillion
dollar valuation.
Goal: Double human population every 100 years into the stars. Colonize Laneakia by
year 10,000 A.D.
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THIS COMPANY IS A FAVORITE COMPETITOR AT THE 2022 HARVARD
NEW VENTURES COMPETITION
COLOR COMPANY is a holding company like Berkshire Hathaway.
Its motto is abundance
RED COMPANY. Transportation. Air, Land, and Sea. Red Company ports that pay you $1000
travelers stipend each way. When you take off and when you land, each $1000.
WHITE COMPANY. Housing. Fully autonomous filament mold quick set self replicating home
building machines. Only costs are customizable to client custom home building app, home
designers, and land acquisition and management. 10000 acres, 1000 10000 square foot homes
subdivisions everywhere including the 3rd world. BLUE COMPANY. Healthcare. Leisure.
BLACK COMPANY. Hug and tug with snow. Mr. Hands for your intelligent wife.
Cy, Company. Psy ops. PAC’s.
Britex Company. Britex Creative Labs.
Global Academy
Global Organic Farms
Armatech Industries. Wowzer stuff.
Space. Von Neumann Probes. Von Neumann probes that build Earth and exo space stations with
no labor or materials costs. Get your wife some beautiful flowers and a bowl of variety fruits.
Nonprofit entity.
Order of Light Foundation. 50.9999% of Color Company family trust of founder 51%, goes to
this nonprofit entity to turn the third world into paradises.
COLOR COMPANY IS WORTH 10 TRILLION DOLLARS IN 5 YEARS BY SERVING THE
BASIC NEEDS OF THE PEOPLE.

To have a company valuation of one quad trillion dollars by 2040 A.D. Controlling 25 something
percent of the global economy. Use Unico operational dominance protocol.

In 2040, Global UBI Doubles to $2000 dictionary and $600 nutritional voucher.

The Kingdom of Light and the Order of Light including the Universal Army returns to the Earth
from its source planet to assist and mediate the millennium period over the next 1000 years of
Earth’s history.
Order of Saint Michael is a 35 member unit team who are the Notre Dame SEAL Team 6 of the
Universal Army special forces. 35 is enough to fully staff an Armatek Armadillo tank with 2 row
of 15 operators plus 5 crew operators. The 35 special access operators include both males and
females and several different species. Order of Saint Michael only keeps 35 active duty members
at a time. Some can serve for a mission and for others it is longer. Even in an army of 100
decatrillion, there still are only 35 active duty Order of Saint Michael operators at any given
time. They are the highest rated and most specialized fighting force in the history of the entire
universe.
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